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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The arrival of approximately 1.3 million asylum applicants to Europe in 2015 and its resulting complexities unfolded a "perfect storm" which shook the Common European Asylum System (CEAS) to its very foundation. In summer 2015, the CEAS was catering to the reception and welcoming of everyone who came along the Western Balkan route, while only 6 months later the very same legal instruments seemed to allow the establishment of border fences, the introduction of national upper limits for asylum applications and the proliferation of fast-track return procedures for "irregularly arriving refugees and migrants". In addition to this, the public debate shifted from welcoming "refugees" and "persons in need of protection", to objecting to arrivals of "economic migrants" or "illegals". Policy makers were widely overwhelmed and seemed to remain in a state of shock due to the mass of refugees and migrants transiting or arriving in EU MS.

Following the initial shock, the EU and the EU MS recognised that the CEAS instruments were failing in the face of the sheer number of applicants arriving in certain EU MS. However, the approaches taken by policy makers at EU level and those at national level could not be more different. While the EU stressed that only a European Union acting in solidarity could shoulder the unprecedented mass arrivals, EU MS went in the opposite direction by making unilateral policy decisions: including building fences, introducing upper ceilings, using the wide discretion of the CEAS to create unattractive national asylum systems that deter asylum seekers and showing minimal commitment to solidarity measures.

The state of health of the CEAS

The CEAS instruments provided clear benchmarks for countries acceding to the EU for adapting their asylum systems, which undeniably brought an increased level of harmonisation in applied standards. However, the CEAS is not “common”, in the sense of one EU wide asylum system, nor has it developed into a single “system” used in each EU MS. On the contrary, the Common European Asylum System still consists of 28 different asylum systems, with different actors responsible, different procedures and different results (e.g. recognition rates).

For years, some of the CEAS instruments have been subject to strong criticism. Above all, the Dublin III Regulation is probably the most contested instrument, despite that it is often labelled as the "corner stone" of the CEAS. The Asylum Procedures Directive and the Reception Conditions Directive have often been criticised as too complex leaving too much discretion to EU MS. The Temporary Protection Directive is commonly ignored, although it is supposed to be the EU’s special tool to address mass influx of persons seeking international protection. The recast phase of the CEAS instruments unfortunately did not succeed in addressing those fundamental deficiencies. Thus, opportunities were lost to fundamentally re-consider the CEAS architecture and – in particular – the Dublin System.

The CEAS in the context of increased migratory flows

The CEAS showed its main flaw in 2015 when asylum application numbers doubled compared to the previous year. A system which basically assigns responsibility to the MS located at the external border fails when dealing with inflows that would require solidarity among all the MS. The European Commission responded with an avalanche of legislative proposals and ad hoc measures. New proposals are developed, often before the implementation of earlier measures and on the basis of often partial assessments of the impact of recently adopted recast asylum legislation as the deadlines for transposition only expired less than one year
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ago. Consequently, the policy framework developed under the European Agenda on Migration consists of a mosaic of emergency-driven ad hoc legislation without a coherent vision on the long term. The Council has so far been very selective in its support for measures presented under the European Agenda on Migration and has shown little appetite for swiftly implementing concrete solidarity measures to alleviate the pressure on the EU Member States most directly affected by the increased arrival, thus contributing to, as oppose to addressing, the current solidarity crisis.

In this respect the study recommends (among others) that the European Parliament should:

• closely monitor the ongoing policy developments and undertake a thorough assessment of its shortcomings and achievements since the increase of flows in 2015;

• closely monitor the EU’s global obligation to base measures and agreements with third countries in the field of international protection on credible responsibility sharing mechanisms and to make these agreements conditional on compliance with international refugee and human rights law and promote compliance with higher protection standards in the EU asylum acquis as benchmarks; and

• stay committed to upholding child protection as an essential principle of the EU migration agenda and an integral part of all EU policies and procedures in both emergency and regular situations, particularly against the background of an increasing number of children arriving accompanied or unaccompanied in EU MS.

CEAS in the framework of overall EU migration management

Flaws in the asylum system are deeply rooted in a restrictive migration system that is designed to control and limit migratory flows to specific groups, for which instruments on legal admission have been developed. For migrants who do not fall under one of those legal instruments, the asylum system remains an only alternative path towards Europe.

While the CEAS requires renovation of many parts, overall EU migration management is equally in need of reform to address current migration challenges in a more comprehensive way, for example by streamlining the currently scattered EU legal framework.

In this respect the study recommends (among others) that the European Parliament

• should support the European Commission’s Communication towards a reform of the Common European Asylum System and Enhancing Legal Avenues to Europe (COM(2016) 197 final) regarding the development of “a smarter and well-managed legal migration policy” but should cater to address the reforms in this area independently from repairing the deficiencies of the CEAS.

Access to protection

Due to the territorial principle (as a precondition to claiming asylum, an applicant needs to be physically present in an EU MS) and in the absence of alternative avenues of protection, the vast majority of refugees depend on resettlement as practically the only safe and legal manner to access protection in Europe. However, in the past EU MS were not overly generous in offering resettlement places. Resettlement is based on a detailed and time consuming selection process and, while often presented as the most appropriate tool to provide access to safety, it also bears the risk that countries can use this instrument to pick and choose their “favourite refugees”.

Resettlement is based on voluntary participation by Member States. So far, only a few EU MS have developed a resettlement tradition and the overall pledged numbers remain low. The so far agreed EU resettlement scheme of 22,504 places is almost symbolic in light of global resettlement needs but is certainly a step in the right direction as it aims to involve all
EU MS and associated countries and offers a safe passage to protection for those in need. However, in practice, the implementation of the scheme is disappointing. Until 13 May 2016 only 6,321 persons were resettled to 16 countries, of which 4 are Schengen Associated States. Moreover, some EU Member States pledged their entire pre-existing national resettlement quota under the 20 July 2015 Council Conclusions, while others pledged part of their pre-existing quota under the scheme.

Against this backdrop the European Parliament should

- work towards a significant increase in resettlement capacities, which will, as indicated in the EC Communication on the reform of the CEAS, enable the EU “to lead by example as well as provide a visible and concrete expression of European solidarity towards the international community”. In doing so, the European Union may wish to draw on the Canadian resettlement for Syrian refugees, which involved the resettlement of 25,000 persons within less than three months;
- assess further alternative proposals for access to protection as indicated in earlier studies suggesting private sponsorship programmes, facilitating the wider use of family reunification, a more generous approach towards visa rules, further humanitarian evacuation programmes or dedicating resources to assess legal and practical preconditions for processing asylum claims in third countries.

Determination of the responsibility for asylum claims

The uneven distribution of asylum applicants across EU Member States has increased, despite 15 years of harmonisation of asylum policies at the EU level. In the absence of an EU-wide asylum system, the Dublin system makes (as a general rule) the first country of entry responsible for processing a claim and providing reception to asylum seekers. To make the system work, coercion has been used to prevent secondary movements to other EU Member States, however this is often not successful. Ultimately, coercive measures to prevent free choice and to address secondary movements are heavily criticised as it turned out to be ineffective, expensive, time-consuming and resulting in human rights violations – thus a burden for all.

There are a number of factors which make some Member States more attractive to asylum seekers than others. The asylum policy of a country may constitute a pull or deterrence factor, but ultimately other (stronger) pull factors are decisive for asylum seekers, such as family and other social ties, language skills, existing past relations with a country and job opportunities. Therefore, a distribution mechanism that aims to address secondary movements in a sustainable way needs to take such priorities of asylum seekers into account.

To further develop transparent and sustainable mechanisms to distribute the responsibility for persons in need of protection equally among EU MS, the study suggests that the European Parliament should

- promote the replacement of the Dublin System with a responsibility-allocation mechanism that is governed by the principle of solidarity and fair sharing of responsibility, based on a fair distribution quota, containing a mix of solidarity measures that provide positive incentives for EU MS to better act in solidarity;
- critically review the Commission’s proposal for a recast EURODAC Regulation from 4 May 2016 and particularly question the proportionality and necessity of another extension of the personal and material scope of the Regulation and their compatibility with the key data protection principle of purpose limitation; the need

---
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for lowering the age for taking fingerprints from 14 to 6 years and the ever increasing authorities being granted access to the data base;

- provide **positive incentives for asylum applicants to refrain from secondary movements**, thereby taking the asylum seekers preference into account while **better informing** them of the relocation procedures and providing them with a **limited choice of relocation countries** with a **perspective to obtain mobility rights** within the EU;

- closely **monitor** the implementation of the **emergency relocation mechanism** introduced under the two Council Decisions from September 2015, by specifically taking into account **the replacement of the recognition threshold** (75%) by an initial assessment of the claim (granting access to relocation for founded claims while denying relocation to unfounded claims);

- request from the Commission more **clarity on the functioning of the hotspots**, and their (legal) compliance with the asylum acquis, particularly **the screening processes at hotspots, assessment of special needs**, and closely monitor the respect of the **best interest of the child** during the screening and relocation of children;

**Determination of asylum claims**

The most complex task relates to the harmonisation of procedural standards bringing together the great variety of legal traditions of individual Member States. It is not surprising that the recast Asylum Procedures Directive allows wide discretion and captures all possible variations of procedural particularities of the different countries. As a result, the Asylum Procedures Directive developed into a complex legal instrument, difficult to understand and even more difficult to implement. While the directive provided a first path of harmonisation by establishing common standards, it did not achieve the goal of developing a “common asylum procedure” which would be applied in all 28 EU MS in the same manner.

Equally, the legal basis for the determination of asylum claims – the qualification directive - leaves room for interpretation in regard to several details. Different recognition rates and unequal use of refugee protection/subsidiary protection are challenges that require further harmonisation. However, it is very unlikely that complete harmonisation and convergence of decision-making on asylum applications in 28 EU Member States will ever be possible. The question is rather what level of harmonisation of individual decision-making is required within the Common European Asylum System.

The discretion left to EU MS has recently also been used by individual EU MS to introduce restrictions as a means of deterrence, for instance, by reducing the duration of residence permits for beneficiaries of international protection, with different durations for refugee status and subsidiary protection status. A similar trend is now emerging with regard to restrictions in the waiting periods for family reunification. The given discretion evidently leads to a race to the bottom.

To respond to the need for more unified procedures, the study suggests that the European Parliament should

- carefully assess the pros and cons as well as the legal feasibility under the current EU Treaties of the European Commission plans to turn EASO into a European Asylum Agency with a competence in individual decision-making. In particular, the European Parliament should consider the possibility of the **gradual extension of EASO’s mandate** from an **extended mandate** in policy implementation and a strengthened operational role to a mandate which allows the **conduct of screening** functions/admissibility checks of asylum applicants, to, in the long term, taking over responsibility for **processing**
asylum claims under one single asylum procedure fully based on international and European humanitarian standards with the power to grant international protection status to applicants, mutually recognised throughout all EU MS;

• support the Commission reform communication to transfer the Asylum Procedures Directive and the Qualification Directive into Regulations (Commission Communication 6 April 2016) while at the same time ensuring that the high standard of asylum procedures, including full respect of legal guarantees, is maintained;

• challenge the Commission’s proposal to increase the differences between refugee status and subsidiary protection status and instead promote a unified status for both refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection;

• work towards the mutual recognition of refugee status decisions across the EU; and

• promote the development of procedures to assess and determine the best interests of children.

Reception & Integration

Reception conditions represent a very difficult field of harmonisation. Standards set by EU law cannot erase the economic differences between EU MS, implying that prospects in some EU MS remain better than in others. As evidenced in the study, the reception conditions vary significantly in EU MS. The shortcomings in the EU reception conditions trigger secondary movements and consequently thwart any distribution mechanisms.

In addition, there are also major challenges in terms of the number of reception places available in EU MS. The challenges are to a significant degree rooted in poor contingency planning by EU MS and the failure to readily adapt to increasing reception needs.

A field which almost completely remains outside the scope of the CEAS is the integration of beneficiaries of international protection. Once a person is recognised as being in need of international protection, there is often very little support available, in particular with sourcing suitable accommodation. In general, support and perspectives for integration vary considerably between EU MS and there is a need to invest in reducing these differences. In addition, integration support is usually offered only after a status has been granted. This is not ideal for the applicant, as procedures often take several years and no integration support is offered in that time thus losing important time.

To tackle both reception and integration, the study suggests that the European Parliament should

• promote investing financial resources in the establishment of resilient asylum reception systems in all EU Member States, imposing contingency planning in order to enable asylum systems to more efficiently anticipate fluctuations in the number of asylum seekers. Further, a more structural exchange among EU MS should be promoted, setting standards and developing tools for the reception of asylum applicants; and

• encourage the European Commission and the Council to take legislative measures for developing integration measures based on standards deduced from good practices of EU MS.

Child specific conclusions

Children are particularly vulnerable and have a unique set of rights due to their status as minors. As such, the CEAS should ensure that their actions take into account the best interests of children. The proportion of children among arrivals in Europe has been growing in recent months and the number of unaccompanied minors nearly quadrupled in 2015 when
compared to the year before. The chaos on migration routes and in reception systems, children, and particularly unaccompanied minors, are exposed to various risks, including protracted family separation, the risk of being victims of trafficking and exploitation as well as the risk of severe trauma and health problems. Thousands of cases of disappearances have been reported.

In light of the high numbers of children arriving in Europe, the study suggests that the European Parliament should further promote:

- a comprehensive approach at EU level for ensuring that the needs and rights of all migrant children are specifically identified and addressed, including significantly enhanced EU mechanisms for transnational cooperation between Member States and between third countries and Member States, to ensure the best interests of each child are a primary consideration in all actions in their regard. In particular, this should identify and respond to individual needs, address family tracing, prevent and respond to disappearances of children from care, avoid placing children in detention, ensure proper Dublin III and relocation transfers, prevent and respond to trafficking, unite children with relatives where this is in their best interests and establish durable solutions.
PART I: INTRODUCTION

1. BACKGROUND

In 2015, Europe witnessed migratory movements of persons seeking international protection in a magnitude that had not been seen since World War II. Almost 1.3 million first-time applications for international protection were lodged in the 28 EU Member States, around double the amount received the previous year. Most of the persons entered the EU by sea, particularly through the Eastern Mediterranean Route from Turkey to Greece and consequently travelling overland through the Western Balkan Route towards Central and Northern Europe.

The legal acts forming the Common European Asylum System aimed at guaranteeing a fair and harmonised asylum procedure and providing reasonable reception conditions have been placed under pressure in more than one country. Capacities and national systems have been outrun by the unprecedented numbers of seekers of international protection arriving at European shores. This situation was further aggravated by the fact that the vast majority of applications for international protection have been filed in only a few select countries.

On the EU level, additional measures in the field of asylum have been introduced during 2015, notably the establishment of hotspots as primary reception centres at the external borders and putting an emergency relocation mechanism into effect, distributing asylum seekers from these “hotspots” to other MS. These measures have had varying success in their initial phase and are predominantly hindered by the lack of support and divided opinions amongst EU MS.

The study on the "Implementation of the Common European Asylum System" seeks to provide an accurate picture of the current implementation of the CEAS by EU Member States from both a legal and practical perspective based on the actual experiences of national governments as well as asylum seekers and refugees.

The study is organised as follows:

Part II provides an overview on the historical development of the existing CEAS legal instruments and relevant EU agencies and discusses available EU data on asylum applications. Furthermore, recent measures, both on the EU level in the framework of the 2015 European Agenda on Migration, and the national level in several MS, are presented as the introduction of Part II.

Part III discusses in detail the impact of the refugee crisis on the functioning of the CEAS, dividing the CEAS into three subtopics:

**Determination of the responsibility for asylum claims:** In the first section the EU legal framework regarding the determination of the responsibility for asylum claims among EU MS is analysed, including the Dublin Regulation, the recently adopted hotspots approach and emergency relocation system based on Art 78 TFEU as well as the EU-Turkey Agreement of

---

3 However, in post WWII a large share of global displacement was actually concentrated in Europe at a magnitude far beyond the contemporary “crisis”: Around 40 million displaced in Europe, excluding IDPs and former forced labourers within Germany, plus some 13 million ethnic Germans expelled from Eastern Europe and estimates for IDPs and forced labourers in Germany of around 11.3 million (See UNHCR (2000): The State of the World’s Refugees. 50 Years of Humanitarian Action. Oxford: OUP, online at http://www.unhcr.org/3ebf9ba80.html, p.13).

4 Eurostat (2016a): Asylum statistics; Data extracted on 2 March 2016. Most recent data: Further Eurostat information, Main tables and Database. Accessed at http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Asylum_statistics on 02.04.2016. Note that there is considerable uncertainty on these numbers in the specific context of 2015, where both double counting (e.g. through new applications lodged in another Member State) and undercounting (e.g. through delays between initial registration and initiation of the asylum procedure) has made it extremely difficult to arrive at reasonable estimates of overall arrivals.
18 March 2016 and the EC Communication of 6 March 2016 towards the reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues to Europe.

**Determination of asylum claim:** This section addresses both procedural questions as well as questions related to the status of refugees/beneficiaries of subsidiary protection, specifically focusing on the implications of mass arrivals. The main EU legal instruments in this section are the Procedures Directive and the Qualification Directive.

**Reception of asylum seekers:** The third section deals with the reception of applicants for international protection, which has been a key issue in the current crisis. Various MS have recently made amendments to their national asylum legislation by utilising the discretion allowed in the Receptions Directive.

Experiences from eight EU MS (Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Spain and Sweden) demonstrate practical challenges in the implementation of the CEAS in light of mass inflows.

**Part IV** presents the main findings and conclusions of this study, emphasising the deficiencies of the CEAS in dealing with particularly large inflows of asylum seekers.

**Part V** formulates specific recommendations as to how authorities on the EU and national level could improve the functioning of the CEAS, be it through a better implementation of existing legal acts or through new ideas on how the EU legal instruments for international protection could be shaped.

---

The present study has been conducted from February until mid-May 2016 with the aim to provide accurate and up to date information on the CEAS and the EU policy framework responding to large scale migration. Evidently this policy area is very fast-moving and under constant revision. The study tried its utmost to take into account the key policy documents and proposals published during the implementation period of the study. The analysed legal documents and proposals represent the status quo of the CEAS and its discussion on EU level as of 20 May 2016.

---

2. METHODOLOGY

The study was conducted through the use of the following research tools:

**Desk research:** The refugee and migration crisis has dominated news in most EU MS since 2015. The increasing scale of refugee inflows and the resulting tragedies in the Mediterranean have also generated a large number of reports and proposals from academics, think-tanks, NGOs and other expert institutions. In addition, policy makers have actively searched for appropriate answers to meet the challenges inherent in large-scale influxes.

The desk research reviewed current debates and provided a concise compilation and summary of the state of play. In particular, it formed the basis for further detailed thematic expert exchanges and the interviews with MS stakeholders.

**Expert Workshop:** On 22.02.2016, project team members and external experts participated in a full-day workshop to discuss and identify key issues regarding the implementation of the CEAS. Participants included research experts from ICMPD, Maastricht University, ELIAMEP, a representative from ECRE, experts from UNHCR, a child protection expert and a representative from an EU MS (asylum policy).

The expert workshop was inspired by group discussions/interactive workshop methods with the aim to solicit “collective” views on certain matters. In particular, the expert workshop was used to generate feedback on preliminary conclusions and recommendations from the desk research.
**Case Studies:** Eight countries were selected for more in-depth data collection on legal and practical challenges in the implementation of relevant legal standards under crisis conditions. The main criterion for the selection of countries was their level and type of exposure to relevant inflows. Geographical balance and policy relevance were additional criteria. Four categories were distinguished: country of first entry, transit countries, destination (most affected)\(^5\) countries and less affected countries. The countries selected were:

- **Greece and Italy as the main entry points** to the EU for asylum seekers and migrants. Moreover, with the “hotspot” approach and the emergency relocation scheme, two recent EU measures specifically target these “frontline” states.
- **Bulgaria** as a country which has been experiencing considerable challenges in its asylum system since 2013 and additionally may become further relevant as an alternative entry point from Turkey;
- **Hungary** as a major transit country during the recent crisis. Hungary has responded to increased inflows with a variety of controversial decisions;
- **Austria**, as one of the main European destination countries. While experiencing record levels of asylum applications in 2015, high numbers of migrants and refugees also transited through Austria to Germany, particularly in the second half of 2015;
- **Germany**, as the main country of destination for the majority of refugees and migrants entering the EU;
- **Sweden**, as another major country of destination with a long track-record of openness towards refugees and a proactive resettlement policy. Recently however, Sweden also introduced less favourable asylum policies to address and better manage the current increasing flows;
- **Spain**, as a less affected “frontline state” on the Southern external borders of the EU.

**Interviews with national stakeholders:** In the selected countries, semi-structured interviews were conducted during March and April 2016 by telephone with up to 3 experts per country, each representing different types of expertise (government, academia, NGO). The objective of the interviews was to gain an insight into legal and practical implications of the current migration and refugee crisis and their impact on the fulfilment of the CEAS in these countries. The interview guidelines included questions on national practices, experiences and opinions regarding the instruments of the CEAS as well as other key issues identified at the expert workshop and through previous desk research.

Each interview documented the personal views of the interviewees on the national situation regarding the implementation of CEAS instruments and the challenges that emerged from the arrival of large groups of migrants and refugees. The interview protocols served as an additional and direct source of new information as well as to corroborate and complement the desk research.

---

\(^5\) Major destination countries are often also significant transit countries, for example Austria and Germany.
PART II: STATE OF PLAY - EU AND EU MS POLICY RESPONSES

KEY FINDINGS

- Despite a comprehensive set of instruments, the Common European Asylum was seriously challenged in the context of large scale arrivals of migrants and refugees in 2015 and the beginning of 2016.
- The Common European Asylum System proved ill-equipped for high migratory pressure.
- The lack of a mechanism for the fair sharing of the responsibility of asylum claims among all EU MS was compensated by emergency measures rapidly put in place in response to the "refugee crisis".
- EU MS responded by introducing unilateral policy responses as a consequence of scepticism and lack of confidence in joint EU actions.
- EU MS responses largely aimed at deterring asylum seekers, through various changes in asylum procedures, reception conditions and increased border controls.
- A race to the bottom among EU MS emerged, making full use of the discretion allowed by the CEAS instruments to transform their national asylum system into the “toughest/least attractive in Europe”.

1. THE COMMON EUROPEAN ASYLUM SYSTEM

It was not until the Maastricht Treaty (1992) that immigration and asylum were formally incorporated into the Treaties although multilateral cooperation outside the community framework had already started some years earlier, and in a more pronounced way, since the mid-1990s. Reflecting geopolitical changes, notably the collapse of communist regimes, and the rise of asylum and irregular migration, the multilateral cooperation focused largely on the issues surrounding irregular migration. Following the communitarisation of policies on migration and asylum through the Amsterdam Treaty, a first five-year programme – the Tampere programme – was adopted by the European Council. This programme established a roadmap for political priorities. The five-year migration and asylum-related policy programmes were developed within the broader context of the establishment of the area of freedom, security, and justice. These programmes contained a roadmap for political priorities, proposals, and deadlines, rather than strict policy documents.

Since 1999, the EU has been working towards providing a Common European Asylum System (CEAS), which included common rules on the determination of the responsibility for asylum applications (Dublin system), on asylum procedures, on the qualification of applicants for international protection and related rights, and common rules on reception conditions. In addition, there are a number of subsidiary instruments as well as other rules with relevance to the CEAS. The first new instrument adopted under the Tampere
programme contained minimum standards for temporary protection which, however have never been used. Following the completion of the first stage of CEAS in 2005, which was based on minimum standards between Member States, in 2013 new rules have been agreed upon (CEAS II). The aim was to ensure that all applicants for international protection are treated equally in a fair system, wherever they apply. The legal framework of the CEAS II is composed of two Regulations and five Directives while two EU Agencies are of particular relevance for the implementation of the CEAS: the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) and the Border Agency Frontex.

Following several evaluations of the different asylum instruments it became evident that, in spite of the enormous efforts by the EC and EU Member States, the standards of the treatment of asylum applicants in different MS remain highly divergent.

An additional development that had significant influence on the disparities of asylum systems in EU MS was the enlargement of the EU by firstly, 10 new EU MS, followed by Romania and Bulgaria in 2007 and Croatia in 2013. The enlargement brought along an increasing imbalance of economic strengths among the EU MS. It changed the geographical area of the EU significantly and it also showed the weaknesses of the first phase of the CEAS, with its broad definitions of “minimum standards” that allowed for a generous interpretation and ultimately did not, in many ways, allow for a harmonisation of the different asylum systems.

Notwithstanding the efforts in implementing the CEAS, the latest increase in asylum applications clearly demonstrated its limits: the system is not apt to deal with increasing migratory pressure.

---

1.1. Legal instruments of the CEAS

The current system for the determination of the responsibility of an EU MS for an asylum application is based on the **Dublin III Regulation (No 604/2013)**, approved in June 2013 and applicable as of 1st January 2014, replacing the former Dublin II Regulation. Like Schengen, the Dublin System has developed outside the Treaty framework and was originally adopted as a Convention. The aim of the convention was to provide clear rules on the determination of the responsibility to assess asylum claims and to prevent ‘asylum shopping’, i.e. the lodging of new applications in different Member States following the rejection in another state. The Dublin Convention was signed on 15 June 1990, entering into force on 1 September 1997 for the first twelve signatories (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom), on 1 October 1997 for Austria and Sweden, and on 1 January 1998 for Finland. While the Convention was only open to accession to member states of the European Communities, Norway and Iceland, non-member states, concluded agreements with the EC to apply the provisions of the Convention in their territories. The Dublin Convention was replaced by the Dublin II Regulation, which was adopted in 2003 and became part of the asylum acquis. Consequently, with the 2004 accession of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic, Hungary, Slovenia, Cyprus and Malta, these additional 10 Member States also joined the Dublin regime. The provisions of the Regulation were extended by an agreement to the non-member states Switzerland and Liechtenstein on 1 March 2008. A protocol subsequently made this agreement applicable to Denmark. With the accession of Bulgaria and Romania in 2007 and Croatia in 2013, three additional EU MS joined the Dublin System.

Against the experiences gained on the functioning of the Dublin system in a mass influx situation as witnessed in 2015/ beginning of 2016 and based on an evaluation of this
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9 Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast).

10 Council Regulation (EC) No 343/2003 of 18 February 2003 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an asylum application lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national.
instrument, the European Commission’s Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and Enhancing Legal Avenues to Europe proposed two possible approaches: either to streamline and supplement the current system with a corrective fairness mechanism or to move to a new system based on a distribution key. The first option was chosen, although some aspects of the second option, including a reference key underpinning the corrective solidarity mechanism, are relied upon as well. The EC tabled on 4th May 2016 a proposal for a recast of the Dublin Regulation.

For an effective implementation of the Dublin Regulation an asylum fingerprint database was established under the EURODAC Regulation (Regulation (EC) No 2725/2000). Irrespective of where asylum seekers submit asylum applications within the EU, their fingerprints are taken and transmitted to the EURODAC central system to compare whether the persons already submitted an application in another country. The first EURODAC Regulation (EC) No 2725/2000 operated from 2003 until 20 July 2015 when the recast EURODAC Regulation became applicable. The recast included changes to reduce the delay of transmission by some MS, to address data protection concerns and to help combat terrorism and serious crime. As part of the reform of the Dublin Regulation, the EC considered it also necessary to reinforce the EURODAC Regulation to mirror and support the changes of the Dublin system. Consequently the EC put forward a proposal for a recast EURODAC Regulation on 4th May 2016, which also includes an extension of EURODAC’s purpose, now also “assisting with the control of illegal immigration to and secondary movements within the Union” as well as return of irregularly staying third country nationals.

The collapse of the former Yugoslavia and the resulting mass inflow of refugees to various EU Member States triggered the first debate on “burden sharing”. In addition, temporary protection was put on the table as a solution to better manage mass inflows, with several EU Member States accepting conflict refugees from the former Yugoslavia under various national temporary protection schemes and outside the asylum procedure. Combined with a general increase of asylum applications, which had already started since the early 1980s, major receiving countries faced mounting backlogs and temporary protection appeared as an instrument to deal with this.

In accordance with Article 63(2)(a) and (b) of the EC Treaty, the EU adopted the Temporary Protection Directive 2001/55/EC on 20 July 2001 following the Kosovo crisis in 1999. All Member States (including the UK) take part in this Directive. Ireland, who was not initially
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13 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast); COM(2016) 270 final at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/dublin_reform_proposal_en.pdf

14 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the establishment of ‘Eurodac’ for the comparison of fingerprints for the effective application of Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person, for identifying an illegally staying third-country national or stateless person and on requests for the comparison with Eurodac data by Member States’ law enforcement authorities and Europol for law enforcement purposes (recast); COM(2016) 272 final at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/eurodac_proposal_en.pdf

bound by it, was included by a Decision in 2003 upon request.\textsuperscript{16} All Member States have transposed the Directive. The establishment of the Temporary Protection Directive was considered necessary to address situations where large numbers of displaced persons from a specific country or geographical area cannot return to their country of origin.\textsuperscript{17}

In the following years the main targets outlined by the Hague Programme focused on the creation of common minimum standards for the qualification of asylum seekers, the reception of asylum seekers and the procedures for determining whether a person qualifies for refugee status. Differences in standards have been argued as an important factor for the uneven distribution of asylum seekers, with asylum seekers particularly targeting host countries that would either be generous with reception benefits, or would be generous with granting some form of protection status.\textsuperscript{18}

The recast Qualification Directive 2011/95/EU has replaced the former Qualification Directive 2004/83/EC.\textsuperscript{19} The objective of the recast Qualification Directive is to stipulate the standards for the qualification of third-country nationals as beneficiaries of international protection (refugee status or beneficiaries of subsidiary protection) and the content of international protection (art. 1). The adopted recast Qualification Directive was published in the Official Journal of the European Union on 20 December 2011 and is applicable as of 21 December 2013. The UK, Ireland and Denmark do not take part in the adoption and application of the Qualification Directive 2011/95/EU (recast). The UK and Ireland remain bound by the former Qualification Directive 2004/83/EC.

The Asylum Procedures Directive 2013/32/EU (recast) replaced the Asylum Procedures Directive 2005/85/EC.\textsuperscript{20} The Commission initiated its first proposal to recast this Directive on 21 October 2009\textsuperscript{21} and subsequently in 2011 submitted a modified proposal.\textsuperscript{22} According to the Commission, the provisions in the Asylum Procedures Directive 2005/85/EC were insufficient and vague which resulted in unfair and inadequate asylum procedures. In a report issued in 2010 on the application of the Asylum Procedures Directive, the Commission acknowledged that the many derogation clauses are a serious concern which causes the wide divergence of the implementation in the Member States.\textsuperscript{23} A detailed UNHCR study on the national implementation of the Asylum Procedures Directive 2005/85/EC in several Member States demonstrated wide differences in law and practice.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{17} The Temporary Protection Directive has severe temporal limitations; the duration of temporary protection is automatically set to one year and can be prolonged by a maximum of two years (See Council Directive 2001/55/EC of 20 July 2001 on minimum standards for giving temporary protection in the event of a mass influx of displaced persons and on measures promoting a balance of efforts between Member States in receiving such persons and bearing the consequences thereof, OJ 2001 L 212/12, art. 4). To date, even with the high numbers of Syrian refugees arrivals to the EU, the Temporary Protection Directive has never been activated.
\textsuperscript{24} UNHCR (2010), Improving Asylum Procedures Comparative Analysis and Recommendation for Law and Practice, March 2010.
The **Reception Conditions Directive (recast)**\(^{25}\) replaced the Reception Conditions Directive 2003/9/EC of 27 January 2003\(^{26}\). In a report on the functioning of the Reception Conditions Directive, the Commission determined that the discretion allowed by the Directive in a number of areas, notably the access to employment, health care, level and form of material reception conditions, free movement rights and needs of vulnerable persons, undermines the objective of creating a level playing field in the area of reception conditions.\(^{27}\) Consequently, the Commission proposed amendments to the Reception Conditions Directive. Similar to the case of the Asylum Procedures Directive, reaching an agreement on the recast Reception Directive between the Council and the European Parliament proved to be difficult\(^{28}\) and the agreement was only reached in 2013. The Directive 2003/9 applied to all Member States except Denmark and Ireland. The UK has opted out of the recast directive, but the 2003 Directive continues to apply to the UK.

**Child issues within the CEAS**

The CEAS instruments apply to children alongside broader child rights obligations deriving from national and international level instruments, including Article 24 of the Fundamental Rights Charter and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in this field. The CRC has been ratified by all EU Member States and its relevance to the interpretation and application of EU law has been acknowledged by the European Court of Justice in various judgements (including e.g. European Parliament v. Council of the European Union, C-540/03). Indeed, there has been an increasing focus in the European courts on the application of child rights obligations in this field, with a number of landmark judgements concerning both the rights of unaccompanied children and children within asylum seeking families.\(^{29}\)

The CEAS instruments typically explicitly refer to the Charter and/or the CRC and contain specific provisions concerning children, including generally applicable provisions (such as the application of the best interests’ principle in actions that can impact children, a recognition of child specific forms of persecution and restrictions on detention) as well as specific safeguards for unaccompanied children (such as special protection, assistance and representation provisions).\(^{30}\) Proper implementation of these provisions requires considerable further work.

Although the recast instruments are more explicit in recognising the rights of asylum seeking children, there are many issues where it is noted that further clarification is necessary. Significantly, the EU Action Plan on Unaccompanied Minors\(^{31}\) noted the "need to ensure that EU legislation is correctly implemented and, on the basis of an impact assessment, evaluate
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\(^{30}\) See the Reference Document on EU legal and policy measures concerning unaccompanied children in the CONNECT Project, www.connectproject.eu. Several other EU instruments which can be of relevance to the situation of children outside their countries of origin (including the EU Anti-Trafficking Directive (2011/36/EU), the EU Sexual Abuse Directive (2011/92/EU) and the EU Victims’ Rights Directive (2012/29/EU)), have child specific provisions, including, inter alia, procedural safeguards for investigating cases concerning children and providing assistance to them.

whether it is necessary to introduce targeted amendments or a specific instrument setting down common standards on reception and assistance for all unaccompanied minors regarding guardianship, legal representation, access to accommodation and care, initial interviews, education services and appropriate healthcare, etc.” Provisions relating to children within families also need further clarification, including provisions on detention and ensuring the best interests of children travelling with parents.

1.2. Relevant EU Agencies

At the institutional level, the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) was established based on Regulation (EU) No 439/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 establishing a European Asylum Support Office. Created in 2010, EASO is tasked with supporting the asylum authorities in EU Member States. EASO provides the employees of the relevant authorities with training and instruction sessions with the aim to contribute to the further harmonisation of asylum processes and results of asylum decisions across EU MS. As a result of the ambition to harmonise the results, EASO compiles reports on the human rights and security situation in the key countries of origin of asylum seekers who arrive in Europe. EASO is additionally involved in early warning and preparedness systems for EU MS that face challenges coping with influxes of asylum seekers. Under EASO’s mandate, the agency is to support EU MS facing particular pressure on the asylum and reception system (Art 8). EASO has become gradually more and more involved in the hotspots approach, supporting asylum authorities in Greece and Italy to register, identify and process asylum applications.

Following the EC, EASO plays a crucial role in the future and is to receive a stronger mandate to play a new policy implementing and a strengthened operational role to facilitate the proper functioning of the CEAS. This is reflected in the EC’s proposal for a Regulation on the European Agency for Asylum on 4th May 2016, which further reinforces EASO’s mandate with regard to monitoring the implementation of EU asylum standards as well as its operational activities.

Frontex was established by Council Regulation (EC) 2007/2004 and became operational on 3 October 2005. Frontex's mission is to support EU MS to implement EU external border controls and to coordinate the cooperation between MS in external border management, while it remains the task of each member state to control its own borders. The agency
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36 See also Regulation (EU) No 656/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 establishing rules for the surveillance of the external sea borders in the context of operational cooperation coordinated by the
assists member states in training national border guards, conducts risk analyses via its Risk Analysis Unit (RAU) and the Frontex Risk Analysis Network (FRAN), conducts research relevant for the control and surveillance of external borders, helps member states requiring technical and operational assistance at external borders and provides member states with the necessary support in organising joint return operations. Following deaths at sea in April 2015, one of the first responses based on the European Agenda on Migration was to task Frontex with conducting the "Joint Operation Triton" to support the Italian authorities in border-control activities in the Mediterranean. Frontex is also one of the key partners supporting Greece and Italy at the newly established hotspots. On 15 December 2015 the European Commission presented its proposal for a new European Border and Coast Guard Agency\(^37\) that should replace Frontex, having a stronger role and mandate and forming a European Border and Coast Guard along with national authorities for border management.

2. ASYLUM DYNAMICS IN THE EU

2.1. Flows

Figure 1: Asylum applications in EU-28 from 1985 to 2015

Source: Eurostat, April 2016 (online data code: migr\_asyctz and migr\_asyappctza)

Historically, the numbers of asylum applications in the EU MS have been subject to large fluctuations. Since 1985, yearly asylum applications in the 28 countries which currently are part of the EU ranged from 150,000 to 400,000 until 2013, with peaks and dips that nevertheless seem minor when compared to the current inflows. In the early 1990’s, the outbreak of war in former Yugoslavia resulted in large-scale displacements and a peak of 673,000 asylum applications in 1992. This number was almost matched in 2014 when 628,000 applications for international protection were filed, but was by far surpassed in 2015. According to Eurostat, 1.3 million asylum applications were filed in the EU-28 in 2015,\(^38\) double the number of 2014 and more than three times the number of 2013 (432,000).

There are several reasons for the significant increase in asylum applications in 2015. Violent conflicts in Syria and Iraq have been ongoing for several years and are unlikely to be resolved
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in near future. The situation in the neighbouring countries hosting large numbers of refugees has become increasingly difficult for displaced persons, who see no prospective of succeeding in their overburdened host country. The use of more secure migration routes may also have made migrating more accessible and viable. On the increasingly used Eastern Mediterranean Route, the death toll was significantly lower than on the Central Mediterranean Route, and countries on the West Balkan Route assisted migrants by providing transportation, accommodation and police protection on their journey, creating a less perilous Western Balkans corridor towards Germany in the last months of 2015.39

The main countries of origin were Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq, accounting for more than half of all applications in 2015. Kosovo and Albania ranked 4th and 5th as countries of origin.

**Figure 2:** Main Countries of Origin 2015 (thousands of asylum applications)

![Bar chart showing main countries of origin](image)

**Source:** Eurostat, April 2016 (online data code: migr_asyappctza)

The inflows increased significantly in the summer months starting in July, when the number of monthly asylum claims in the EU exceeded 100,000 for the first time. Geographically, the migration route from Turkey through the Aegean Sea to Lesvos, Kos, Samos and other Greek islands was the main entry point to the EU for applicants for international protection in 2015. UNHCR counted the arrival of 862,000 migrants in the Greek islands. The central Mediterranean route to Italy decreased slightly in size with respect to 2014, but was still used by 154,000 persons, around 10% less than the previous year. Still, in October 2015, sea arrivals in both Greece and Italy matched the entire total for 2014, 219,000. Whereas Syrians, Iraqis, and Afghans primarily used the Eastern Mediterranean Route, the Central Mediterranean Route was dominated by nationals from African countries, with Eritrea, Nigeria and Somalia the main countries of origin.
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In line with long-standing seasonal fluctuations, arrivals decreased during the winter as harsh weather conditions and rough seas make maritime crossings much more risky during this time of the year.\footnote{Frontex (2016): Frontex Risk Analysis for 2016. Warsaw: Frontex, p.48 accessed at http://frontex.europa.eu/assets/Publications/Risk_Analysis/Annula_Risk_Analysis_2016.pdf on 22.4.2016}

**Figure 3:** Sea arrivals of international protection seekers

![](image)

**Source:** UNHCR\footnote{UNHCR Refugees/Migrants Emergency Response – Mediterranean, accessed on 29.04.2016 at http://data.unhcr.org/mediterranean/regional.php}

The gender composition of refugee flows entering the EU has changed significantly in recent months (see Figure 4). Whereas in June 2015, 74% of persons arriving in Greece and Italy were male adults according to UNHCR (2016), this proportion has since decreased to only 40% in February 2016. On the other hand, during the same period the proportion of adult women arriving has increased from 13% to 21% and the percentage of minors has risen drastically, from 13% to 39%. The passage on the Eastern Mediterranean Route has allowed more families to migrate together.
Figure 4: Arrivals in Greece and Italy: Breakdown of children, men and women

![Bar chart showing the breakdown of arrivals in Greece and Italy by age group (children, men, women) from June 2015 to March 2016.]

Source: UNHCR42

Figure 5: Unaccompanied minors as proportion of asylum applicants 2015

![Bar chart showing the proportion of unaccompanied minors among asylum applicants in 2014 and 2015 across various countries.]

Source: Eurostat, April 2016 (online data codes: migr_asyappctza and migr_asyunaa)
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The number of unaccompanied children seeking international protection in EU MS in 2015 was nearly four times the amount in 2014 and seven times the amount in 2013. Out of the 88,695 asylum seekers considered to be unaccompanied minors in the EU-28 last year, 75% have filed their application in four MS: Sweden, Germany, Hungary and Austria. Sweden received 35,250 applications from unaccompanied minors (40% of EU-28), of which two thirds were Afghan citizens. In all EU MS, 51% of asylum seekers considered unaccompanied minors were from Afghanistan.

In 2015, 7% of the asylum applications filed in the EU-28 were by unaccompanied children, compared to less than 4% in 2014 (see Figure 5). Particularly affected is Sweden, where 22% of last year asylum applications were filed by unaccompanied minors. In addition, the proportion of unaccompanied minors varies greatly among the main countries of origin: 25% of asylum seekers from Afghanistan are unaccompanied minors, compared to 4% of Iraqi or Syrians asylum seekers.

Limited data is available on children within families of asylum seekers or refugees. Better qualitative and quantitative data on the situation of children is vital, to better identify the type and scope of child specific measures that are needed, including adapted reception capacity and services.

2.2. Findings on data

EU MS provide data on asylum applications and asylum decisions to Eurostat within the framework of Article 4 of Regulation (EC) 862/2007. While some MS promptly supply recent national data to Eurostat, others do not comply with the formal requirements established by the Regulation to provide the data within 2 months after the end of a reference period. Hence, a public comparison of EU wide asylum numbers is possible only after several months of delay.

Eurostat does not only collect MS data on total monthly applications for international protection, but also on the overall number of persons whose applications are still pending at the end of each month and on the granting, withdrawing or rejection of any type of international protection.

To shed some light on the size of the current influx, numbers of applications for international protection are the most widely used indicators. According to updated Eurostat figures on first time applications for international protection in 2015, the top three destination countries were Germany, Hungary and Sweden. Germany received 441,800 first time applications in 2015, Hungary 174,400, and Sweden 156,100.

The question is, however, to what extent such numbers reflect the reality of reception efforts and capacity needs. Although Hungary registered large numbers of asylum seekers and migrants in the first nine months of 2015, many of the registered applicants probably did not remain in Hungary longer than a few days. The 174,400 applications in 2015 must be

43 Data on asylum applications of unaccompanied minors is from Eurostat, April 2016 (online data code: migr_asyunaa and migr_asyappctza)
44 Ibid.
contrasted with the number of withdrawn asylum applications in the same period, which amounts to 103,000. Therefore, the number of withdrawn applications in Hungary was 30 times higher than the number of first instance decisions during the previous year (3,420). It can be expected that the remaining applications by absconded applicants will be considered as withdrawn in the coming months. From January to March 2016, another 28,590 applications were withdrawn in Hungary. Hence, in 2015 the total of 174,400 applicants extremely overstates the impact that the refugee crisis had on Hungary and its asylum system. On the other hand, persons being registered as asylum applicants in Hungary absconding and subsequently filing an application in another EU MS will be double-counted and appear in the data on asylum applications of the second receiving state.\(^48\)

On the other hand, according to the UNHCR in 2015 there were more than 862,000 asylum seekers and migrants in Greece, with only 13,197\(^49\) first time applications received. The relocation mechanism for Greece and Italy, implemented to address a reported emergency situation in these countries, envisages the relocation of 66,400 persons from Greece, six times more persons than the number of registered asylum applicants in 2015.

Germany reported 476,649 asylum applications in 2015, but announced that more than one million persons had entered the country.\(^50\) The significant difference between these two figures is due to a system that distributes arriving asylum seekers to accommodation facilities in the German Länder. Asylum applications are not received on arrival, when the asylum seeker is first registered, but are instead filed several weeks or months after the first registration. Not all arriving persons stay at their assigned accommodation facility and wait for the opportunity to file an asylum application. As there are secondary movements within Germany and to other EU MS, double entries within Germany occur and not all initially registered persons file an application for international protection in Germany. The German MOI announced that 13% of the persons registered at arrival didn’t show up at their assigned accommodation facility and subsequently did not file an asylum application.\(^51\) Additionally, the overloaded asylum authorities increased the time span between the arrival at the reception accommodation and the lodging of an asylum application, now taking several weeks or months. Many of those who arrived during the last months of 2015 have actually filed or will file their application for international protection in 2016.

Figures on asylum applications are used in public debate in EU MS as well as for EU policy decision making. Reliable and recent data are essential for the creation of key policy, for example the Relocation Mechanism. This Mechanism is triggered when a crisis situation and extreme pressure on a MS asylum system occurs, resulting from a large and disproportionate inflow of third country nationals. However, a Member State can be exempted from the

\(^{47}\) ‘Applications withdrawn’ means applications for asylum that were withdrawn during the reference period at all instances of the administrative and/or judicial procedure (see Art.4.1(c) of Regulation (EC) No 862/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 July 2007 on community statistics on migration and international protection and repealing Council Regulation (EEC) No 311/76 on the compilation of statistics on foreign workers. “Withdrawn” includes cases where the applicant has explicitly withdrawn his or her application and cases where the determining authority has rejected an application following its implicit withdrawal in accordance with Article 28(1) Asylum Procedures Directive.

\(^{48}\) According to Hungarian authorities, 80% of asylum-seekers abscond and leave Hungary, moving west within less than 10 days after the submission of their asylum claim. Press info Hungarian Helsinki Committee 04.03.02015, accessed at http://helsinki.hu/wp-content/uploads/Asylum-2015-Hungary-press-info-4March2015.pdf


Relocation Mechanism, if they are experiencing massive inflows themselves.\textsuperscript{52} Data is further used in this context to establish the distribution quota (the EC-quota assigns a 10\%-weight to past asylum applications). Therefore, when comparing numbers, differences in the way the data are collected have to be considered as well as what the numbers really stand for.\textsuperscript{53}


3. EU AND EU MS POLICY RESPONSES

3.1. EU Policy Response

3.1.1. European Agenda on Migration

On 13 May 2015, the European Commission presented its European Agenda on Migration, setting out a comprehensive approach for improving the management of migration in all its aspects. While the Agenda has been planned before, it got influenced by incidents in the Mediterranean, where 800 people drowned as their vessel sank on their way from Libya to Italy, elevating the death toll at sea to 1,700 persons in 2015. The agenda set, among other initiatives, interventions in the area of resettlement and relocation (first implementation package). In light of the deaths at sea, the focus of the Agenda lay on the Central Mediterranean Migration Route.

Two dramatic incidents pushed European leaders to accelerate the search for adequate responses: In late August 2015, 71 dead bodies were found in a lorry in Austria; a few days later images of a young boy washed ashore on the Turkish coast after a boat capsized received widespread attention. Both incidents happened amidst high numbers of migrants moving through the Western Balkans on their way to the EU.

In response, on 9th September 2015 the EC presented the second implementation package, which included a wide range of actions, plans and legislative proposals. The particular migratory pressure faced by some countries at the EU external borders led to a proposal for the relocation of 120,000 applicants for international protection from Greece, Italy and Hungary, in addition to the original 40,000 relocation places envisaged in the first implementation package. The countries benefitting from relocation were reduced to only Greece and Italy, as Hungary disagreed with the provisional measures in the area of international protection.

3.1.2. Emergency Relocation Mechanism

On the basis of the Commission’s initiative, a Council Decision on relocating from Greece and Italy 40,000 persons in clear need of international protection was adopted on 14 September 2015, which was complemented on 22nd September by an additional Council
Decision on the relocation of 120,000 asylum-seekers from Greece and Italy.\(^\text{60}\) As a consequence, the relocation scheme foresees an overall relocation of 160,000 persons, 39,600 from Italy and 66,400 from Greece, with the remaining 54,000 places unallocated, due to Hungary's rejection of the mechanism.\(^\text{61}\) In this context, the Commission's Communication on next operational steps in EU-Turkey cooperation in the field of migration\(^\text{62}\) prepared the necessary steps for a proposal to transfer some of the commitments under the existing relocation decisions, notably all or part of the currently unallocated 54,000 places, to the implementation of the EU-Turkey agreement.\(^\text{63}\)

The relocation mechanism is based on two Council Decisions:

- **Council Decision (EU) 2015/1523** of 14 September 2015 establishing provisional measures in the area of international protection for the benefit of Italy and of Greece
- **Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601** of 22 September 2015 establishing provisional measures in the area of international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece

These two Council Decisions establish a temporary and exceptional relocation mechanism over the period of two years from the frontline member states of Italy and Greece to other member states for persons in clear need of international protection.

In essence, the two Council Decisions contain the same fundamental elements of relocation, but there are some differences:\(^\text{64}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Relocation of 40,000</td>
<td>• Relocation of 120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Voluntary commitment</td>
<td>• Specific numbers set out in an Annex to the Decision (based on quota)(^\text{65})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focus on Italy: 24,000 relocations from Italy vs 16,000 relocations from Greece</td>
<td>• Focus on Greece: 50,400 from Greece vs 15,600 from Italy, remaining 54,000 to be allocated at a later stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lump sum for relocation country of EUR 6,000 per person; no lump sum for Greece and Italy</td>
<td>• Lump sum of EUR 6,000 for relocation country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 500 for Greece/ Italy per relocated person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^{61}\) Under Article 4(2) of Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601 as of 26 September 2016, 54,000 out of 120,000 applicants should be relocated from Italy and Greece, to the territory of other Member States unless by that date, pursuant to Article 4(3), the Commission makes a proposal to allocate them to another beneficiary Member State(s) confronted with an emergency situation characterised by a sudden inflow of persons.


\(^{65}\) Slovakia, Romania, Hungary and the Czech Republic voted against the mandatory quota but were overruled by majority vote.
Due to the increase in the number of asylum applications, both Sweden and Austria requested a temporary suspension of their obligations under the Relocation Decisions. Whereas the Commission tabled proposals for the temporary suspension of Sweden’s and Austria’s obligations under the Relocation Decisions, only Austria currently benefits from a temporary suspension of the relocation of up to 30% of applicants allocated under Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601. As a consequence, Austria has a one year suspension for the relocation of 1,065 persons.68

3.1.3. Permanent Crisis Relocation Mechanism

When tabling the European Agenda on Migration, the European Commission announced that the triggering of the emergency response system under Article 78(3) TFEU will be the precursor of a lasting solution.69 Thus, the second implementation package of the European Agenda on Migration as of September 2015 also contains a proposal for amending the Dublin Regulation (No 604/2013) by introducing a permanent crisis relocation mechanism, which may be triggered by delegated acts adopted by the EC if an EU MS is confronted with a crisis situation jeopardising the application of the Dublin system. The proposal foresees the same key elements as the emergency measure proposed under Art 78(3) TFEU and amends the Dublin Regulation (No 604/2013) and shall ensure that the Union has at its disposal a robust crisis relocation mechanism to structurally deal with situations of crisis in the asylum area in an effective manner.70

In contrast, the proposal for a new Dublin Regulation tabled on 4th May 2016 contains a similar mechanism which, however, introduces an automatic fairness mechanism. This mechanism is triggered automatically if the number of asylum applications submitted in an EU MS exceeds 150% of the number for which the responsibility has been designated according to a reference key (based on weighting equally 50% the size of the population and the total GDP of a Member State). In the explanatory memorandum to the proposal from 4th May 2016...
May 2016, the EC clarifies, that it could consider to withdraw the September proposal, depending on the results of discussion on the 4th May 2016 proposal.  

### 3.1.4. EU-Turkey Joint Action Plan and Statement

As a part of the cooperation with third countries (under the external dimension of the CEAS) and in order to address the crisis created by the situation in Syria in a coordinated effort, on 15 October 2015 the EU and the Republic of Turkey agreed on an action plan to establish cooperation in supporting Syrians under temporary protection and for a joint approach to managing migration. On 29 November 2015, at the meeting of the heads of states or governments with Turkey, the Joint Action Plan (JAP) was activated. Under the JAP, Turkey committed itself to ensuring that asylum seekers are registered; to facilitate access for Syrians under temporary protection to public services; to strengthen the interception capacity of the Turkish Coast Guard and to prevent irregular migration. On the other side, the EU committed itself to mobilising funds to support Turkey with Syrians under temporary protection; to support existing Member State and EU resettlement schemes and programmes; to support Turkey in strengthening its capacity to combat migrant smuggling; cooperation between EU Member States and Turkey in organising joint return operations to countries of origin of irregular migrants and to offer financial assistance to support Turkey in meeting the requirements for Visa Liberalisation. The Commission adopted a Recommendation for a voluntary humanitarian admission scheme with Turkey for a rapid, efficient and voluntary scheme enabling the humanitarian admission of persons in need of protection displaced by the conflict in Syria into Turkey.

Under the Dutch presidency the so-called “Merkel” or “Samsom Plan” received significant attention, which at its core suggests classifying Turkey as a safe third country by Greece, and thereby allowing for accelerated processes and swift return of irregular migrants and rejected asylum seekers to Turkey. In return, European countries would commit themselves to resettling a significant number of refugees from Turkey. The Plan was the basis for the EU-Turkey statement of 18 March 2016, which entered into force only 2 days later, on 20 March 2016. According to the action, a Voluntary Humanitarian Admission Scheme with Turkey will be only activated once the irregular crossings between Turkey and the EU have come to an end, or at least substantially reduced.

---

71 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast); COM(2016) 270 final; p 5; at http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/dublin_reform_proposal_en.pdf.


77 Ibid, point 1.

78 Ibid, point 4.
3.1.5. The Commissions’ Communication towards the reform of the CEAS

The European Commission presented a communication outlining its approach for the reform of the CEAS on 6 April 2016.79 According to the Commission, “there are significant structural weaknesses and shortcomings in the design and implementation of the European asylum and migration policy”.80 Five priorities should address the weaknesses and shortcomings of the CEAS:

- Firstly, the communication proposed to reform the Dublin system by either supplementing the system with a “corrective fairness mechanism” or by replacing it with a new system for allocating asylum applications across EU MS based on a distribution key. The proposal for a new Dublin Regulation, which was published only 1 month later on 4th May 2016 reflects the EC’s preference for an approach which does not question fundamentally the principles underlying the current Dublin system and introduces an automatic corrective allocation mechanism.

- Secondly, it proposed to reinforce the Eurodac System expanding its purpose beyond assisting in determining the Member State responsible for examining an asylum application, another priority which was already 1 month later translated into a new EURODAC proposal published on 4th May 2016.

- The third priority referred to further harmonise the CEAS rules through replacing the Asylum Procedures Directive and the Qualification Directive by regulations in order to establish a single common asylum procedure and uniform status for refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection and further modifications of the recast Reception Conditions Directive.

- The fourth priority encompassed a number of predominantly punitive measures to prevent secondary movements of asylum seekers.

- And, finally the communication also envisaged an extended mandate for EASO, with a more dominant role in policy implementation and a strengthened operational role. The proposal for a European Asylum Agency replacing the EASO Regulation was also proposed by the EC on 4th May 2016. It extends the Agency’s mandate by enhancing practical cooperation and information exchange, including the operation and management of the corrective allocation mechanism; ensuring greater convergence in the assessment of protection needs across EU MS, including through reviewing the situation in designated safe countries of origin included in an EU common list; developing operation standards on the implementation of EU law; monitoring and assessing the implementation of the CEAS; and providing increased operational and technical assistance to MS.

Besides the reform proposals that directly address the CEAS, the reform also covers considerations and suggestions for extending legal pathways for asylum seekers concentrating on intensifying the EU’s approach towards resettlement and investigating further into other initiatives such as private sponsorship.

Finally the reform proposal also suggests changes of instruments aiming at smarter and well-managed legal migration policy, such as a more attractive Blue Card; attracting innovative

---


80 Ibid, p2.
entrepreneurs to the EU; and by better making use of its existing instruments targeting
different categories and skills of third country nationals.

The Communication envisages another comprehensive reform of the asylum acquis only
shortly after the conclusion of the second phase of legislative harmonisation and while many
Member States have still not fully transposed the asylum instruments, the Commission has
launched several infringement procedures against Member States in the area of asylum. From
the Communication it is apparent that the EC’s priorities are to address continuing
divergences between EU Member States’ practices by reducing the room for discretion under
the recast directives as well as to prevent secondary movements of asylum seekers and
refugees between Member States. In this regard, it is striking that the objective of
establishing high standards of protection, clearly established in the 2014 expired Stockholm
Programme, is nowhere re-endorsed in the Communication. Instead, further harmonisation
of Member States’ practices relating to legally questionable safe country concepts and regular
review and cessation of protection is clearly prioritised. In addition, the intended further
differentiation between refugee and subsidiary protection status and the rights attached
represents a u-turn vis-à-vis the impetus of reforms in the second phase of harmonisation
and the objective to further align both protection statuses. In this regard, the Commission’s
communication seems to reflect the recent national trends towards more restrictive measures
and national-interest-driven asylum policies described in section 3.2. of this study, than to
provide a forward-looking vision on how to strengthen the protection system within the EU.

3.1.6. Child specific focus

Recently, regarding the situation of asylum seeking children, several EU policy frameworks
have played a central role in generating a range of practical measures and support from the
agencies of Member States, as well as increased funding for regional projects in the field.
Most prominent among these was the EU Action Plan on Unaccompanied Children (2010-
2014), the implementation of which is currently under evaluation. The EU Child Rights
Agenda and the EU Anti-Trafficking Strategy also contained important child protection
provisions. The Strategy promoted the development of EU guidelines on child protection
systems, which are discussed in the Commission’s Reflection Paper on coordination and
cooperation on such systems. The European Parliament has adopted several important
resolutions emphasising the application of child rights and child protection safeguards,
including the European Parliament Resolution on the situation of unaccompanied children,
the European Parliament resolution adopted in November 2014 to mark the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the UN CRC which notes the need for child protection to be the leading principle
for unaccompanied children, and the recent European Parliament resolution on a holistic
approach to migration which contains a chapter on children.
Currently, the Commission Communication on the State of Play on the European Agenda for Migration\textsuperscript{87} noted that the agenda “put a particular emphasis on the need to protect children and to follow up on the Action Plan on Unaccompanied Minors (2010-2014)”. While the Communication promises “to employ a comprehensive approach for the protection of children throughout the migration chain”, which amongst others, includes “priority for the vulnerable and in particular unaccompanied minors” in the relocation process and “fully integrating child protection and child safeguarding into the hotspots”, both the actual implementation on the ground as well as the impetus of the reform agenda seem to suggest that child rights are in tension with the objective to regain control over migration flows which underpins the proposals and new instruments.

Ongoing work within the Commission and the EU agencies on strengthening how the best interests of the child, and how child protection systems are applicable to all child migrants, should take on significant further impetus and prominence in the coming months.\textsuperscript{88}


3.2. EU Member States Policy Response

Introduction

On the national level, several EU member states initiated amendments to their asylum legislation in the last few months. In most cases, these changes meant tightening legislation and restricting the rights of asylum seekers.

In the absence of an effective, quick and unified European response, several unilateral MS responses have been observed. EU MS have adopted extraordinary measures like high-security fences and tougher border controls to secure both external EU and internal Schengen borders, with the result of diverting migrant flows through other routes.

Furthermore, due to the possibility of adjusting reception conditions and rights related to the granting of refugee or subsidiary protection status according to the minimum requirements defined by the CEAS instruments, EU MS partly engaged in a race to the bottom, introducing several measures which attempted to decrease the attractiveness of the respective MS for asylum seekers. It remains questionable whether measures like cutting financial benefits or restrictions on family reunification have an impact on the number of asylum seekers coming to the EU and their distribution among MS.

Among the countries which have implemented or are planning to implement major restrictive modifications to their asylum legislation and border policies are Austria, Denmark, Germany, Hungary and Sweden. Additionally, France implemented border controls in response to the terrorist attacks in Paris on November 13, as some of the perpetrators had entered as refugees.89

In the following section, selected policy measures by EU MS in the fields of border controls, family reunification, resident status of beneficiaries of international protection, and material reception conditions are discussed. Due to the ongoing discourse in many MS, this selection of policy responses does not claim to encompass all legal or policy changes in the EU MS.

---

Border Controls

In response to a rising number of refugees and migrants transiting through Western Balkan states on their way to the EU, a number of EU and associated countries reintroduced border controls. Eight countries (Austria, Germany, Slovenia, Hungary, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Belgium) introduced Schengen border controls based on Article 25 Schengen Border Code (SBC) (events requiring immediate action) and Articles 23/24 SBC (foreseeable events).\(^90\) With the announcement of the closed Balkan Route\(^91\), the countries along this route intended to give a clear signal, that they will do as much as is needed to further discourage asylum seekers and irregular migrants to pass through. While during most of 2015 the borders were open and people were waived through in an organised way, the flows were later restricted to specific nationalities (mainly those from countries fulfilling the eligibility threshold for relocation (i.e. above 75% recognition rate, thus Syria, Iraq and Eritrea)) and are now closed completely, first by Austria, introducing a yearly cap of 37,500 applicants as well as a daily cap\(^92\), and since the beginning of March 2016 Croatia and Slovenia also closed their borders.

While the measures certainly had their impact on the flows, leaving hardly anyone in reception places along this well-established route, the situation in Greece is getting tenser, leaving asylum seekers and migrants stuck there. Evidently one can only speculate which route will be opened to exit or circumvent “bottleneck Greece”. The central Mediterranean route is already being utilised. A detour via Albania across the Adriatic to Italy or further North via the Black Sea to Romania or even Ukraine and further through Poland are not unlikely.

However, remembering the triggering incidents for the development of the European Agenda on Migration, the deaths at sea and the abandoned lorry in Austria, and the following strong commitment to fight smuggling, it must be very clear that all unilateral decisions of preventing access will ultimately lead to new, more expensive and more dangerous routes, leading to further deaths.


\(^91\) See (among others) Tweet by Council President Tusk from 09.03.2016 saying: “Irregular flows of migrants along Western Balkans route have come to an end. Not a question of unilateral actions but common EU28 decision” at https://twitter.com/eucopresident/status/707543984990060800?lang=de; the euobserver from 07.03.2016: EU leaders to declare Balkan migrant route closed” at https://euobserver.com/migration/132569; the Guardian from 09.03.2016: Balkan countries shut borders as attention burns to new refugee routes” at http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/mar/09/balkans-refugee-route-closed-say-european-leaders accessed on 30.03.2016.

\(^92\) In the framework of the Austrian Asylum summit in Vienna on 20 January 2016 the federal state, the Länder, the cities and the municipalities of Austria agreed to reduce the asylum influx to Austria to not overburden Austria. As a consequence a yearly cap (sometimes referred to as “point of reference” – “Richtwert”) of 1.5% of the Austrian population within 4 years is planned, separated in the following way: 37.500 in 2016, 35.000 in 2017, 30.000 in 2018 and 25.000 in 2019. See Bundeskanzleramt: Asylgipfel am 20. Jänner 2016 - Gemeinsame Vorgangsweise von Bund, Ländern, Städten und Gemeinden, at https://www.bka.gv.at/DocView.axd?CobId=61858 on 30.03.2016. The upper cap has been highly criticised by civil society and stakeholders in Austria as well as by the EC (see Reuters from 18.02.2016: “Austria sticks to migration cap despite EU legal warning” at http://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-migrants-austria-commission-idUSKCN0VR10A) However, based on the concept of upper limits, the Austrian parliament adopted an amendment to the Asylum Law on 27 April 2016 which delegates the power to the government to determine if the influx of asylum applicants exceeds the capacities of Austria in such a way that it constitutes a threat to public order and internal security. Should the government in agreement with the parliament establish such a threat by decree, asylum applications can only be submitted at the border. Applicants will not have the right to remain on the territory and can be rejected and returned to their country of entry on ‘safe third country’ grounds. The law is to enter into force as of June 2016. (see the adopted legal amendment at: https://www.parlament.gv.at/PAKT/VHG/XXV/BNR/BNR_00305/fname_529048.pdf).
Family reunification

The Family Reunification Directive 2003/86/EC grants family members of refugees the right to join their relatives in the EU country where they are residing, in order to protect the family unit and ease the integration of refugees. Persons whose asylum procedure is ongoing or who have obtained another protection status such as subsidiary protection are not covered by this Directive.

Nevertheless, many EU MS allow for family reunification of beneficiaries of subsidiary protection. During recent months, provisions granting beneficiaries of subsidiary protection the right of family reunification have been partly restricted. In several countries, such as Austria, Denmark, Finland, Germany and Sweden, amendments to the corresponding laws have been discussed or already adopted and are expected to enter into force during 2016, creating obstacles for the family reunification of persons granted asylum or subsidiary protection status. Recognised refugees may need to fulfil certain requirements (stable and regular income and/or housing) in order to be able to reunite with their family if they do not make an application for family reunification within three months of recognition of status.

The envisaged changes in national legislations also affect beneficiaries of subsidiary protection, who are not formally covered by the scope of the Family Reunification Directive but had in the past been granted the same favourable conditions as refugees in a large number of Member States. Typically, the legal changes may include a waiting period before having access to family reunification and/or the application of the requirements applied to other third country nationals, namely proving stable and regular income and housing.

**Table 1.** Selected MS policy responses in the area of family reunification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Legal changes</th>
<th>Family reunification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT(^93)</td>
<td>In Parliament</td>
<td>Refugee Status: If application occurs three months after recognition: proof of housing, income, insurance required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE(^94)</td>
<td>Entered into force March 2016</td>
<td>No changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG(^95)</td>
<td>No changes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE(^96)</td>
<td>In Parliament</td>
<td>Possible when the refugee has a reasonable prospect of obtaining permanent residence after three years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT(^97)</td>
<td>Entered into force 2014</td>
<td>Requirements of income and housing is no longer requested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{93}\) Interview, AT/G/1

\(^{94}\) Written answer to interview questionnaire, DE/G/1.

\(^{95}\) Interview, BG/N/1

\(^{96}\) Interview, SE/G/1; the bill can be accessed in Swedish at: [http://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/c8a2c65d345344a0a9de7eab1169ab1d9/slutlig-lagardsremiss-begransningar-uppehallstillstand.pdf](http://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/c8a2c65d345344a0a9de7eab1169ab1d9/slutlig-lagardsremiss-begransningar-uppehallstillstand.pdf)

\(^{97}\) Interview, IT/G/1; Legislative Decree no. 18/2014, available at: [http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2014/03/07/14G00028/sg%20](http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2014/03/07/14G00028/sg%20).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Legal changes</th>
<th>Protection/Residence permits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Refugee Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT\textsuperscript{101}</td>
<td>In Parliament</td>
<td>Asylum status is reviewed after three years and can be rescinded if grounds for asylum no longer applicable (previously permanent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE\textsuperscript{102}</td>
<td>In Parliament</td>
<td>Temporary residence permit for three years (previously: permanent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT\textsuperscript{103}</td>
<td>Entered into force 2014</td>
<td>No changes (residence permit 5 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU\textsuperscript{104}</td>
<td>In Parliament</td>
<td>Review of status after three years (previously: indefinite residence permit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES\textsuperscript{105}</td>
<td>No changes</td>
<td>Residence permit for five years (renewable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE\textsuperscript{106}</td>
<td>No changes</td>
<td>Residence permit for 3 years, then settlement permit unless revocation of residence permit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{98} Interviews, EL/G/2 and EL/O/1
\textsuperscript{99} Interview, HU/N/1
\textsuperscript{100} Interview, ES/A/1
\textsuperscript{101} Interview, AT/G/1
\textsuperscript{102} Interview, SE/G/1
\textsuperscript{103} Interview, IT/G/1; Legislative Decree no. 18/2014, available at: http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2014/03/07/14G00028/sg%20
\textsuperscript{106} Written answer to interview questionnaire, DE/G/1
Material reception conditions

Furthermore, cuts in the provision of material reception conditions have been proposed to decrease asylum attractiveness and to deter migrants from arriving. This is the case in Hungary, where payment of pocket money for asylum seekers will be ceased, or in Germany, where legislators voted in favour of a shift from cash to in-kind allowances for asylum seekers. In Denmark, the amendment to the Danish Aliens Act which received widespread attention because of its provision that allows search and seizure of asylum seekers’ valuable assets, and also included a reduction of financial benefits for asylum seekers. 

---


108 Asylverfahrensbeschleunigungsgesetz, published on 23.10.2015: http://www.bbg.de/xaver/bbg/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&start=/*/%255B@attr_id=%27bgbl115s1789.pdf%27%255D#__bgbl__%2F%2F*[%40attr_id%3D%27bgbl115s1722.pdf%27]__1446543764324

109 The original proposal from December 10 2015, which was further amended and adopted by the Danish Parliament on 3 February 2016, is available at: http://www.ft.dk/Rpdf/samling/20151/lkovforslag/L87/20151_L87_som_fremset.pdf
PART III: THE IMPACT OF THE REFUGEE CRISIS ON THE FUNCTIONING OF THE CEAS

1. DETERMINATION OF THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ASYLUM CLAIMS

KEY FINDINGS

- The pressure to achieve rapid and tangible results in regaining control of the refugee influx puts compliance with European and international standards at stake.

- Data used by the EU and individual MS as a basis for policy making fail to provide an adequate picture of the situation. In addition, there are serious data quality and transparency issues.

- Should return to Greece under Dublin be reinstated as of June 2016, the Dublin system and the relocation measures will result in physical transfer of applicants into two opposite directions.

- Relocation inherits all the flaws of the Dublin system, especially the elements of coercion, physical transfer and time consuming processes of determining the MS responsible.

- The hotspots regime raises legal concerns with regards to standards set in the Reception Conditions Directive.

- The hotspots regime raises concerns with regards to guarantees deriving from the Asylum Procedures Directive.

- The failure to seize previous opportunities to reform the CEAS has exacerbated the impact of the crisis.

1.1. Introduction

It is generally undisputed that the primary responsibility for protecting and assisting asylum seekers and refugees lies at the national level with the host state. However, the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees acknowledged in its preamble that ‘the granting of asylum may place unduly heavy burdens on certain countries, and that a satisfactory solution of a problem of which the United Nations has recognised the international scope and nature cannot therefore be achieved without international co-operation.’ Before a treaty framework in the area of migration and asylum had been developed at the European level, its leaders gathered to consider the development of a system of allocating responsibility for asylum claims in the early 1990s. The objective of these initiatives was to prevent “asylum shopping” with the aim to reinforce the primary responsibility of one state. A first discussion on fair distribution was then closely connected with events that triggered higher numbers of refugee flows, which, at that time, mainly affected Germany with more than 460,000 applications in 1994.

---

110 UNHCR (1998): Executive Committee of the High Commissioner’s Programme; Forty-ninth session; International Solidarity and Burden Sharing in all its aspects – national, regional and international responsibilities for refugees, p3; at [http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4a54bc2f0.pdf](http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4a54bc2f0.pdf) accessed on 03.03.2016

Until 2009, the Treaty Establishing the European Community directed the EU legislative bodies to adopt measures ‘promoting a balance of effort between Member States in receiving and bearing the consequences of receiving refugees’.112 In the Lisbon Treaty, this article was repealed and replaced by the new Article 80, requiring that ‘the principle of solidarity and fair sharing of responsibility, including its financial implications’ govern all policies enacted under Articles 77 through 79 (regulating border checks, asylum and immigration).113 Article 80’s prominent use of the term indicates that, whatever ‘solidarity’ means, it is intended as the governing principle of the Common European Asylum System (CEAS).114

1.2. Instruments for distribution of asylum seekers

Under the current EU law there is no specific instrument dedicated solely to the distribution of asylum seekers. However, the CEAS is based on a system for determining the responsibility of an EU MS, broadly referred to as the Dublin system. Due to increasing flows in 2015, the emergency relocation system for intra-EU solidarity emerged in the context of the implementation of the European Agenda on Migration (EAM). Additionally, the Commission sought to achieve greater coherence of effort amongst all Member States with respect to resettlement. The financial perspective of implementation of these schemes is regulated under the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund.115

This section will present the instruments that currently regulate the distribution of, and responsibility for, asylum claims among EU MS and further outline the main elements of each of the instruments, identifying their challenges and flaws in particular, in the context of the current situation of large-scale influx.

1.2.1. Dublin III Regulation116

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The application of the Dublin Regulation is highly dependent on the correct implementation of the instruments of the CEAS in EU MS. This particularly applies to the Reception Conditions Directive and the Asylum Procedures Directive. The functioning of the Dublin Regulation is intertwined with questions of solidarity, responsibility sharing, financial support under the AMIF, practical cooperation measures and the involvement of EASO, aimed at remedying the causes of its suspension.117

- Dublin does not offer a fair distribution mechanism. On the contrary, if it were to be applied as designed, it would place disproportionate pressure on MS at the EU external borders, although in practice this has not materialised even under non-crisis conditions, until the “closure of the Balkan route” in March 2016.

- Importantly, the Dublin system has never worked properly, generating only a relatively small number of requests for Dublin transfers when compared to the total number of

---

116 Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast).
applicants who have presumably first entered through another Member State. Compared against the number of accepted requests, there is an even lower number of physical transfers. It appears that the system is inefficient, ineffective and costly.

- Dublin proved to be a particularly inadequate tool to address a situation of large scale arrivals at the EU external borders.
- The Commission’s proposal for a recast Dublin Regulation from 4 May 2016 institutionalizes a reactive emergency driven approach as opposed to a solidarity based and pro-active allocation that is applied from the beginning.

1.2.1.1. Main elements of the Dublin System

Against the backdrop of unilateral and unpredictable ‘safe third country’ practices, a common mechanism was deemed necessary in order to ensure that an asylum application would rapidly be processed by a country in the EU to prevent applicants from being perpetually shifted from one state to another.118

The Dublin system emerged out of the need to have a system in place for determining the responsibility of an EU MS for an asylum claim. The system thus aims to:

- preventing asylum seekers being shuffled between states by applying clear criteria for the determination of responsibility of an EU MS;
- preventing multiple asylum applications by making one country responsible for an asylum application;
- preventing asylum-shopping by providing clear indications which country is responsible, irrespective of the asylum seekers preference;
- offering a hierarchy of criteria for determining the responsible country as well as the procedural steps to determine responsibility under the Dublin rules; and
- allocating, as the last in the hierarchy of criteria, the responsibility for asylum applications to the Member State responsible for the applicant’s first entry into the common area, in practice this being the first country of entry.

Dublin is supported by the Eurodac Regulation, (mostly) providing the evidence for the application of some of the criteria under the hierarchy.

1.2.1.2. Challenges of the Dublin System

The Dublin Regulation has been the most contested element of the CEAS. Some described it as the corner stone of the CEAS and others claimed it is the main reason for its failure. Certainly, the Dublin system has generated multi-faceted debates. The perspective of asylum seekers and their human rights situation vis-à-vis the Dublin system has been subject to intense policy and academic debate. Scholars119 and advocacy organisations120 have


concentrated on the impact of the Regulation on applicants and their fundamental rights to liberty, private and family life, and non-refoulement. Landmark rulings of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in MSS v Belgium and Greece (2011) and the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) in NS v Secretary of State for the Home Department significantly influenced the implementation of the Dublin system and were widely discussed. Rights-based critiques of the Dublin Regulation have therefore addressed a substantial part of this debate. At a practical level EU MS policy makers are not fully satisfied with the system, while at the EU level studies commissioned by the EC similarly highlighted a number of flaws in the Dublin System. Among the flaws highlighted, the following may be mentioned:

**Concept of the Dublin System:** The Dublin regime was developed roughly 25 years ago for a smaller group of more homogeneous countries, in terms of economic and social conditions. Since then, the composition of the Dublin countries changed: initially launched by 12 participating countries, it now involves 31, which are arguably far more heterogeneous in a number of aspects. While the composition of Dublin participating countries changed, the Dublin system did not develop further in the same manner: after two revisions, it still works on the principle that an asylum claim should be dealt with by only one state, based on a hierarchy of criteria for determining the responsible country. Secondary movement is only one of the consequences challenging the “spirit” of the Dublin Regulation.

The element of coercion is also challenged by states and asylum seekers to circumvent responsibilities under Dublin. States can avoid taking fingerprints to prevent responsibility. Asylum seekers’ can attempt to avoid registration at designated reception facilities by using the services of smugglers, or take riskier routes to pass ‘under the radar’ to reach the desired destination or by damaging fingerprints to avoid having their biometric data registered.


123 Interviews: EL/G/1, DE/G/1, SE/G/1, AT/G/1


125 Interviews: EL/G/1, DE/G/1, SE/G/1, AT/G/1

126 Interviews: HU/N/1, ES/A/1
clarified that the effective operation of the Dublin system requires the swift reparation of 'systemic deficiencies' in national asylum systems.\footnote{N.S. v. United Kingdom and M.E. v. Ireland (N.S. and M.E.); Joined Cases N.S. v. Secretary of State for the Home Department (C-411/10) and M.E., A.S.M., M.T., K.P., E.H. (C-493/10). 2011. C-411 and C-494, Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice of the European Union.}

The \textbf{effectiveness} of the Dublin system: The Dublin system lacks credibility due to its lack of effectiveness. From 2009 to 2013, there was an average of 55,000 outgoing Dublin requests. While 73\% of the outgoing requests were accepted, 26\% of these requests resulted in the physical transfer of a person from one EU country to another (on average, about 14,000 persons annually).\footnote{EASO (2015a):'Annual Report on the Situation of Asylum in the EU 2014', July, p. 34, available at:http://www.bfa.gv.at/files/berichte/EASO_Annual_Report_2014.pdf.} The proportion of outgoing requests corresponded, on average, to about 15\% of the number of registered asylum applicants\footnote{Ibid.} while the proportion of physical Dublin transfers in the EU was about 4\% of applicants.\footnote{Ibid.} The effectiveness of Dublin is also questioned when analysing bilateral flows between specific EU MS: in 2013, for example, Germany made 281 transfers to Sweden, while Sweden transferred 289 asylum seekers to Germany.\footnote{Williams, R. (2015) “BEYOND DUBLIN”, A Discussion Paper for the Greens/EFA in the European Parliament, p 9; http://www.greens-efa.eu/fileadmin/dam/Documents/Policy_papers/Beyond_Dublin_paper_final.pdf, accessed on 17.03.2016. However, it should be well noted that the Dublin Regulation is also the only intra-EU system for family reunion, and as such those cases may indeed have been based on family reunion reasons.} The net-transfer thus resulted in only 8 transfers, while logistics and costs arose for 562 transfers.

The Dublin system is, after all, criticised for its poor \textbf{efficiency} as it only establishes the responsibility of a Member State for processing an asylum claim without addressing the merits of the claim itself within a long, tedious and often failing procedure.\footnote{Interview, DE/G/1; Garlick, M. & Fratzke, S. (2015): ‘EU Dublin Asylum System Faces Uncertain Future after Ruling in Afghan Family’s Case’, 15 April, available at: http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/eu-dublin-asylum-system-faces-uncertain-future-after-ruling-afghan-family%E2%80%99s-case last accessed on 4 March 2016. In this respect the Tarakhel decision additionally put a burden on Dublin procedures as it reduced the scope for states to apply Dublin in an automatic, unquestioning way, requiring additionally to take the applicant’s individual circumstances into account and thus making the Dublin procedure more complex. See also Mouzourakis, M. (December 2014): ‘We Need to Talk about Dublin’ Responsibility under the Dublin System as a blockage to asylum burden-sharing in the European Union, Refugee Studies Centre, accessed at http://www.rsc.ox.ac.uk/files/publications/working-paper-series/wp105-we-need-to-talk-about-dublin.pdf/ on 01.03.2016, p 13.} It is difficult to imagine that the results of such a procedure could possibly balance the \textbf{costs}\footnote{As regards to the factor “costs”, see also Williams, R. (2015): Beyond Dublin A Discussion Paper for the Greens/EFA in the European Parliament, p 13; see also European Parliament (2010): ‘What System of Burden-Sharing between Member States for the reception of asylum seekers’?, Study for the LIBE Committee written by Matrix, available at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/419620/IPOL-LIBE_ET%282010%29419620_EN.pdf.} and necessary resources of the EU MS concerned, not to mention the human cost of waiting for the determination of the responsibility for assessing an asylum claim.

\textbf{Child respective challenges}

Judgements from both the Court of Justice of the EU and the Strasbourg Court have had the impact of restricting transfers of both unaccompanied children and children within families under the Dublin system.\footnote{See, in particular, the Queen on the application of MA and Others v. Secretary of State for the Home Department C-648/11 and Tarakhel v. Switzerland, No 29217/12.} Generally, both ECtHR and the CJEU rulings conclude that best interest considerations mean that children should be allowed to remain in the Member State in which they are present and the need for detailed and reliable information providing individual guarantees on reception conditions before transfers of families with children. The
Council and the Parliament failed to reach an agreement on the Commission proposal\(^ {135}\) intended to bring in line Article 8 of the Dublin III Regulation with the respective jurisprudence (MA & Others judgment of the Court of Justice of the EU, C-648/11) on the situation of unaccompanied children who have no family members or relatives within the EU. The Dublin III Regulation contained enhanced obligations for family reunion opportunities. However, neither the Regulation itself nor the Implementing Regulation ensures that the general provisions of the Regulation can be applied effectively in practice. The absence of detailed rules on procedures (for example, establishing family relations) and specific mechanisms necessary for effective cross-border cooperation have meant that Dublin claims and transfer procedures are frequently both lengthy and complicated for children,\(^ {136}\) and have thus been identified as contributing to the disappearances of unaccompanied children from care.\(^ {137}\) Moreover, the potential of these new provisions to provide for the transfer of children from precarious situations at the borders of the EU to reunite with family members has not been fulfilled.

### 1.2.1.3. Dublin and large scale arrivals

In the course of the summer months of 2015, when high numbers of people arrived at the EU’s external border countries, the flaws of the Dublin system became even more visible, as evidenced by several observations:

Following the flows and main entry points to the EU in the course of 2015, the strict application of the Dublin Regulation would have meant that Greece was responsible for a significant number of approximately 860,000 claims from persons who arrived on their shores. Italy would have been responsible for a significant number of the 170,000 persons who arrived in 2015. Evidently, such a system is neither sustainable nor fair, particularly considering that the main destination country for most of the applicants is neither Greece nor Italy.

In contrast, of the overall 1.3 million first-time applications for international protection registered EU-wide, Italy received ‘only’ 84,085 applicants (i.e. about 50% of the total number of arrivals reported by UNHCR in Italy in 2015), while Greece received 13,205 applicants (i.e. 1.3% of the total number of arrivals in Greece in 2015).\(^ {138}\)

Due to Dublin’s structural deficiencies and the lack of an immediate joint EU response, EU MS who were most affected by the large-scale influx, started to widely ignore the Dublin system by waiving through persons who did not explicitly request asylum in their territory. First, Hungary became overburdened by asylum applications to the point that it stopped taking back applicants who had crossed into other EU MS from Hungary as of 23 June 2015.\(^ {139}\)

---


\(^ {136}\) Interviews; SE/G/1 and DE/G/1


\(^ {139}\) Interview, HU/N/1. In fact, the application of the Dublin system has never stopped. See also: “Defying EU, Hungary suspends rules on asylum seekers; Reuters. at http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-europe-migrants-austria-hungary-idUKKBN0P31ZB20150623 accessed on 04.03.2016.
Germany applied the sovereignty clause with regard to applicants who could prove that they entered Germany between September 4 and October 20, 2015 via Austria/Hungary and in general with regard to applicants from Syria from August 24, 2015 to October 20, 2015. On 2 September 2015, a Czech Republic police spokeswoman announced that the practice of detaining and returning Syrian citizens who had filed an asylum application in Hungary and subsequently moved to Czech Republic would be dismissed and instead, Syrians could choose to either file an asylum application in the Czech Republic or leave the country for another within seven days. Slovenia, Croatia and Austria let thousands of people cross their territory on their way to Germany, with only a smaller percentage requesting asylum in those countries. While the practice of waiving through has received little discussion for the second half of 2015, the Commission strictly condemned this practice in its communication on 04.03.2016. Ultimately, the countries along the Western Balkan Route took their fates into their own hands and declared that “irregular flows of migrants along the Western Balkans route have now come to an end” setting an end to the wave-through approach, reinstalling stepped-up exit controls at the border between Greece and Macedonia in order to avoid Schengen-internal border controls.

As indicated above, several decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, the Court of Justice of the EU as well as national Courts revealed systemic deficiencies regarding full access to the asylum system and the provision and quality of reception capacity in different EU MS. Consequently, Dublin transfers to Greece, and some transfers to Italy and Hungary were stopped. In October, the Commission recalled that since 2010-11, Member States had not been able to undertake Dublin transfers to Greece despite significant support provided to the Greek asylum system since the suspension of transfers ordered by the MSS ruling in January 2011. However, in February 2016 the Commission adopted a

---


142 The Commission clearly stated its opinion that “[t]he wave-through approach is incompatible with Schengen and Dublin rules and encourages secondary movements and should be stopped. It also undermines the functioning of the relocation scheme, and it is thus one of the reasons for the poor implementation of the relocation decisions up to now. Therefore, stopping the wave-through approach in a coordinated way is a requirement for the functioning of the Schengen and Dublin systems, as well as the relocation scheme.” See Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the European Council and the Council: Back to Schengen - A Roadmap accessed at [http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/borders-and-visas/schengen/docs/communication-back-to-schengen-roadmap_en.pdf] on 05.03.2016


144 See: European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR): M.S.S. v Belgium & Greece, January 2011; Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU): NS vs UK, C-411/10; ECtHR: Tarakhel v. Switzerland, Application no. 29217/12; Federal Administrative Court of Austria (VwGH): Ra 2015/18/0113 bis 012011

145 On 2nd of March, the Swedish Migration Service suspended Dublin transfers to Hungary following two court decisions. The Court considered that asylum seekers who had entered Hungary via Serbia would be unable to obtain international protection in Hungary due to the changes to Hungary’s asylum laws in 2015. This was in particular, due to accelerated asylum procedures and the designation of Serbia as a safe third country, with the accompanying risk of refoulement and treatment contrary to Article 3 ECHR – see EDAL (2016): Sweden: Migration Board suspends Dublin transfers to Hungary, 2 March, available at: [http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/sweden-migration-board-suspends-dublin-transfers-hungary].

Recommendation listing concrete steps needed to bring Greece back into the Dublin system\textsuperscript{148} and reiterated the goal of applying Dublin to Greece by June 2016.\textsuperscript{149}

Finally, the emergency relocation scheme was introduced with the aim to make Dublin work again. It remains questionable whether these two systems can efficiently work next to each other without aggravating the already existing deficiencies of the Dublin system. The Dublin system is no mechanism for fair distribution and in fact it never was intended to be. As it is the Commission’s intention to swiftly re-introduce Dublin returns to Greece (see point above) those will be conducted under Dublin in parallel to relocations from Greece\textsuperscript{150}, apparently in opposite directions. In addition, secondary movements will be tackled by Dublin to return relocated persons, who did not stay in the country of relocation.

Attempting to maintain the controversial Dublin system can therefore be regarded as a distraction from the central task of building and sustaining an effectively functioning asylum system at the national level or finding a more efficient mechanism of assigning responsibility for asylum claims.\textsuperscript{151} Scholars have suggested “scraping the current regulation and establishing a mechanism for reallocating asylum claims in a way that improves rather than worsens the distribution”.\textsuperscript{152} However, instead of replacing the Dublin system by a new mechanism to determine the responsibility for asylum claims, the EC opted for the first option included in the Commission’s CEAS reform Communication. In the proposed recast Dublin Regulation presented on 4\textsuperscript{th} May 2016 the EC confirmed the EU mantra on the Dublin system as the “cornerstone of the CEAS”\textsuperscript{153}, and tabled a proposal which simply streamlined and supplemented the current, highly deficient system with a corrective fairness mechanism.

Mechanism for a fair allocation in times of high numbers of asylum seekers

In parallel to the emergency relocation system, the European Commission also proposed a permanent crisis relocation mechanism that triggers in crisis situations\textsuperscript{154} which represents a derogation from the criteria that allocates responsibility within the Dublin regulation.\textsuperscript{155} The proposal is thus an attempt to structurally deal with crisis situations in any Member State generated by large and disproportionate inflow of persons. The inflow must manifest “extreme pressure, even on a well prepared asylum system”.\textsuperscript{156} The proposal is based on the same principles as the “emergency relocation” system\textsuperscript{157}, thus the same distribution key is applied and only prima facie refugees (i.e. those nationalities with 75% recognition rate) are eligible for relocation.

The permanent relocation mechanism has so far not been adopted and the EC indicated that it could consider withdrawing the proposal depending on the discussion on the proposed

\textsuperscript{148} Commission Recommendation addressed to the Hellenic Republic on the urgent measures to be taken by Greece in view of the resumption of transfers under Regulation (EU) No. 604/2013 (C(2016) 871 of 10 February 2016


\textsuperscript{150} Also applicable for Italy.


\textsuperscript{153} Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast); COM(2016) 270 final; p 4 and 8; at http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/dublin_reform_proposal_en.pdf.

\textsuperscript{154} COM(2015) 450 final, p2.

\textsuperscript{155} Ibid, p 6.

\textsuperscript{156} Ibid, Art 33a/5, p 20.

\textsuperscript{157} See the following section 1.2.2 on the emergency relocation mechanism.
The Implementation of the Common European Asylum System

The recast Dublin Regulation as presented on 4th May 2016. Following the Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues to Europe,\textsuperscript{158} the Commission introduced an automatic fairness mechanism in its proposal for the recast of the recast Dublin Regulation.\textsuperscript{159} In principle the approach is similar as laid out in the September proposal for a permanent crisis relocation mechanism, but there are some significant differences:

- The proposed recast Dublin Regulation is triggered automatically if an EU MS faces an asylum influx, which exceeds 150\% as identified in the reference key.
- The reference key is now based on only two criteria, with equal 50\% weighting, the size of the population and the total GDP. The September proposal was based on a quota calculated by weighting population and GDP (40\% each), the unemployment rate (10\%) and the number of asylum applications received over the five preceding years on average (10\%).
- All new applications could benefit from relocation after an admissibility check and not only those with a threshold above 75\% recognition rate as indicated in the September proposal. However, all applicants declared inadmissible or examined in an accelerated procedure (including on the basis of the application of the safe country concept or security grounds) are excluded from allocation.
- As a financial solidarity tool the proposal for the recast Dublin Regulation suggests a solidarity contribution of 250,000 EUR per applicant, which is to be paid by the MS which temporarily does not take part in the corrective mechanism. The solidarity contribution is to be paid to the MS taking over responsibility for examining those applications. In contrast, the September proposal foresaw a significantly lower contribution of 0.002\% of the GDP to cover assistance supporting the efforts undertaken by all other Member States. The contribution was to be allocated to the AMIF.

1.2.1.4. Dublin transfers and reception conditions

Reception conditions have been a prominent subject in court decisions concerning Dublin transfers. In Tarakhel vs Switzerland\textsuperscript{160} the ECtHR requires Member States to obtain individualised guarantees for sufficient reception conditions to certain groups in Italy prior to the Dublin transfer.\textsuperscript{161} The Federal Administrative Court of Switzerland in December 2015 decided that the guarantee for sufficient reception conditions has to be up-to-date in order to be individualised for the applicant’s needs.\textsuperscript{162} More recently, several national courts have decided that asylum seekers cannot be returned to Hungary due to the lack of assurances of appropriate care, such as medical facilities, or appropriate housing for families or unaccompanied minors. Due to these reception capacity problems Germany, Austria, Sweden, Luxembourg\textsuperscript{163} and recently Finland\textsuperscript{164} have suspended transfers to Hungary.

\textsuperscript{158} COM(2016) 197 final, pp 7,8.

\textsuperscript{159} Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast); COM(2016) 270 final; p 5; at http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/dublin_reform_proposal_en.pdf.

\textsuperscript{160} ECtHR, Tarakhel v Switzerland, Application No 29217/12, Judgment of 4 November 2014.

\textsuperscript{161} AIDA (2016): Wrong counts and closing doors - The reception of refugees and asylum seekers in Europe, p. 38.

\textsuperscript{162} Ibid, p. 39.


1.2.1.5.  Proposed reform of the Dublin III Regulation

The EC’s Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues to Europe,165 presented two possible options: either to streamline and supplement the Dublin system with a corrective fairness mechanism or to move to a new system based on a distribution key. Unfortunately the EC opted for the first option in its proposal for a recast Dublin Regulation presented on 4 May 2016.166 Accordingly solidarity is only triggered once a country is disproportionately affected by an influx of asylum seekers defined by an influx of 150% compared to the reference key. As such the proposal institutionalizes a reactive emergency driven approach as opposed to a solidarity based and pro-active allocation that is applied from the beginning.

The proposal however, does not only suggest new regulations for the allocation of responsibility in case a Member State receives disproportionate numbers of asylum applications, but it also suggests amendments which should streamline the Dublin system: before conducting the Dublin procedure the country where the application has been submitted, needs to conduct an admissibility procedure, basically checking whether the safe third country or the safe country of origin rules could be applied; time limits have been changed; take back requests are proposed to be replaced by “take back notifications”; and, among further changes, the discretionary clause for MS has been significantly limited in scope. The proposal further links obligations of asylum seekers with sanctions for non-compliance which aim at preventing secondary movements, such as fast track procedures and exclusion from reception conditions. One of the few areas where the proposal contains more protective provisions from a fundamental rights perspective is the proposed extension of the definition of family members, which includes also siblings and is not restricted anymore to family ties already existing in the country of origin.

Along with the Dublin recast proposal, the EC also presented a proposal for a recast of the EURODAC Regulation.167 Since its creation, the purpose and scope of EURODAC has been significantly broadened. It was originally intended to assist in the detection of multiple asylum applications and unauthorised entry and strictly restricted access to the data by immigration authorities. The 2013 recast already extended the scope of access to the EURODAC database for law enforcement agencies. The latest recast proposal broadens its material scope and purpose even further. Fingerprints and facial images of asylum seekers, irregularly entering migrants and irregularly staying migrants shall be taken, the proposed fingerprinting age is lowered from 14 to 6 years, the storage period is extended and the access to the data will no longer be restricted to immigration authorities; police and public prosecutors, and agencies such as Europol, it will even be partially shared with third countries for return purposes. Such huge amount of personal data stored with an ever expanding list of authorities provided access to the data requires a fair balance between the competing public interests and the protection of rights of a highly vulnerable group.

166 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast); COM(2016) 270 final; at http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/dublin_reform_proposal_en.pdf.
167 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on the establishment of ‘Eurodac’ for the comparison of fingerprints for the effective application of [Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person], for identifying an illegally staying third-country national or stateless person and on requests for the comparison with Eurodac data by Member States’ law enforcement authorities and Europol for law enforcement purposes (recast); COM(2016) 272 final, at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/eurodac_proposal_en.pdf.
Both proposals are guided by the principle of coercion, manifesting the principle that asylum seekers shall have no say in the allocation to a specific country and executing this principle with further coercive measures. The proposal therefore blatantly ignores the abundance of reports documenting the fundamental deficiencies and structural shortcomings of the Dublin system. Instead of finally replacing the Dublin system with a system of fair responsibility-sharing, the proposal once more opts for quick fix solutions to make the “corner stone” of the CEAS survive.

1.2.2. Emergency Relocation Mechanism

### KEY FINDINGS

- Relocation offers support to overburdened EU MS in an emergency situation in the spirit of solidarity.
- Relocation in its current setting enjoys little support by EU MS.
- The eligibility threshold for relocation of those with the 75% EU-wide recognition rate:
  - results in a class system of refugees depending on their country of origin, irrespective of their individual claims, thus depending on an ill-defined new category of applicants “in clear need of international protection”;
  - hampers the relocation process in Italy, as a limited number of persons arriving in Italy belong to one of the eligible nationalities;
  - relocates undisputed cases while the more complex cases remain in already overburdened EU MS at external borders.
- The slow relocation process leads to a loss of trust in the system, triggering absconding and withdrawal of relocation applications.
- Like Dublin, the relocation system builds on coercion, raising similar issues as the Dublin system.
- The relocation system is a temporary emergency scheme and not a permanent distribution scheme.
- Relocation may run at the expense of resettlement places (also due to the mandatory scheme for relocation).
- The emergency relocation system emphasises physical movement of asylum seekers as the primary solidarity option. Alternative solidarity measures are less pronounced.
- The relocation and the Dublin system are based on the presumption of “trust” that EU MS ensure sound and appropriate reception conditions. If Courts ruled that return to the responsible state is not appropriate because of ‘systemic deficiencies’ in national asylum systems under the Dublin system, this may also cause similar problems for any other mechanism for the determination of the responsibility for asylum claims.

The European Agenda on Migration defines relocation as a distribution of persons in clear need of international protection among Member States. It is an intra-EU process, a “burden

---


sharing” exercise with the purpose of sharing the responsibility of receiving asylum seekers and refugees among Member States of the EU. Relocation is thus an expression of intra-EU solidarity with those MS at the EU external borders as they receive a high number of refugees due to their geographic position.

The intra-EU solidarity which led to relocation can be traced back to a period of intense strain on southern Member States dealing with mass arrivals of irregular migrants. In 2009, Cyprus, Greece, Italy and Malta highlighted their asylum and migration situations, and – together with Spain - addressed their concerns to the EU by adopting a Joint Communiqué, which called for “responsibility-sharing” among EU MS and the relocation of refugees from their territories.

As a first practical application of intra-EU-relocation the EU Relocation Malta (EUREMA) project provided an organised framework for preparing and implementing relocation. The project also provided funding for participating countries. EUREMA (phase I) was the first such project involving several Member States for the relocation from Malta of persons in need of international protection.

Unlike the relocation scheme proposed under the European Agenda on Migration, relocation under the pilot project EUREMA was conducted solely on a voluntary basis. The voluntary nature was also one that most respondents of the participating states stressed and recommended for the future during the evaluation of EUREMA. Unlike the current emergency relocation scheme, the EUREMA project relocated already recognised refugees.

1.2.2.1. Main elements of the relocation scheme

The emergency relocation scheme is based on Council Decisions 2015/1523 and 2015/1601 from September 2015 with the following key elements:

- The relocation is conducted from Italy and Greece to other EU MS.
- The first Council Decisions (2015/1523) is voluntary (40,000 places), the second Council Decision (2015/1601) includes a mandatory relocation quota (120,000 places).
- It entails a temporary derogation of Article 13(1) of the Dublin Regulation as well as of the procedural steps, including the time limits laid down in Article 21, 22 and 29 of the

---


173 In the first phase of EUREMA (2011) 10 EU countries participated and relocated 227 beneficiaries of international protection from Malta. The second phase (2012) foresaw 256 places pledged by 15 EU MS. Nevertheless, many of those relocations were also based on bilateral agreements between the relocating country and Malta.


176 Ibid.

177 Following the decision of Hungary to not be included as a beneficiary of relocation, the previously dedicated 54,000 relocation places for Hungary are currently free and may be distributed between Greece and Italy or be dedicated to other EU MS facing similar pressure of increasing influx.

178 Denmark and the UK opted out according to Protocols 21 and 22 to the Treaties. Greece and Italy are beneficiaries of relocation and are thus equally not considered in the relocation quota. The EU Associated Dublin countries Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein and Switzerland are to take part.

179 The mandatory quota was opposed by Hungary, Slovakia, Romania and the Czech Republic.
Dublin Regulation. It does not absolve Member States from applying the other criteria, in particular the family provisions.

- Relocation is based on a *distribution key*, taking into account GDP and population size (40% weighting for each) as the primary determinants, whereas the unemployment rate and number of asylum applications received in the past are weighted as 10% each, but capped in order to not exceed 30% of the GDP and population size effect.

- There are two preconditions for relocation:
  - The person must **apply** for asylum either **in Greece or in Italy**, thereby establishing the (preliminary) responsibility of those two countries in accordance with the Dublin Procedure (Art 3/1), and
  - The person must come from a country which the EU wide **recognition rate** is **75%** or higher according to the latest available Eurostat Quarterly Report (Art 3/2), which – based on the latest available Eurostat data (4th quarter of 2015) – currently applies to Burundi, Central African Republic, Eritrea, Costa Rica, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Bahrain, Iraq, Maldives, Syria, and British overseas countries and territories.\(^{180}\) Nationals of these countries are likely to be in need of international protection.

- The relocation process is supported by the **hotspot approach** (see below) for facilitating access and registration.

- For financial support, the Member State of relocation receives EUR 6,000 and Italy/Greece receive a lump sum of EUR 500 for each person relocated (Art 10).

The Council Decisions 2015/1523 and 2015/1601 describe the **relocation procedure which includes** the nomination of liaison officers from EU Member States to Greece and Italy and operational support of EASO. Member States should indicate their relocation capacities at 3 month intervals and may only retain the right to refuse to accept the relocation of an applicant if there are reasonable grounds for regarding him or her as a danger to their national security or public order or where there are serious reasons for applying the exclusion provisions set out in Articles 12 and 17 of Directive 2011/95/EU. The relocated person has no say in determining the relocation country.

### 1.2.2.2. Challenges of the relocation system

The relocation scheme was introduced on short notice at a time when EU Member States were in a state of shock over the incidents in the Mediterranean and along the Western Balkan Route. It is doubtful whether the scheme would otherwise have found an agreement among EU MS. The consequences, however, are visible in the implementation and the rather slow response of EU MS to actively participate and implement relocations from Greece and Italy.

More than half a year after the launch of the relocation scheme, the following challenges can be noted:

Concept of the relocation scheme

- The relocation scheme of Council Decision 2015/1601 is based on a mandatory quota, which was opposed by Slovakia, Romania, Hungary and the Czech Republic, who voted against the Decision.\textsuperscript{181}

- The asylum applicants have no choice regarding the relocation country, although specific qualifications and characteristics of the applicants, such as their language skills and demonstrated family, cultural or social ties are taken into account in the matching exercise.\textsuperscript{182}

- The emergency quota is not conceptualised as an instrument that evens the distribution of asylum seekers among EU MS: rather than “filling up” countries’ theoretical quota and making the overall distribution more equal, applicants are relocated on top of spontaneous arrivals, thus further exacerbating the unequal distribution.\textsuperscript{183}

- Solidarity within the EU is primarily focused on relocation, i.e. physical transfer of persons eligible. Other measures of solidarity, particularly financial responsibility-sharing were not considered.\textsuperscript{184}

Efficiency of relocation and low response by EU MS

- Out of the 24 EU MS\textsuperscript{185} defined as destination countries for relocation only 19 EU MS have relocated individuals from Greece and Italy as of 18.05.2016.\textsuperscript{186}

- Article 9 additionally provides the possibility of suspension of participation in the relocation scheme if a Member State faces an emergency situation characterised by a sudden inflow of nationals of third countries. To date, such provisional measures were proposed by the Commission upon request from Sweden\textsuperscript{187} and Austria\textsuperscript{188}. With the partial dropping out of Austria and Sweden, the list of “relocation states” is shrinking.

\textsuperscript{181} Slovakia and Hungary additionally filed a legal action with the Court of Justice of the EU asking the Court to annul the Council Decision of 22 September 2015 (see Groendijk K. (2015) Hungary’s appeal against relocation to the CJEU: upfront attack or rear guard battle? At http://eumigrationlawblog.eu/hungarys-appeal-against-relocation-to-the-cjeu-upfront-attack-or-rear-guard-battle/).

\textsuperscript{182} Interview, EL/N/1

\textsuperscript{183} Countries already “over-performing”, such as Sweden (+409% more applications than the quota would suggest), Austria (+229%), Germany (+99%), Finland (+86%) or Bulgaria (+75%) (calculated on the basis of Eurostat data from 2015), would take another burden through the relocation mechanism, rendering the distribution of asylum seekers among all EU MS even more unbalanced.

\textsuperscript{184} The Commission proposal for Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601 of 22 September 2015 included a financial contribution to the EU budget of an amount of up to 0,002% of the GDP as financial compensation in case a Member State can temporarily not participate in the mandatory solidarity mechanism (see Art 4/2 at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/proposal_for_council_decision-establishing_provisional_measures_in_the_area_of_international_protection_for_it_gr_and_hu_en.pdf). This provision, however, did not appear anymore in the adopted Council Decision.

\textsuperscript{185} Denmark is not bound by the relocation mechanisms while the UK has opted out. Greece and Italy are beneficiary countries.


\textsuperscript{188} Proposal for a COUNCIL IMPLEMENTING DECISION on the temporary suspension of the relocation of 30% of applicants allocated to Austria under Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601 establishing provisional measures in the area of international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece from 10.2.2016; COM(2016) 80 final.
• After 8 months of implementation, the EC reported 1,568 relocations as of 18.05.2016. At the current pace, it would take 68 years to relocate all 160,000 asylum-seekers covered by the two Council Decisions.

• So far, the relocation mechanism did not prove adequate to effectively relieve the pressure on Greece and Italy. While in both countries high arrivals are continuously reported, the emergency relocation does not match its pace. If the process continues to be slow, eligible asylum seekers are likely to take control of the situation and continue their journey to destination countries, while those not eligible are still likely to try to circumvent registration to avoid return. Since the closure of the Western Balkan route in the beginning of March 2016, the Commission reported a significant increase of the number of asylum applicants in Greece (300 persons per day), suggesting that the number of eligible persons for relocation may rapidly increase.

• The Commission’s own evaluations so far suggest that the high level of uncertainty surrounding the relocation procedure and the lack of information for asylum seekers are among the reason why large numbers of relocation applicants have not shown interest, absconded from the relocation procedure or withdrew their application at an initial stage.

Narrow definition of beneficiaries for relocation

• The eligibility threshold of 75% recognition rate intends to avoid the need to return relocated persons whose asylum applications were ultimately rejected. However, the profile of applicants in Italy is far more heterogeneous. Only 33% of arrivals in Italy originated from one of the eligible countries in 2015 (approximately 45,000 persons from Eritrea, Iraq and Syria), making Italy responsible for the remaining 67% (approximately 95,000) of applicants.

• In addition, the 75% threshold leads to the perception that only nationals from those countries should be granted access to EU MS, while others are increasingly considered as “economic migrants” notwithstanding that they may equally have qualified claims and have rather high recognition rates even if the average recognition rate is below 75%. Citizens from countries such as Somalia (recognition rate of 59%), Afghanistan (57%), Sudan (57%), Iran (55%), Guinea (37%) are increasingly considered and treated as not being in need of international protection, let alone others with even lower recognition rates. Such tendencies are already reported at hotspots (see below on hotspots) and at the borders along the Balkan route, where only Syrians, Iraqis and partly Afghanis were

190 Interview, EL/N/1
193 Interview, IT/N/1
194 Interview, IT/N/1
allowed to cross for some time (see the practices of border procedures in November, December 2015 and January 2016 in countries along the WB route).  

- The eligibility criteria can unfairly burden Greece and Italy as the cases which can be processed in fast track procedures (prioritised as manifestly founded applications) are distributed among EU MS with often well-equipped and resourced asylum systems, while those cases which demand more processing time (complex cases or nationalities with low recognition rate) remain in already overburdened countries with a largely under-resourced systems.

Relation to other instruments

- The relocation scheme adds a new form of determining the responsibility of a Member State. It determines the responsibility according to countries’ capacities based on an established quota and not according to the geographic location of a country. As such, the main contribution of the relocation scheme is to derogate temporarily from the guiding rules under the Dublin system. However, when transfers to Greece under the Dublin system once again become fully reinforced, Greece may face returns from EU MS. In addition to this, persons eligible for relocation can be relocated from Greece, while new arrivals from Turkey may face return under the EU-Turkey Statement.

- The numeric targets for relocation (160,000) versus resettlement places (20,000) seem disproportionate if compared to the numbers of refugees in refugee producing regions.

- Relocation places may come at the expense of resettlement and vice versa. In the past, Sweden noted its priority to be a resettlement country from non-European countries rather than a relocation country from EU MS which are obligated to comply with European and international standards of refugee protection. In the framework of the EU-Turkey agreement, 54,000 non-allocated relocation places under the second Council Decision on relocation of 22 September will now be used for the implementation of the resettlement component of the 1 for 1 principle. It should be noted that, whereas relocation is mandatory for Member States for the 120,000 places under the aforementioned Council Decision 2015/1601, resettlement is strictly on a voluntary basis.

Child specific focus

Relocation of unaccompanied children who are particularly vulnerable has not initially been prioritised as required by Article 6 of Council Decisions 2015/1523 and 2015/1601. The way in which the best interest of children is addressed within the relocation scheme is yet to be established, with EASO currently working on guidance to establish this. A central question will be the extent to which child protection actors are involved in assessing their

---

196 Particularly see below the critics on the selection practise in hotspots in Italy or the fact that countries along the Western Balkan route denied access to asylum seekers from countries other than Syria, Iraq and Eritrea to their territory (see among others Hasselbach, C. (2015): ‘UNHCR: Balkan states turning away ‘economic migrants’», Deutsche Welle, 21 November, available at: http://www.dw.com/en/unhcr-balkan-states-turning-away-economic-migrants/a-18866765.)


199 See Perrin, D. & McNamara, F. (2013): ‘Refugee Resettlement in the EU: Between Shared Standards and Diversity in Legal and Policy Frames’, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, Know Reset Research Report 2013/03, p. 38, available at: http://www.migrationpolicycentre.eu/docs/Know-Reset-RR-2013-03.pdf on 06.06.2015; This tendency was also noted by the European Resettlement Network with respect to the EUREMA practise: Some European resettlement countries allocated places for intra-EU relocation from their annual resettlement quota. They thus provided long-term protection for refugees from Malta while reducing the overall number of places available for refugees resettled from outside the EU (European Resettlement Network).
situation. The Commission's First Report on relocation and resettlement\textsuperscript{200} also notes "the reluctance of Member States" to accept relocation of unaccompanied children.

### 1.2.3. Hotspots\textsuperscript{201}

#### KEY FINDINGS

- The establishment of the hotspots proceeded \textit{slowly}.
- The legal basis for hotspots is controversial and unclear.
- Hotspots are yet \textit{not fully developed} and lack monitoring and inclusion of IO and NGOs.
- Hotspots may well develop into a \textit{bottleneck} with large numbers of applicants versus limited numbers of resources to quickly process registration and screening.

#### 1.2.3.1. \textit{Main elements of the hotspots approach}

As a part of the European Agenda on Migration, the Commission proposed in May 2015 to develop a Hotspot approach.\textsuperscript{202} Under the hotspots approach the European Asylum Support Office (EASO), EU Border Agency (Frontex), the EU Police Cooperation Agency (Europol) and the EU Judicial Cooperation Agency (Eurojust) should work on the ground with the authorities of the frontline Member State (i.e. Greece and Italy).\textsuperscript{203} The hotspots approach is described as a measure of support offered to frontline MS to “fulfil their obligations under EU law and swiftly identify, register and fingerprint incoming migrants. The work of the agencies will be complementary to one another”. To this end, individual “ports” are designated hotspots, where first reception facilities are set up for the above-stated purposes. According to a Commission factsheet, the hotspot approach “will also contribute to the implementation of the temporary relocation schemes proposed by the European Commission on 27 May and 9 September: people in clear need of international protection will be identified in frontline Member States for relocation to other EU Member States where their asylum application will be processed”.\textsuperscript{204} The responding reference in the Council Decisions on relocation is to be found in Articles 7 and 8 referring to "increased operational support to accompany the relocation measures".

While the actual features of individual hotspots remain somewhat unclear, hotspots should serve multiple purposes:

- to provide operational \textit{support} to countries under pressure;
- to conduct swift \textit{identification, registration and fingerprinting} of arriving migrants;

\textsuperscript{202} Communication from the Commission "A European Agenda on Migration" (COM(2015) 240, 13 May 2015). The use of the phrase "hotspot approach" underpins that hotspots were above all to be understood as a concept rather than as physical locations and receptions.
\textsuperscript{203} See European Agenda on Migration at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/background-information/docs/communication_on_the_european_agenda_on_migration_en.pdf} accessed on 03.03.2016.
\textsuperscript{204} See Fact Sheet on Hotspots Approach at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/background-information/docs/2_hotspots_en.pdf} accessed on 03.03.2016.
to function as a **filter mechanism to determine protection needs** among mixed migration flows;

- to **support the relocation and return process**.

National authorities are supported in various tasks by relevant EU Agencies according to their portfolio, as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>EL/IT</th>
<th>Supported by EASO</th>
<th>Supported by Frontex</th>
<th>Supported by Europol/ EUROJUST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Task at hotspots | • Reception  
• Processing and reception of non-relocation cases  
• Return | • Registration of asylum seekers  
• Preparation of the case file | • Registration  
• Fingerprinting migrants  
• Debriefing migrants on routes to Europe  
• Gather information on smugglers  
• Pre-return assistance  
• Coordinate return flights | • Collect information to dismantle migrant smuggling networks |

1.2.3.2. **Challenges of the hotspots system**

The hotspots approach is designed to support border countries, which are the first facing the pressure of migration and refugee flows with tasks that can be outsourced to other stakeholders like EASO and Frontex. EU MS are to assign staff to these agencies to provide the required support at frontline countries. While it is still too early to assess the hotspot approach as such, some challenges in its conceptualisation appear to be evident:

- Hotspots lack a clear legal basis and purpose: While hotspots are often described as pure registration centres, they are often also seen as a key instrument for implementing the relocation scheme. Hotspots as physical locations and reception facilities lack a clear legal basis in Italy, while in Greece it is only with law 4375/2016 which entered into force on 03.04.2016 that a reference to hotspots was introduced in asylum legislation.\(^{205}\)\(^{206}\)

- Important details still need to be clarified, for example, the length of time migrants and asylum seekers are required to spend at hotspots, or whether any restrictions of movement are applied.\(^{207}\)

- In Italy, hotspots are not new facilities, but a rebranding of existing reception centres - following some minor refurbishment, and with a much bigger role played by European agencies such as Frontex and EASO.\(^{208}\)

- Frontline states are in fact “assisted” to better handle the full extent of their responsibilities under the existing Schengen and Dublin arrangements. The success of the hotspot approach as defined by the Commission – “fingerprinting […] all migrants” – will also


\(^{206}\) Interviews, IT/N/1 and EL/G/2

\(^{207}\) With the implementation of the EU-Turkey statement, the hotspots on Greek islands have been turned into closed centres in which migrants are effectively detained.

exponentially increase their responsibilities and at the same time contribute to making the disproportionate share of asylum applications for “frontline Member States inherent in the Dublin system, a reality”.209

- While the need for a thorough registration of all arriving migrants remains undisputed, the registration, screening, reception and processing of such a large group of arrivals as witnessed in 2015 in Greece, and to a lesser extent in Italy, would not only pose significant challenges to border states but to every country. In fact, countries with well-functioning asylum and reception systems such as Germany reported huge difficulties in organising an orderly reception of applicants in the context of mass arrivals during 2015.210 From January till 20 May 2016, UNHCR reported 155,989 arrivals in Greece,211 which meant the need to register, screen and accommodate an average of 1,106 persons per day at the five hotspots foreseen.

- Several human rights associations have denounced the hasty methods used to separate ‘real’ asylum seekers from those who are ‘just’ economic migrants, taking the 75% threshold as the guiding measurement for assessment.212 Evidently such a practice is in clear violation of the right to asylum as outlined in the Charter of Fundamental Rights Article 18.

- Reports by Italian lawyers and pro-immigrant groups raise significant problems with respect to migrants’ rights and practices beyond conformity with international standards. Among the problems identified213 NGOs report:

  - a lack of timely access to information about the possibility to apply for international protection (often provided only in Italian and with no access to UNHCR or NGOs prior to the procedure);214
  - arbitrary distinction between asylum seekers and migrants based on nationality leading to blanket denials of access to the asylum procedure for certain nationalities (e.g. Senegal, Nigeria or Gambia) given an expulsion order (or Respingimento differito – “pre-detention order”);215
  - Use of coercion to conduct fingerprinting.216

- The nature of the hotspot work in Greece has significantly changed after the adoption of the EU-Turkey statement. The hotspots approach is now changing its scope of work: The provision of information on the relocation scheme in the Hotspot is suspended for migrants arriving after 20 March.217

---


212 Interview, IT/A/1


214 Interview, IT/A/1

215 Interview, IT/A/1

216 Interview, IT/A/2

Child specific challenges

- It is not clear what specific processes are in operation at hotspots to address the situation of children. Certain “threshold” issues, such as age assessment and establishing the status of a child as unaccompanied, require careful processes which can take time. The extent to which registration processes are, or can be, used to prevent family separation or ultimately to restore family links is unclear. It is also unclear what basic child safeguarding processes exist at hotspots, what child protection actors are involved and the extent to which the risks of trafficking and exploitation of children are adequately addressed. Reception conditions which are adapted for families with children, and special facilities for unaccompanied children also need to be fully developed to ensure that the hotspot approach does not conflict with the rights of children.\(^{218}\)

1.2.4. Resettlement

### KEY FINDINGS

- Resettlement is a protection and a global solidarity tool.
- Resettlement is an appropriate instrument to provide safe passage for vulnerable persons to EU MS.
- Resettlement of persons from host countries outside the EU is used as a trade-off against keeping irregular migrants from moving to EU MS.
- The ratio of 20,000 resettlement places to 160,000 relocation places does not sufficiently reflect current needs.

1.2.4.1. Main elements of the resettlement scheme

According to UNHCR, resettlement is one of three durable solutions for refugees (beside “repatriation” and “local integration”). It is intended for those who can neither be returned to their country of origin due to an ongoing risk of persecution within the foreseeable future, nor be adequately integrated in their respective host country. Resettlement is thus considered a protection tool.

Resettlement is also seen as an expression of international solidarity with countries that are affected by large-scale influx, most notably in the regions around the conflict area. This already derives from the Preamble of the 1951 Refugee Convention which refers to the need for cooperation to solve the contingency of states which are unduly burdened as a result of geographical proximity to the country of origin of refugees – thus referring to “burden sharing” as a means of solidarity. In that sense resettlement can be seen to constitute a solution to the plight of the country of refuge rather than to refugees.\(^{219}\)

Humanitarian Admission refers to countries that admit groups from vulnerable refugee populations in third countries to provide temporary protection on humanitarian grounds. As a complement to States’ traditional resettlement programmes, humanitarian admission may be used for an identified refugee population in an extremely insecure or vulnerable situation and in need of urgent protection. It is an expedited process that can enable large numbers of refugees to depart rapidly.\(^{220}\)

\(^{218}\) Interview, EL/N/1
\(^{220}\) European Resettlement Network, Resettlement, relocation or humanitarian admission?! We explain the terminology…, available at: [http://www.resettlement.eu/page/resettlement-relocation-or-humanitarian-admission-we-explain-terminology](http://www.resettlement.eu/page/resettlement-relocation-or-humanitarian-admission-we-explain-terminology); See also Commission Recommendation of 15.12.2015 for a voluntary humanitarian
Resettlement is currently conducted upon unilateral decisions of EU MS participating in resettlement schemes with UNHCR or through developing their own humanitarian protection programmes. In June 2015, the Commission proposed a European Resettlement Scheme which was adopted by the Council in July 2015. The Commission flagged that – if deemed necessary – this one-time pledge may be followed up by a binding and mandatory legislative approach beyond 2016. The Commission indicated in the Communication on the reform of the CEAS the need to build on the existing initiatives. A proposal for a structured EU resettlement programme is pending.

The resettlement programme provides a legal and safe pathway to enter the EU and may contribute to reducing the push of persons in need of protection to resort to criminal networks of smugglers and traffickers and to undertake dangerous journeys. The Commission’s recommendation for the EU-wide resettlement scheme for 22,000 displaced persons from the Middle East, North Africa and the Horn of Africa to Europe aimed at combating the loss of lives at Sea thereby reiterating the proclaimed need to ensure safe and legal access to the Union asylum system.

The baseline for the distribution of the 22,504 resettlement places constituted a distribution key which takes into account the size of population (40%), the total GDP (40%), the average number of spontaneous asylum applications in addition to the number of resettled refugees per 1 Million inhabitants over the previous five-year-period (10%) and the unemployment rate (10%). Following this distribution key, the EC listed in the annex to the Agenda on Migration the different countries, the percentage following the distribution key and the number of persons to be resettled (see Table 3: Overview Resettlement in the EU below).

For the resettlement scheme, the EC dedicated an extra EUR 50 million of funds in 2015 and 2016 to increase the amounts available under the Union Resettlement Programme, set out in Article 17 of the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) Regulation. The AMIF fund provides a lump sum of EUR 6,000/10,000 per resettled person.

Resettlement has a number of potentially helpful features, particularly in the current search for credible solutions:


European Commission (2015b): A European Agenda on Migration; COM (2015) 240 final - Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, 13.05.2015, p5


COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION of 8.6.2015 on a European resettlement scheme; Brussels, 8.6.2015 C(2015) 3560 final

European Commission (2015b): A European Agenda on Migration; COM (2015) 240 final - Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, 13.05.2015, p 20
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It may contribute to reducing irregular and unsafe trips by proposing safe access to protection;

It may contribute to counteracting smuggling.

It may reduce security concerns upfront by limiting uncontrolled access to the EU.

It could contribute to making flows predictable with the possibility to adapt and better plan resources.

Complementary to resettlement, several initiatives have been taken by different Member States, all with the aim of providing safe access to the EU for a specially selected group of persons. These initiatives include:

- humanitarian admission programmes,
- visa facilitation,
- student programmes,
- facilitated family reunification, and
- private sponsorship.230

Some of the initiatives operate closely in line with the resettlement scheme, e.g. in close cooperation with UNHCR for supporting the selection process in the region.

The Commission reported that 17 countries (Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom) resettled 6,321 persons based on information made available by MS as of 13 May 2016.231 However, the report remains unclear as to whether the numbers reported by MS were in fact resettlement cases under the respective scheme. From the documentation provided in the footnotes of the report, it seems that EU MS reported all national resettlement or humanitarian admission programmes.

In addition, many of the currently discussed initiatives are, to some extent, based on the resettlement approach: In 2014, the Austrian Minister of the Interior put forward a “Save-Lives” initiative. A core element of this was to provide safe passage for refugees from the region of origin to European destination countries.232 The recent EU-Turkey statement includes resettlement commitments, but only as a trade-off for Turkey taking responsibility for other migrants and potential asylum seekers returned from Greece.233

1.2.4.2. **Challenges of the EU resettlement scheme**

- The resettlement programme must be of significant scope to have an impact. Although the 20,000 resettlement places foreseen under the EU resettlement programme is a major

---


233 See below, more details on the “Merkel Plan”, the EU/Turkey Action Plan and the EU–Turkey Statement.
improvement compared to just under 5,000 places offered on average by EU countries between 2010 and 2015\textsuperscript{234}, the numbers pale in comparison to the 85,000 resettlement places planned by the United States for the fiscal year 2016,\textsuperscript{235} demonstrating credible proof of solidarity for countries shouldering the vast majority of refugees, the neighbours of crisis countries.

- The relation between the initially adopted 20,000 resettlement places compared to 160,000 relocation places does not take into account and reflect real global needs.
- As there are inherent risks in resettlement, states may use this instrument to pick and choose "their clients" by, at the same time, significantly restricting spontaneous arrivals, a tendency that is observed particularly in the case of Australia.\textsuperscript{236}
- Resettlement may be introduced to the detriment of processing asylum applications inside Europe.\textsuperscript{237}
- Resettlement may be used as a trade off with third countries in exchange for taking responsibility for specific groups of asylum seekers (e.g. non-Syrian asylum applications, irregular migrants etc.), such as in the case of the EU-Turkey Statement.
- Little transparency: In its latest report on resettlement, the Commission reports 6,321 persons resettled as of 13 May 2016, under 20 July 2015 Conclusions and under the "1:1 mechanism" with Turkey (in application since 4 April 2016).\textsuperscript{238} However the numbers reported by EU MS seem to date back to earlier resettlement or resettlement-like schemes.
- Resettlement and relocation may well develop at the expenses of each other.
- Resettlement cannot replace spontaneous arrivals.

\textsuperscript{235} See http://www.state.gov/r/pa/pl/249076.htm , accessed on 29.4.2016. With the EU-Turkey agreement (see below) the scope of the resettlement programme is considerably increased.
### Table 3: Overview Resettlement in the EU and associated states

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resettlement</th>
<th>Resettlement-Ad Hoc (R-A)</th>
<th>Temporar y</th>
<th>Permanent</th>
<th>granted before/ upon arrival; (expedite) status determination AFTER arrival</th>
<th>Numbers of resettlements***</th>
<th>Resettlement and other paths for Syrian Refugees since 2013***</th>
<th>Resettlement per Quota (EC Agenda on Migration)****</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resettlement Programme (R-P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 390</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>HAP 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Since 2013</td>
<td>2009, 2011</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>20 0 100 30</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>2010 - 2015</td>
<td>2010 - 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>2010 - 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>2010 - 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>Since 2008</td>
<td>2006, 2007, 2010</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>40 0 25 0 0 65 70</td>
<td>1,130</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Since 1978</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>490 515 470 515 345</td>
<td>2,340</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>2010 - 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Since 1985</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>545 580 730 675 1,090</td>
<td>3,625</td>
<td>1,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Since 2008</td>
<td>Since 1948</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>360 130 100 90 490</td>
<td>1,130</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Since 2012</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>525 148 305 280 280 510</td>
<td>1,535</td>
<td>21,216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Since 2012</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Since 2012</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 10 0 10 0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>resettlement 307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Since 1988</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>20 40 50 85 90</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2007, 2010</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>55 0 0 0 35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>5 0 30 45 45</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Since 1984</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>430 540 430 310 790</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 900</td>
<td>900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Since 2007</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>35 30 10 0 10</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Since 2008</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>40 0 0 0 40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>Since 2007</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Since 2012</td>
<td>Since 1978</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>40 0 0 0 40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Since 1950</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1750 1620 1680 1620 2045 1655 1825</td>
<td>3,965</td>
<td>2,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Since 2004</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>720 450 1040 965 789 1865</td>
<td>3,965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 900</td>
<td>900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>5 0 10 0 10 10 25</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>resettlement 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Since 2008</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1095 1270 1230 955 1285 2375</td>
<td>5,838</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table combines information retrieved from *Kraniqi and Suter (2015), *European Resettlement Network; **Eurostat (Resettled persons by age, sex and citizenship Annual data (rounded) [migr_asylrescat]), ***EC (2015)*.
1.2.5. EU-Turkey Statement

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The EU-Turkey statement was highly controversial among legal scholars and advocacy groups due to a number of legal uncertainties.
- The Statement combines resettlement measures with readmission actions.
- The Statement flipped the purpose of hotspots in Greece, turning them from a preparatory screening instrument in view of relocation to a registration and detention centre for irregular migrants pending their return to Turkey.

1.2.5.1. Main elements of the EU-Turkey Statement

The main purpose of the EU Turkey Statement, agreed between the European Council and Turkey on 18 March 2016, was "to break the business model of the smugglers and to offer migrants an alternative to putting their lives at risk". The Statement combines readmission and resettlement measures as well as financial pledges for Turkey and the option for visa liberalisation, thus containing the following elements:

- to return all new irregular migrants crossing from Turkey to the Greek islands with the cost of this covered by the EU;
- to resettle, for every Syrian readmitted by Turkey from the Greek islands, another Syrian from Turkey to the EU Member States, within the framework of the existing commitments (so called “1:1” scheme);
- to accelerate the implementation of the visa liberalisation roadmap with all Member States with a view to lifting the visa requirements for Turkish citizens by the end of June 2016;
- to speed up the disbursement of the initially allocated 3 billion Euros to ensure funding of a first set of projects before the end of March and decide on additional funding for the Refugee Facility for Syrians;
- to prepare for the decision on the opening of new chapters in the accession negotiations as soon as possible, building on the October 2015 European Council conclusions;
- to work with Turkey in a joint endeavour to improve humanitarian conditions inside Syria; which would allow for the local population and refugees to live in areas which are more safe.

Between 4 to 20 April, 325 persons who entered Greece from Turkey irregularly were returned to Turkey, while a total of 117 Syrian nationals were resettled from Turkey to the EU (to Germany, Finland, Lithuania, the Netherlands and Sweden).

The resettlement part of the deal will be based on the commitments of EU MS from July 2015 of 22,504 places (out of which 16,200 places were still free as of 18.05.2016). In addition to this, the Commission proposed to dedicate the unassigned 54,000 places from Council Decision 2015/1601 to this initiative, resulting in 70,800 overall resettlement places.

---
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However, the Voluntary Humanitarian Admission Scheme will only be activated once irregular crossings from Turkey have ceased.\footnote{European Council: EU-Turkey statement, 18 March 2016 accessed at \url{http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2016/03/18-eu-turkey-statement/} on 13.04.2016.}

### 1.2.5.2. Challenges of the EU-Turkey Statement

 Criticisms of the EU-Turkey Statement are extensive. It has been highly contested by scholars\footnote{See, among others, Peers (2016): “The final EU/Turkey refugee deal: a legal assessment” at \url{http://eulawanalysis.blogspot.co.at/2016/03/the-final-euturkey-refugee-deal-legal.html}.} and advocacy groups\footnote{See, among others, ECRE (2016): EU-Turkey deal: trading people and outsourcing the EU’s responsibilities; at \url{http://ecre.org/component/content/article/70-weekly-bulletin-articles/1406-eu-turkey-deal-trading-in-people-and-outsourcing-the-eu-responsibilities.html}; UNHCR (2016): UNHCR expresses concern over EU -Turkey plan; News Stories, 11 March 2016 at \url{http://www.unhcr.org/56dee1546.html}; Amnesty International (2016): EU-Turkey refugee deal a historic blow to rights; 18 March 2016 at \url{https://www.amnesty.org/en/press-releases/2016/03/eu-turkey-refugee-deal-a-historic-blow-to-rights/}.} and has received a lot of attention from the media. The challenges and contested points of this agreement encompass the following:

- Despite the EC’s position\footnote{See EC (10.02.2016): Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the State of Play of Implementation of the Priority Actions under the European Agenda on Migration, p 18 at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/managing_the_refugee_crisis_state_of_play_20160210_en.pdf}.} and considering that Turkey applies a geographic limitation to the 1951 Refugee Convention, it remains doubtful whether Turkey could be qualified as a safe third country according to Art 38/1/e Asylum Procedures Directive.\footnote{See for the academic controversy Peers, S. (2016a): ‘The EU, Turkey and the Refugee Crisis: What could possibly go wrong?’, EU Law Analysis, available at: \url{http://eulawanalysis.blogspot.co.at/2016/02/the-eu-turkey-and-refugee-crisis-what.html}.} While finishing this study press reports quote a ruling of the independent Greek appeals body on Lesbos declaring that Turkey would not be a safe third country because “the temporary protection which could be offered by Turkey to the applicant, as a Syrian citizen, does not offer him rights equivalent to those required by the Geneva convention,”\footnote{The Guardian from 20.05.2016: “Syrian refugee wins appeal against forced return to Turkey” available at: \url{http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/may/20/syrian-refugee-wins-appeal-against-forced-return-to-turkey?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other}.} Art 4 Protocol No 4 to the ECHR prohibits collective expulsion of aliens. Greece thus needs to conduct an individual assessment irrespective of whether Turkey is considered a safe third country or not, an obligation also enshrined in the Asylum Procedures Directive. This will lead to an increased case load under a specialised border procedure, although the Greek asylum system lacks the necessary capacity to process the claims.\footnote{See also Dutch Council for Refugees and ECRE (2016), The DCR/ECRE desk research on application of a safe third country and a first country of asylum concepts to Turkey, May 2016 at \url{http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/sites/www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/files/aldfiles/turkeynote%20final%20edited%20DCR%20ECRE.pdf}.}

- Despite the fact that the European Council describes the EU-Turkey Statement as a temporary and extraordinary step to end human suffering by demonstrating that there is
no clear benefit in following the route offered by smugglers,\textsuperscript{251} it will not limit spontaneous arrivals. Instead, it is likely to force asylum seekers to take new, more expensive and more dangerous routes.\textsuperscript{252}

- In a remarkable announcement,\textsuperscript{253} UNHCR suspended some of its activities in Greece due to the conditions at the "hotspots" on the Greek islands. In particular, UNHCR highlighted the transformation of hotspots into detention facilities and the new policy of systematic detention under the EU Turkey Statement as a reason for withdrawal. Systematic detention was also criticised by the Council of Europe.\textsuperscript{254}

- The Justice and Home Affairs Council Meeting of 21.04.2016\textsuperscript{255} also showed the limited commitment of EU MS. The conclusions only indicated the need "to speed up" the implementation of the EU-Turkey Statement of 18 March and, in particular, the resettlement of Syrian refugees from Turkey and to accelerate the relocation of asylum seekers from Greece and Italy, according to the Council decisions of September 2015 instead of concrete resettlement (and relocation) pledges.

Despite the criticism, European leaders see such agreements as a suitable practice to stem the flows: The Italian Minister of the Interior, referring to the EU Turkey Statement, has called for the European Union to reach an agreement with African States to provide economic aid in return for taking back their citizens "and preventing new flows".\textsuperscript{256}

In this context, it is worth highlighting another model of returning irregular migrants on the spot: the practice of "hot returns" that Spain is implementing in its North African exclaves Ceuta and Melilla. The ongoing practice of apprehending migrants who successfully passed the border fence between Morocco and Spain and returning them to Morocco without granting them the opportunity to file a formal application for international protection was given a legal basis through an amendment to the controversial Law on Citizen Security in March 2015.\textsuperscript{257} Although offices of the Spanish asylum authority have been established in Ceuta and Melilla, only Syrian nationals have had access and the opportunity to file a formal asylum application.\textsuperscript{258} While the EC criticised the “hot returns” approach in October 2014 as a "violation of EU legislation",\textsuperscript{259} this perception has since changed: In January 2016, the EC approved the compatibility of the ‘special procedure for Ceuta and Melilla’ with Directive 2008/115/EC (Return Directive).\textsuperscript{260}

\textsuperscript{252} Latest evidence of the development of new – more dangerous – routes, is another shipwreck, causing an estimate of 500 deaths on 20 April 2016. See UNHCR: Massive loss of life reported in latest Mediterranean tragedy; News Stories, 20 April 2016 at \url{http://www.unhcr.org/57178bcf6.html}.
\textsuperscript{253} UNHCR: UNHCR redefines role in Greece as EU-Turkey deal comes into effect - Briefing Notes, 22 March 2016 at \url{http://www.unhcr.org/print/56f10d049.html}.
\textsuperscript{254} Council of Europe (2016): The situation of refugees and migrants under the EU-Turkey Agreement of 18 March 2016; Doc. 14028, p 5; at \url{http://semantic-pape.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZS55pbnQvbncveG1sL1hSZWYvWDJLURXLWV4dHJuYXNwP2ZpbGxVpZD04YXMyX2IzYW5sPUIVQGJz&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZ2VuZ2Z5Mr0xMjAxMDI0NzQwOQ&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTIyNjEy}.
\textsuperscript{255} Outcome of the Council Meeting 3461st Council meeting Justice and Home Affairs; Brussels, 21 April 2016, p.7.
\textsuperscript{256} Council of Europe (2016), p11; Europe: Italy pleads for Greek-style push to return its migrants from 04.04.2016, at \url{http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/664e52c8-fa4e-11e5-8e04-8600cef2ca75.html#axzz46YBkWuXK}.
\textsuperscript{258} Interview, ES/A/1
\textsuperscript{260} Answer to a parliamentary question given by Mr Avramopoulos on behalf of the Commission on 20.01.2016. Available at: \url{http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=E-2015-010830&language=MT}. 
2. THE DETERMINATION OF ASYLUM CLAIMS

2.1. Introduction
In 2015, 1.3 million persons applied for international protection in the EU Member States.\(^{261}\) Those who qualify for international protection (refugee status or subsidiary protection) and which procedural standards apply to asylum seekers in the EU lies at the heart of the CEAS. The objective is: that every asylum seeker should have access to the procedure and to an individual examination of their asylum claim according to equal standards. The outcome of the asylum application should not be dependent on the Member State who carried out the examination procedure. However, the Commission Communication of 6 April 2016 underlined again that in practice recognition rates vary, sometimes widely, between Member States.\(^{262}\) There is also a lack of adequate convergence in the decision to grant either refugee status (to be accorded to persons fleeing persecution) or subsidiary protection status (to be accorded to persons fleeing the risk of serious harm, including armed conflict) for applicants from a given country of origin. This divergence has likewise encouraged secondary movements, as have variations in the duration of residence permits and access to social assistance and family reunification.\(^{263}\)

2.2. Instruments for the determination of asylum claims
The relevant instruments for the determination of asylum claims in the EU encompass the recast Qualification Directive 2011/95/EU\(^ {264}\) and the recast Asylum Procedures Directive 2013/32/EU.\(^ {265}\) The recast Qualification Directive is applicable from 21 December 2013 and the new rules on asylum procedures as enshrined in the recast Asylum Procedures Directive are applicable from 20 July 2015.

As to the transposition and implementation of these instruments, the Commission announced in September 2015\(^ {266}\) that it adopted 40 infringement decisions against several Member States for their failure to implement *inter alia* the recast Qualification Directive and the recast Asylum Procedures Directive. Subsequently, in December 2015\(^ {267}\) an additional number of infringement procedures were initiated due to late or incorrect transposition or the non-communication of transposition measures in national law of both instruments. More recently, in February 2016, the Commission reported that it started further infringement procedures against several Member States for not having communicated transposition or sent reasoned responses regarding the failure to transpose the recast Asylum Procedures Directive.\(^ {268}\)


\(^{262}\) For instance, for the period between January and September 2015, the recognition rates for asylum seekers from Afghanistan varied from almost 100% in Italy to 5.88% in Bulgaria.


\(^{264}\) Directive 2011/95/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on standards for the qualification of third-country nationals or stateless persons as beneficiaries of international protection, for a uniform status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary protection, and for the content of the protection granted (recast) OJ L 337/9.


2.2.1. Recast Qualification Directive

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Depending on its interpretation and application by Member States, there are provisions in the recast Qualification Directive which still may give rise to protection gaps.
- Divergent practices remain in the recognition rates and the type of protection status granted (refugee or subsidiary protection) to applicants originating from the same country of origin.
- The recast Qualification Directive ensures individual examination of asylum applications. Hence, the Directive is not resistant to situations of large scale arrivals and preventing backlogs in asylum determination processing.

**2.2.1.1. Main elements of the recast Qualification Directive**

The main objective is to stipulate the standards for the qualification of third-country nationals as beneficiaries of international protection (refugee status or beneficiaries of subsidiary protection) and the content of international protection (Art. 1). This Directive is an important instrument in the harmonisation of common criteria on who qualifies for refugee status and subsidiary protection.

- The recast Qualification Directive ensures that Member States apply *common criteria* for the identification of persons genuinely in need of international protection.
- The recast Qualification Directive ensures that a minimum level of benefits is available for those persons in all Member States.
- The recast Qualification Directive stipulates that the assessment of an application for international protection is to be carried out on an individual basis.
- The recast Qualification Directive seeks to approximate the rights granted to the two categories of beneficiaries of international protection.
- The recast Qualification Directive stipulates the content of international protection for refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection.

**2.2.1.2. Main challenges of the recast Qualification Directive**

Overall, the content of the recast Qualification Directive has been assessed as relatively positive. The recast Qualification Directive enhanced the situation for beneficiaries of subsidiary protection status and limited the discretion left to Member States. Despite the several improvements contained in the recast Qualification Directive, there are provisions which still may give rise to interpretation and implementation issues at the national level. The transfer of the directive into a regulation proposed in the Commission’s reform Communication of 6 April 2016 may indeed be an appropriate move towards bringing about

---

increased convergence in the status decision and rights associated with the status\textsuperscript{270}. However, the reform Communication also diverges from the direction of policy making so far, notably by proposing ‘to better clarify the difference between the refugee and subsidiary protection status and differentiate further the respective rights attached to them’. In addition, a regular review of the protection status is proposed, thus temporalising protection. This raises a series of issues, including the administrative burden regular status reviews would entail and the impact the move is likely to have on integration of beneficiaries of international protection. On the other hand, the reform Communication also proposes to establish rules considering the mutual recognition of asylum decisions in the longer term.

Assessment of international protection

- One of the remaining challenges of divergent practices is the recognition rates and the type of protection status granted (refugee or subsidiary protection) to applicants originating from the same country of origin.\textsuperscript{271}

Alignment of protection statuses

- In regards to the content of the protection statuses, most rights and benefits granted to refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection in the recast Qualification Directive have been effectively aligned, however, in two areas there are still striking differences in the treatment of beneficiaries of international protection, namely with respect to residence permits (Art. 24) and access to social welfare (Art. 29).\textsuperscript{272} Beneficiaries of subsidiary protection shall receive a residence permit which must be valid for at least 1 year while refugee status holders shall receive a residence permit which shall be valid for at least 3 years.\textsuperscript{273} Secondly, Member States may limit the social assistance granted to beneficiaries of subsidiary protection status to ‘core benefits’.\textsuperscript{274}

Article 15(c) situation: the interpretation of serious harm

- The most divergent implementation and national practices identified between Member States is with Article 15(c)\textsuperscript{275} of the recast Qualification Directive. Most Member States have not established guidelines to interpret the terms ‘real risk’, ‘serious harm’ or ‘armed conflict’. Incorrect interpretation by some Member States resulted in different transposition of the recast Qualification Directive. In addition, the question of individualisation of the serious threat revealed different practices between Member States.


\textsuperscript{273} Some EU Member States made use of this discretion to toughen their asylum system by changing from more favourable to stricter rules – see above Part II, section 3.2.

\textsuperscript{274} Recital 45 of the recast Qualification Directive stipulates that ‘core benefits’ must be interpreted as ‘covering at least minimum income support, assistance in the case of illness, or pregnancy, and parental assistance, in so far as those benefits are granted to nationals under national law.’

\textsuperscript{275} Article 15(c) reads: Serious harm consists of: (a) …; or (b) …; or (c) serious and individual threat to a civilian’s life or person by reason of indiscriminate violence in situations of international or internal armed conflict.
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States. This divergent implementation practice among Member States is apparent with Syrian applicants. Since the violence intensified in Syria, the recognition rates for subsidiary protection status on the basis of Article 15 has increased. In 2013, a few Member States did not require the individual risk to be established for Syrian applicants on the basis of Article 15(c) of the recast Qualification Directive, while several other Member States required these individual elements to be established. A few other Member States granted subsidiary protection to Syrian applicants based on the protection of Article 15(b) or based on the Geneva Convention. By the end of 2014, at least eight Member States determined that the level of indiscriminate violence in all territories of Syria reached the threshold for an applicant to be subjected to a real risk just by their presence in the territory. Some other Member States granted protection based on Article 15(b); or Syrian applicants were considered to be eligible for refugee status based on the Geneva Convention.

Child specific challenges

- Although EU law requires the best interests of children to be taken into account, including in status determination procedures, it does not prescribe a single process for doing so, and there are no widespread tools and means to achieve a formal best interest determination. Whereas the Qualifications Directive requires recognition of child specific forms of persecution, implementation of this provision can be problematic in the absence of relevant information on the general conditions for children in countries of origin or information on the individual circumstances of children, child friendly procedures and specialised lawyers and decision makers. Although there have been practical efforts to develop tools, it is also clear that where inadequate processes are in place, children are sometimes simply provided with subsidiary protection or discretionary leave to stay until they are 18.

- Special measures may also be necessary to prevent children from becoming or continuing to be stateless.

2.2.1.3. The recast Qualification Directive and large scale arrivals

The recast Qualification Directive stipulates that the assessment for international protection should be carried out on an individual basis. However, as a result of large scale arrivals and due to the high numbers of asylum claims, several Member States have experienced a backlog in the processing of individual asylum applications. The Temporary Protection


277 Interviews: HU/N/1, DE/G/1

278 Article 15(b) reads: Serious harm consists of: (a) …; or (b) torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of an applicant in the country of origin; or (c) ….


Directive (2001/55/EC) in principle would have represented an important tool that would allow states to grant a protection status to a pre-defined group of persons in need of international protection immediately. This would temporarily alleviate pressure on the asylum procedures of the Member States and make resources available for the processing of applications of other nationalities. So far, however, the Commission has never submitted a proposal for a Council decision triggering the application of the Temporary Protection Directive. In 2014, the European Parliament asked the Commission whether the numbers of Syrian refugees arriving to the EU constitutes a “mass influx” as stipulated in the Directive.\(^\text{283}\)

However, the Commission responded that the scale of the influx of Syrians and the way Member States dealt with the asylum applications did not justify the activation of the temporary protection directive.\(^\text{284}\) A study on the possible ways to establish a workable system of temporary protection at the EU level has been prepared for the Commission but so far the results have not been published.

### 2.2.1.4. Relation to other instruments

According to Council Decisions 2015/1523 and 2015/1601 relocation will only cover the nationalities which meet the threshold of 75%. This will affect a relatively small number of applicants, thereby leaving out a large number of applicants arriving from countries of origin who might not fulfill the 75% threshold but still are in genuine need of international protection. For example, in 2015, persons from Afghanistan formed the second largest group of applicants of international protection in the EU.\(^\text{285}\) The recognition rate for Afghan asylum seekers increased from 55% in 2014 to 58% in 2015.\(^\text{286}\) However, according to the current threshold of 75%, Afghan applicants will not be considered for relocation.

In the face of rising numbers of applications for international protection, some Member States have reduced the duration of international protection status under the Qualification Directive.\(^\text{287}\) This may significantly hamper family reunion opportunities, leaving families separated for protracted periods.

### 2.2.1.5. Proposed reform of the recast Qualification Directive

The EC Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues concludes that the current Qualification Directive left too much discretion for MSs. This, according to the EC, led to varying recognition rates and a lack of adequate convergence in individual decision-making.\(^\text{288}\)

In order to achieve greater convergence the Communication proposes to replace the current Qualification Directive by a Regulation, setting uniform rules on the rights to be offered to beneficiaries of international protection; ensuring systematic and regular checks on continued protection needs of beneficiaries of international protection; more systematic use of cessation

---


\(^{287}\) See above under Part II section 3.2.

clauses; and to better clarify the differences between the refugee and subsidiary protection status. Mutual recognition of the protection granted is considered only in the long term.289

2.2.2. Recast Asylum Procedures Directive

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The complexity of the various parts of the instrument and the wide discretion left for the Member States in the interpretation and implementation of various concepts and provisions continues to be a weakness.
- The grounds available for the application of accelerated procedures and the broad interpretation left to Member States of these grounds may lead to generalised expedited processing of asylum applications with lowered procedural guarantees and undermining the effectiveness of remedies and protection from arbitrary refoulement.
- Large divergences between Member States regarding the use and content of national SCO lists may result in continued differences in recognition rates.
- The application of prioritised procedures has widely proliferated in the EU, however, its use does not seem to be sufficient to cope with large scale arrivals.

2.2.2.1. Main elements of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive

Similar to the recast Qualification Directive, the recast Asylum Procedures Directive needed improvements. The main objective of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive is to establish common procedures for the determination of asylum claims in accordance with the recast Qualification Directive (Art. 1). The intention of the Commission is to amend this Directive into a Regulation with the objective of establishing ‘a single common asylum procedure in the EU’.290

The transposition of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive by Member States has not been without problems. This is exemplified by the 18 infringement decisions the Commission adopted on 23 September 2015 against Member States for the failure to communicate the transposition of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive.291 On 10 February 2016 Reasoned Opinions were addressed to three Member States for the failure to notify the Commission of their transposition measures.292 The Commission stated that this reflects one of the weaknesses of the CEAS: the failure of Member States to fully transpose EU legislation and implement in a consistent manner.293

- The recast Asylum Procedures Directive introduces **common procedural safeguards and guarantees for the processing of applications for international protection** (refugee and subsidiary protection).

---

289 Ibid, p 11.
The recast Asylum Procedures Directive includes provisions aimed at enhancing **access to the asylum procedure**. The Directive applies to all applications made in the territory of the Member States, including at the border, in the territorial waters or in transit zones.

The recast Asylum Procedures Directive stipulates **rules for procedures at first instance and procedures in appeal**.

The recast Asylum Procedures Directive regulates the use of **Safe Country concepts** (safe country of origin and safe third country).

### 2.2.2.2. Main challenges of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive

The reception of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive has been balanced. Scholars, UNHCR and NGOs have criticised the failure of the recast directive to minimise derogations and reduce the complexity of the instrument. The divergence in implementation between Member States regarding procedural guarantees, notably the use of accelerated procedures, Safe Country of Origin practices and access to legal representation and information, is considered to be highly problematic from a harmonisation and fundamental rights perspective. In light of the "one chance only" principle underpinning the Dublin system this contributes to current "protection lottery" in the EU.

**‘Safe Country of Origin’**

When considering the implementation of the ‘safe countries of origin’ concept among Member States, the differences between the states are well documented. According to the Commission, twenty-two Member States have implemented it into their domestic legislation, fifteen Member States apply it in practice, ten Member States have designated safe countries of origin and five Member States apply the ‘safe country of origin’ concept on a case-by-case basis. Furthermore, different practices are identified when assessing the Member States that apply the concept in international protection. Firstly, there are differences in the criteria for designating a ‘safe country of origin’. Secondly, variation appears in the legal consequences related to the concept of ‘safe countries of origin’. Thirdly, differences exist in the competent body that designates countries as a safe country of origin. Fourthly, there are divergences in the judicial review of designations of safe countries of origin. Finally, differences are identified in the procedures for reviewing designations.

---


of origin has not been adopted.\footnote{Interview EL/G/1} At the EU level, in order to harmonise the use of ‘safe country of origin’ procedures, the Commission proposed in September 2015 the adoption of a Regulation establishing an EU common list of ‘safe countries of origin’ for the purposes of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive.\footnote{Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing an EU common list of safe countries of origin for the purposes of Directive 2013/32/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on common procedures for granting and withdrawing international protection, and amending Directive 2013/32/EU; COM(2015) 452 final}

### Table 4: Overview of measures in selected countries\footnote{This table is based on: Meijers Committee (2015): ‘Note on an EU list of safe countries of origin Recommendations and amendments’, p. 2, 5 October, available at: http://www.commissie-meijers.nl/sites/all/files/cm1515_an_eu_list_of_safe_countries_of_origin.pdf.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SCO</th>
<th>Fast-track procedure</th>
<th>Hotspot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

● = legislation in place and used in practice  
○ = legislation in place and not used in practice

**Accelerated procedures**

- The use of accelerated procedures had 15 potential grounds in the first phase of the CEAS. This plethora of optional provisions had been identified by the Commission as a key cause of divergence between Member States.\footnote{Commission report to the European Parliament and the Council on the application of Directive 2005/85/EC of 1 December 2005 on minimum standards on procedures in Member States for granting and withdrawing refugee status, p. 15.} These potential grounds were later reduced to 10. This is still a large number of optional provisions, the exhaustiveness of their enumeration is not completely clear. The provisions themselves are open to interpretation as well.\footnote{Interview AT/G/1} Consequently, Member States retain non enumerated grounds for accelerated procedures.\footnote{Mouzourakis et al. (2015): ‘AIDA, Common asylum system at a turning point: Refugees caught in Europe’s solidarity crisis, Annual Report 2014/2015’, ECRE, September, p. 77, available at: http://ecre.org/component/downloads/downloads/1038.html.} Furthermore, the recast Asylum Procedures Directive allows Member States to process applicants coming from countries of origin identified as safe in an accelerated procedure. Divergences have also been identified among Member States in the application of the accelerated procedures.\footnote{Meijers Committee (2015): p. 2.}

- For Greece, accelerated procedures are stipulated in the national legislation in accordance with Directive 2005/85/EC, Article 23, par. 4. In practice, accelerated procedures are...
implied when the application is manifestly unfounded, which usually takes place during the first instance application.\textsuperscript{307}

Border procedures

- There is a large divergence in the application of border procedures, including detention. The lengths of the detention can vary, in some procedures applicants are detained for the complete duration of their procedure and in others, detention is limited to a duration of less than 48 hours.\textsuperscript{308}

Child specific challenges

- The Procedures Directive does not properly safeguard children during special procedures (e.g. accelerated procedures, Article 31), in that it allows for certain derogations from safeguards for children (e.g. Article 25.2) and it does not provide sufficient clarity on age assessment. It also should require child specific information about any safe country of origin, for both unaccompanied children and children within families.

The increased application of the safe country of origin and safe third country of origin concepts in the context of accelerated and border procedures increases risks of asylum seekers being subjected to expedited procedures that do not ensure a proper examination of their protection needs in practice, in particular where effective access to legal assistance and representation is not guaranteed. The increasing trend at EU level towards a purely nationality-driven approach whereby all resources are mainly invested in expedited procedures dealing with the manifestly well-founded and unfounded applications is worrying as it is based on simplified assumptions that ignore the complexity of asylum and mixed migration and may lead to increased risks of refoulement.

\textbf{2.2.2.3. The recast Asylum Procedures Directive and large scale arrivals}

During the mass influx of asylum seekers from 2014 to 2016 all aspects of the CEAS came under immense pressure. The application of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive and thus the access to asylum procedures is no exception. The national responses to this influx have been varied.

Member States are allowed to prioritise the examination for international protection of certain applications that are likely to be well-founded on the basis of Article 31(7) of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive. Hence, certain nationalities such as Syrians or Eritreans are more swiftly processed than other nationalities.\textsuperscript{309} However, even with these nationalities, divergences exist between EU Member States with regard to nationalities that are subject to such prioritisation and the time-limits applied in such procedures.\textsuperscript{310}

With children arriving in very high numbers and the difficult conditions currently found in border and transit countries in the EU, a process which places child protection at the centre of the response is required, regardless of the nationality and immigration status of the child. In the case of children who have been separated from their primary legal or customary

\textsuperscript{307} Interview EL/G/1
\textsuperscript{309} Interview DE/G/1
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caregiver, there should be the immediate involvement of guardianship and child protection authorities on identification of an unaccompanied child in the jurisdiction, as well as an individual needs assessment for both procedural safeguards and special protection and assistance required. To reduce children embarking on further dangerous journeys or placing themselves in the hands of traffickers, it will be vital to enhance the ways in which they are informed and supported through the different procedures that may apply.

2.2.2.4. Relation to other instruments

Hotspots and the Asylum Procedures Directive

Scholars and NGOs have expressed their concerns over the implementation practices carried out in hotspots.311 According to the official explanation of the Commission, applicants wishing to apply for international protection in the hotspots will be immediately channelled into an asylum procedure. However, it is important that the processing of the assessments in these hotspots is in accordance with the basic procedural safeguards and guarantees as enshrined in the recast Asylum Procedures Directive.

The recast Asylum Procedures Directive applies to all applications for international protection made in the territory of an EU MS (Art. 3(1)) and thus also applies to the processes at the hotspots. As such, MS need to make sure that applicants have an effective opportunity to lodge an application for international protection. The registration needs to take place within three days, which may be prolonged to 10 days in the event of a large number of applicants arriving (Art. 6(1) and 6(5)).

Several guarantees derive from the recast Asylum Procedures Directive such as the duty to inform applicants about the procedure in a language understandable to them and that the applicant shall be heard personally before a decision is taken. The special needs of applicants are to be evaluated, including specific guarantees for unaccompanied minors. Additionally, UNHCR shall be allowed access to applicants (Art 29). The recast Asylum Procedures Directive additionally names different special procedures such as accelerated procedures or border procedures.

The hotspots approach in principle covers only the very initial stage of a procedure with respect to the registration, but, also foresees a crucial role, namely the identification of the protection needs of a person by determining possible future outcomes (either asylum process in the MS or relocation to another MS; or commencing the return process for irregular migrants). As such, the registration and identification carried out in the hotspots directly impact on the procedure for asylum applicants.

In fact, some reports from activists and civil society raise concerns about the lawfulness of the processes at the hotspots: civil society and media report on return decisions being issued without a proper examination of the individual cases, chaotic and imprecise approaches to the identification of people, unaccompanied children wrongly identified as adults and a general lack of protection safeguards and guarantees for migrants and refugees.312 In Italy, according to several news reports, both civil society organisations and UNHCR do not have access to refugees and migrants until after the initial police screening, which raises concerns about access to information on asylum procedures for new arrivals, a right guaranteed under


the recast Asylum Procedures Directive.\textsuperscript{313} Additionally, the potential use of force in registration procedures in an effort to fingerprint all migrants who arrive has been expressed as a concern by Italian civil society organisations.\textsuperscript{314}

Authorities operating in the hotspots are under high pressure to achieve tangible results, with the intention of pushing for deterrent actions. A swift registration and channelling of migrants without a valid claim into the return process in connection with the extensive use of the evolving list of safe countries of origin might well mean automatic rejection of claims.\textsuperscript{315} Its presumption that the country is safe for nationals to return to is a strong one, and forms the basis of an accelerated procedure which easily becomes a self-fulfilling process of rejection.\textsuperscript{316} Such practice has been reported with a group of 16 Gambians who were immediately transported from the Lampedusa “hotspot” to a detention centre in Caltanissetta, with a deportation procedure already under way. Questions over the existence of an effective possibility to apply for asylum and a ‘group based automatic expulsion’ for those coming from countries other than Syria or Eritrea have already been raised in Italy.\textsuperscript{317}

The use of special procedures at hotspots and their relation to due processing and access to legal counsel for applicants requires further observation to better understand the state of play. In addition to this, the question whether applicants receive fair and equal treatment when they are rushed through their preliminary interviews, or held in specific “hotspot zones” certainly needs further observation to provide a better picture of the situation.

There is a lack of transparency of the procedures carried out in the hotspots and the legal framework governing these hotspots remains unclear.\textsuperscript{318} In practice, access to legal assistance in the hotspots is largely lacking, while migrants and asylum seekers arriving in Italy and Greece are deprived of their liberty during the procedures that are carried out, without the necessity and proportionality of detention being assessed in their individual cases.\textsuperscript{319} A communication of the Commission of March 2016 relating to the EU-Turkey cooperation emphasised the need for the objective of the hotspots in Greece to change from registration and swift referral to the mainland to the implementation of returns to Turkey. In addition to increased reception capacity on the islands, the Commission also explicitly points to the need for sufficient detention capacity in order to prevent persons from absconding.\textsuperscript{320} Should this result in the systematic detention of all new entrants on the Greek islands, this would be in clear contradiction of the exceptional nature of detention as guaranteed under EU law and the presumption against detention that is laid down in international refugee and human rights law.

\textbf{2.2.2.5. Proposed Reform of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive}

The EC Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues to Europe identified the different durations of the asylum procedures in EU MS and the different transposition of the country of origin and the safe third country concept as some of the short comings due to the wide discretion given to EU MS by the Asylum Procedures Directive. This, according to the EC, is one of the reasons for secondary movements, without, however,
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substantiating such statement with evidence in absence of any impact assessment of the recast Asylum Procedures Directive.\textsuperscript{321}

With the aim to achieve greater convergence the Communication proposes to replace the current Asylum Procedures Directive by a Regulation establishing a single common asylum procedure in the EU. According to the outline in the Communication the new regulation should include rules on specific procedures (admissibility, border and accelerated procedures), set a maximum duration of the procedure; harmonise the use and procedural consequences of applying the safe country of origin mechanism; and to harmonise the safe third country mechanism.

3. THE RECEPTION OF ASYLUM SEEKERS

3.1. Introduction
Reception systems rarely operate in a stable context. The number of applicants changes from month to month and is difficult to forecast. Moreover, during periods of lower numbers of applications, reception capacities come under the scrutiny of austerity measures. This dynamic context makes the efficient management of reception infrastructure a particularly challenging task.

Perceptions in the general public of the reception of asylum seekers and the resulting pressure of public opinion on policy makers are yet another complicating factor. While the material conditions provided to asylum seekers are modest in most countries and even substandard in some EU Member States, the public is often of the opinion that asylum seekers receive too much support, are a drain on the local resources or that such support comes at the expense of social security benefits for the local population. Furthermore, the physical reception of asylum seekers is not only a heavily disputed topic at EU level, but it also creates tensions at the national level: the "fair" or more equal distribution of asylum seekers within a country must often be enforced against municipalities and the local population, who sometimes protest against the accommodation of asylum seekers in their neighbourhood.

Different EU Member States have different practices for the reception of asylum seekers. Some countries subcontract or outsource the management of housing to specialised state agencies (e.g. COA in the Netherlands or Fedasil in Belgium), while others maintain the responsibility for the management of reception facilities within the respective Ministry. While some countries accommodate asylum seekers in different centres (for example, in the Netherlands according to the different procedural steps) others prefer private housing solutions (for example, in Sweden). Obviously any housing system has its advantages and disadvantages but also limits with respect to available capacities. Reception therefore is highly dependent on proper planning and monitoring of expected reception needs.

3.2. Instruments for the reception of asylum seekers

3.2.1. Recast Reception Conditions Directive

KEY FINDINGS

- The correct implementation of the recast Reception Conditions Directive is highly relevant for the implementation of the Dublin III Regulation as the lack of dignified reception conditions has been the main reason for national and European Courts to suspend transfers of asylum seekers to the responsible Member State.
- The Reception Conditions Directive is an important yardstick for measuring the conditions applied at the hotspots.
- The level of material reception conditions during the asylum procedure may have only limited impact on secondary movements of asylum seekers because other pull factors such as social ties (including family reunification), reputation of other countries or job opportunities may be regarded as more important by asylum seekers.
- The recast Reception Conditions Directive included a number of improvements but still allows for a broad variation of standards.

---

322 For Afghans, joining family/relatives was the 3rd most important reasons for selecting a destination country in Europe. For Syrians, family reunification was the main reason to choose a destination country. See: page 4 of the Profiling of Afghans and Syrians on the UNHCR emergency web portal at [http://data.unhcr.org/mediterranean/documents.php?page=1&view=grid&Search=%23profile%23](http://data.unhcr.org/mediterranean/documents.php?page=1&view=grid&Search=%23profile%23).
3.2.1.1. Main elements

The Reception Conditions Directive 2003/9/EC aimed at developing dignified standards of living for asylum seekers across all Member States to limit secondary movements of asylum seekers influenced by the variety of conditions for their reception (see recital 7 and 8). The intention was to develop minimum standards, leading to a harmonisation of reception conditions. However, an evaluation of this instrument showed that the wide discretion allowed by the Directive in a number of areas, notably access to employment, health care, level and form of material reception conditions, free movement rights and needs of vulnerable persons undermines the objective of creating a level playing field in the area of reception conditions.\(^\text{323}\)

The main objective of the EC’s proposal for the recast of the Reception Conditions Directive \(^\text{324}\) consequently was to increase the level of harmonisation of the reception conditions in Member States to limit secondary movement of applicants within the EU (recital 12 of Council Directive 2013/33/EU). The recast Reception Conditions Directive, adopted in June 2013 includes the following key amendments to the 2003 Directive:

- It widens the scope of applicability of the Directive to all applicants for international protection, including those in territorial waters or in transit zones of a Member State, and subsidiary protection.
- It shortens the waiting periods for access to labour market;
- It extends the list of vulnerable persons and introduced the requirement to conduct an individual vulnerability assessment;
- It introduces an exhaustive list of six grounds for detention; and
- It introduces a needs assessment for the reception of vulnerable persons.

It should be noted that while Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom have opted out of the recast Directive, its detention provisions apply to all Member States and associated states that apply the Dublin Regulation.\(^\text{325}\)

The recast Reception Condition Directive clarifies in Art. 3 that, in order to ensure equal treatment of applicants throughout the Union, it shall apply during all stages and types of procedures concerning applications for international protection, in all locations and facilities hosting applicants, including at the border, in the territorial waters or in the transit zones of Member States and for as long as they are allowed to remain in the territory of the Member States as applicants.\(^\text{326}\) This implies that the recast Reception Condition Directive is also applicable in hotspots.

Member States bound by the recast Reception Conditions Directive were obliged to transpose its provisions into national law by 20 July 2015. Since the transposition deadline has expired the standards laid down in the revised Reception Conditions Directive became legally binding, while those provisions that are sufficiently clear and precise in line with the jurisprudence of the CJEU can have a direct effect and can be invoked by applicants vis-à-vis national authorities.\(^\text{327}\)

---


authorities. However, some Member States lag behind in the legal transposition. As of 10 February 2016 infringement proceedings against 19 Member States for the non-transposition of the Directive were pending.\footnote{European Commission: ANNEX 8 to the Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the State of Play of Implementation of the Priority Actions under the European Agenda on Migration Implementation of EU law; COM(2016) 85 final - State of Play accessed at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/managing_the_refugee_crisis_state_of_play_20160210_annex_08_en.pdf} (09.03.2016).} However, the majority of the infringements include cases of non-communication to the EC. Out of the 19 infringement cases, 16 were in the first step of the procedure\footnote{The first step of the infringement procedure includes letters of formal notice send from the EC to the respective Member State.} and in the case of Germany, Malta and Greece the EC has initiated the second phase of the infringement procedure.\footnote{The second step of the infringement procedure includes a reasoned opinion which is sent to the Member State. If the Member State fails to notify the EC on the measures taken for a full transposition within 2 months, the EC can decide to refer the case to the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU). (European Commission - Press release: Implementing the Common European Asylum System: Commission acts on 9 infringement proceedings” accessed at \url{http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-270_en.htm?locale=en} (09.03.2016)}

Beyond the legal transposition the current increase of asylum seekers makes non-compliance of the practical implementation more obvious than before. The following section highlights the main challenges in the current situation characterised by high numbers of applicants in the context of the revised Reception Condition Directive.

### 3.2.1.2. Main challenges in the current situation

#### Accommodation

Member States have the obligation to provide appropriate accommodation which meets asylum seekers’ needs and guarantees an adequate standard of living and subsistence that protects their physical and mental health throughout the examination of the asylum application (Art 17 recast Reception Conditions Directive). Under regular conditions (i.e. non-large scale arrivals of asylum applicants) many Member States organise the reception in two phases. Initial or preliminary reception is mainly provided in collective centres (for example, AT, BE, BG, DE, ES, GR, IT, MT, PL, UK, CH\footnote{See the table at AIDA (2016): Wrong counts and closing doors - The reception of refugees and asylum seekers in Europe, p 16 accessed at \url{http://www.asylumineurope.org/sites/default/files/shadow-reports/aida_wrong_counts_and_closing_doors.pdf} on 31.03.2016}) often with the purpose of an initial registration and the distribution of asylum seekers across the country. The accommodation in a second phase is often provided through a mix of private housing solutions, collective centres and accommodation places managed by NGOs or privately run hostels.\footnote{Ibid.}

In the current situation of a considerable increase in the number of applications, Member States have severe difficulties meeting their obligations for reception conditions, in particular with providing accommodation\footnote{Interviews: DE/G/1, SE/G/1, SE/A/1.} which guarantees an adequate standard of living.\footnote{Mouzourakis et al. (2015): ‘AIDA, Common asylum system at a turning point: Refugees caught in Europe’s solidarity crisis, Annual Report 2014/2015’, ECRE, September, p. 89, available at: \url{http://ecre.org/component/downloads/downloads/1038.html}.} In the context of the Reception Conditions Directive, Sweden describes its housing shortage as the main challenge in dealing with a higher number of applications. While in November 2015, the Swedish Migration Agency announced a shortage of reception facilities and the need to cater for temporary solutions (e.g. accommodation in sport halls), the Agency declared in February 2016 that it is now able to offer all asylum seekers a place to stay, yet the need for housing...
remains high. Some Member States struggling with housing shortages turn to the private housing market for renting appropriate accommodation at higher costs.

In Hungary, the largest reception centre was closed in December 2015 after the closure of the borders with Serbia and Croatia. However, the reception situation in Hungary is so precarious that ECRE voiced its concern for asylum seekers who are at risk of being exposed to situations of severe overcrowding if no additional reception centres are created. National courts in Germany, Austria and Luxembourg have decided to not return asylum seekers to Hungary according to the Dublin regulation due to the lack of reception capacities and their poor quality (see chapter on Dublin and reception conditions). Shortages in reception capacities were also reported in the United Kingdom and in Cyprus.

Reception capacities exceeded their limits in Member States that were affected most by newly arriving asylum seekers (who either wanted to submit their application or who were in transit) in September 2015, such as in Germany, Sweden, Austria and Hungary. Thus, the responsible authorities set up provisional emergency shelters. In Germany, asylum seekers were hosted in gyms, a former airport in Berlin, containers, warehouses and heated tents, sometimes under inadequate sanitary conditions. The emergency shelters were initially planned as temporary accommodation; however, some of these centres became permanent. These emergency shelters might still be in line with the recast Reception Conditions Directive since it allows for derogation from standards laid down in the Directive in exceptional cases where housing capacities are temporarily exhausted stipulating that basic needs should still be covered. However, this exception can be applied only “for a reasonable period which shall be as short as possible” (Art. 18 (9) and Art 17 recast Reception Conditions Directive).

In some Member States, such as Germany, Austria and Sweden, municipalities are responsible for providing accommodation which is either based on the availability of housing or on the basis of quota systems. In Austria, some municipalities refused to fulfil their quotas for accommodation. This resulted in the federal state setting up large camps and accommodating asylum seekers in heated tents. This was strongly criticised by civil society and media, which in turn placed pressure on local governments. As a consequence, special constitutional law was adopted which allows the federal state to create accommodation facilities without the agreement of the local authorities (“Durchgriffsrecht”). According to the quota in place, each municipality needs to accommodate a quota of asylum seekers equivalent to 1.5% of the population in its territory.
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335 Interviews: SE/N/1, SE/A/1.
340 Interview SE/A/1.
345 Federal Constitutional Law on accommodation and distribution of foreigners in need of protection (Bundesverfassungsgesetz über die Unterbringung und Aufteilung von hilfs- und schutzbedürftigen Fremden (BGBl. I Nr. 120/2015). See also EMN, 2015b: 3.
While accommodation places and capacities can be limited, the policies that followed in some countries, like Austria or Sweden, were introduced because some local governments refused to cooperate in the attempt to achieve a more equal distribution of asylum seekers at a national level.

A number of countries have increased their reception capacities, such as France, Belgium and Italy, the latter has mainly created accommodation in emergency reception centres. In December 2015, the EC communicated an increase in numbers of accommodation places in Greece. However, around 5,700 new reception places are located in pre-removal detention facilities. Whether detention centres can be qualified as appropriate accommodation that guarantees dignified standard of living is a continually contested issue.

After receiving a positive decision on their asylum claim, it has been reported that refugees face difficulties in finding adequate housing in the private housing market and thus, remain longer in the accommodation than is originally foreseen.

In addition to the overall shortage in reception capacity, the accommodation of vulnerable persons in need of special reception arrangements poses particular problems in the current situation. It has been reported that vulnerable persons are placed in highly unsuitable conditions in several Member States, for example Italy, Greece, Austria, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. In an initial reception centre in Traiskirchen, Austria, in the summer of 2015, women and children had to sleep on the floor and 1,250 unaccompanied children had insufficient access to education and health care in November 2015. In the United Kingdom, it was reported that newly arrived women, children and vulnerable persons coming from France were placed in detention centres together with unrelated adult males. The failure to provide accommodation suitable for addressing special needs is caused by the increased numbers of asylum seekers and the shortage in adequate accommodation and by the absence of mechanisms to identify vulnerable persons.

Assessment of special reception needs of vulnerable persons

According to the recast Reception Conditions Directive, Member States need to assess whether an applicant has special reception needs. However, the revised Directive remains silent on how the identification of such vulnerable persons shall be conducted, in spite of a proposal made by the EC (and supported by the EP) on the inclusion of an identification procedure in the recast Reception Conditions Directive. The Directive leaves the responsibility on the Member States to determine how the identification process is carried out.
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out. ECRE views this issue as one of the key challenges in the implementation of the recast Reception Conditions Directive into national law.356

Despite the missing provisions, few Member States have inducted norms for vulnerability assessment procedures into their national legislation. For example, in France the vulnerability assessment is conducted during the first interview, in Malta at Initial Reception Centres, in Poland the border guards have to check whether or not the applicant is a victim of trafficking or torture and in Croatia the relevant authorities are obliged to continuously carry out vulnerability assessments. Nonetheless most of these assessments are limited to obvious or visible elements of vulnerability and thus risk failing to identify other categories of vulnerable persons included in the wider definition of vulnerability in the recast Reception Conditions Directive.357

The lack of regulatory framework in national legislation in many Member States,358 in combination with the high numbers of asylum seekers and limited reception capacities, makes the identification of vulnerability arbitrary and the application of the provisions in the recast Reception Conditions Directive relating to asylum seekers with special reception needs in those countries very unlikely.359 The reception system in Germany is exhausted to such an extent that an identification of vulnerable persons and their placement in specific accommodation is almost impossible.360 According to the report by a German expert commission for access to health care, the care of vulnerable persons in initial reception centres in Germany cannot be fulfilled due to the lack of qualified personnel.361 The situation in Greece is similar, where the unprecedented numbers of asylum seekers makes the identification of vulnerable persons practically impossible.362 In the context of reception centres in ‘hotspots’ in Greece, the Red Cross EU Office raises concerns on the ability to carry out vulnerability assessments and addressing special needs of vulnerable persons.363

Art. 24 (2) of the recast Reception Conditions Directive states that unaccompanied children should be placed either with adult relatives, foster families, in accommodation centres or other accommodation suitable for children. In light of this special provision it is questionable whether the detention of unaccompanied children can be considered suitable accommodation for minors and whether this constitutes a breach of the special provisions laid down in the recast Reception Conditions Directive.364

Access to labour market

The recast Reception Conditions Directive reduced the waiting time for asylum seekers’ access to the labour market from 12 months to 9 months, starting from the time when the application is lodged (Art. 15 (1) recast Reception Conditions Directive). The EP and the Commission supported a 6 months period but the Council wanted to retain the 12-month

358 Interviews: DE/N/1, DE/G/1.
360 Ibid.
restriction. However, there is no obligation to ensure access to the labour market if a first-instance decision is taken within the waiting period of 9 months, or if the delay for taking such decision beyond 9 months can be attributed to the applicant. The majority of Member States have transposed this provision in national legislation. However, the implementation strongly differs among countries. As of July 2015, only Sweden and Greece allow for immediate labour market access and Ireland and Lithuania provide no access to the labour market.

ECRE voices concern over the restrictions in access to the labour market that some Member States have imposed, such as labour market testing or limiting the access to certain sectors. The labour market tests make it very difficult for asylum seekers to find employment and is thus restricting effective access to the labour market. In some cases the labour market tests may seriously undermine the advantage of the shortened waiting periods. In Germany, for instance, following a November 2014 amendment to the law, authorities are allowed to carry out a labour market test (“priority review”) for a period of 12 months from the date the asylum seeker was granted access to the labour market, which is now three months after the application was lodged. As a result, access to the labour market for asylum seekers can be seriously constrained for up to 15 months in Germany or, depending on when they receive their first instance decision, in reality be non-existent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Waiting period</th>
<th>Other restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Austria | 3 months       | • Work permit has to be requested by employer and are limited by yearly quotas for each province  
• Labour market test  
• Access is limited to seasonal work in tourism and agriculture |
| Bulgaria | 12 months (amendment to reduce to 9 months has been submitted to the national parliament in August 2015) | No further restrictions |
| Germany | 3 months       | • Labour market test  
• As of Oct 2015, asylum seekers who are obliged to stay in reception centres have no access (max. period of 6 months; persons from safe countries of origin have no access until their procedure has ended) |

Table 5: Information on asylum seekers access to labour market in selected 8 EU MS

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Labour Market Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Immediate access</td>
<td>• Labour market test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>• During the first 9 months asylum seekers are allowed to work within reception centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>6 months (if the procedure has been delayed due to reasons attributed to the asylum seeker, then access can be denied)</td>
<td>No further restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>No further restrictions (information provided in 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Immediate access (if the applicant refuses to cooperate in the identification process, access can be denied)</td>
<td>No further restrictions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detention

Detention affects the right to liberty of the individual, which is guaranteed by Article 6 of the Charter and Article 9 ICCPR. Therefore, detention measures have to comply with requirements of necessity and proportionality in order to avoid the risk of arbitrary detention. While the 2003 Reception Conditions Directive (2003/9/EC) only refers to the possibility of restricting the freedom of movement of asylum seekers and the confinement to a particular place for reasons of public order, the Return Directive regulates the detention of irregular migrants. Because of the lack of specific grounds for detention of asylum seekers in EU law and the wide and varied use of asylum detention in EU MS, the Commission considered it necessary to adopt specific grounds when detention can be exceptionally ordered for asylum seekers.

As a general rule, both the Asylum Procedures Directive and the Reception Conditions Directive determine that Member States shall not hold a person in detention for the sole reason that he or she is an applicant (Art 26 (1) and Art 8 (1) respectively). The specific six grounds when detention may exceptionally be ordered are laid down in the recast Reception Conditions Directive (Art 8/3a-f). Art 8/3f refers to a specific ground for detention regulated in Art 28 Dublin III Regulation, which allows detention of asylum seekers in order to secure Dublin transfer proceedings, in the case of a significant risk of absconding.

The CJEU recently reiterated the importance of the proportionality of the interference with the right to liberty. According to Peers, the judgment sends a clear signal that the CJEU is going to assert its legal authority to ensure that measures taken to deal with the refugee and

---

372 Reasons attributed to the asylum seekers: if the delay is caused by false documents submitted by the applicant, if necessary information is not provided for identification, failure to appear for the interview which is beyond the applicant’s control.


374 Charter of the Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000/C 364/01)


377 The six grounds mentioned under Art 8/3 are: (a) ‘in order to determine or verify the identity or nationality [of an asylum seeker]’; (b) to ‘determine the elements on which’ the application is based ‘which could not be obtained in the absence of detention, in particular where there is a risk of absconding’; (c) in order to decide on the applicant’s right to enter the territory; (d) when the asylum-seeker is detained in the context of a return procedure and there are objective grounds to believe that the asylum application was only submitted to ‘delay or frustrate’ expulsion, despite having had an opportunity to access the asylum procedure; (e) ‘when protection of national security or public order so requires’; (f) in accordance with Art 28 Dublin III Regulation allowing detention to secure transfer procedures in case of a ‘significant risk of absconding’.

378 J.N. v Staatssecretaris van VeiligheidenJustitie; Judgment in Case C-601/15 PPU
migration crisis are compatible with human rights, and, overall, while not mentioning the current ‘refugee crisis’, the JN judgment is considered “an implied rebuff to those who would like to resort to extensive detention of asylum-seekers as a means to address that crisis”.379

Whether the restriction of movement of asylum seekers can be qualified as detention has been contested in the past particularly in the context of transit zones at airports380, in addition to the practice of some EU MS to restrict the movement of asylum seekers at a specific part in their territory or district.381 The restriction of movement in the context of initial reception gains importance in the context of the established hotspots (see above) in Greece and Italy. In both countries the hotspots lacked a legal basis, despite being partially operational since October 2015.382 The respective legal amendments and the introduction of Standard Operating Procedures were still in the process of adoption by the end of March 2016.383 As indicated above, the hotspots are implemented at the sites of former reception facilities. However, NGOs in Italy denounced “hotspot” facilities such as Pozzallo for confining people to a state of detention and preventing them from exiting the centre while the hotspots in Greece are being modelled based on the First Reception Centre of Evros, which – contrary to its title – hosts migrants and asylum seekers in a state of detention.384

With the agreement between the EU and Turkey385 to stem the large-scale arrival of refugees in Greece entering into force on 20th of March, migrants and asylum seekers arriving after that date became subject of the new return policy. According to UNHCR the hotspots in Lesbos became mandatory detention facilities under the new provisions, which is why UNHCR suspended some of its activities at the closed centres in Lesbos.386 The hotspot Moria in Lesbos, in fact resembles a detention facility: extensive barbed wire fences covers the outside walls, and it is heavily guarded. Freedom of movement is restricted at the hotspots, access to a fair and efficient asylum procedure, including legal assistance and information is not guaranteed.387

Child specific challenges

Although the Reception Conditions Directive contained a range of improvements for the reception of asylum seeking children, there are more safeguards focussed on the situation of unaccompanied children rather than children within families (e.g. information and support for children and restrictions on detention of children). Frequently, EU reception provisions concerning children are expressed in general terms, and have proved challenging to implement without further guidance (e.g. provisions concerning tracing of families). There has often been inadequate provisions made by Member States for the services needed to properly implement these provisions (for example, interpretation services during physical
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381 http://www.zeit.de/politik/deutschland/2016-02/fluechtlinge-asylbewerber-residenzpflicht-bamf
386 UNHCR (2016) redefines role in Greece as EU-Turkey deal comes into effect - Briefing Notes, 22 March 2016 accessed at http://www.unhcr.org/56f10d049.html on 31.03.2016
387 EL/N/3, Athens, March 2016.
and mental health assessments, specialised services for addressing the needs of traumatised youngsters). Although guidance on certain priority issues is emerging from the EU agencies, further support for implementation at the national level could be significantly enhanced, through further exchange of national practices on best interests’ assessments, including for children within families and enhanced capacity building of all actors (including guardians) who come into contact with children.

Prevention and responses to disappearances of unaccompanied children from state care are not specifically addressed in the EU provisions; yet there is a clear role for the EU to ensure that multi-disciplinary and inter-agency procedures are in place both at national and cross-border levels. There is a need to enhance possibilities for family based care for unaccompanied children, through tailored foster family programmes.

There is no harmonised procedure for addressing the situation of children who are “ageing-out” of the system, or turning 18, a moment when a sudden shift in the provision of support and assistance contributes to the young person being placed in vulnerable situations and potentially disappearing.

In the face of recent large scale arrivals, there is evidence in some countries, including along the route through Greece and Macedonia, of a lack of suitable reception conditions for families with children, and children separated from their families. Disappearances of unaccompanied children from state care have been widely reported. Systems of direct provision for families and stakeholders may significantly jeopardise family life and child development – something that has been vigorously argued by some stakeholders.

3.2.1.3. Proposed Reform of the recast Reception Conditions Directive

The EC Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues identifies the different treatment of asylum applicants as allowed by the Reception Conditions Directive as a weakness of the system, causing secondary movements.

Differently than then with the Qualification and Asylum Procedures Directive, the EC does not propose a replacement by a regulation but changes to the directive itself. The EC is less specific on its intentions regarding the Reception Conditions Directive, but has asked EASO to develop standards and guidance for the reception system of the MS, which shall in the future serve as benchmarks to facilitate monitoring.

388 For example, FRA’s handbook on guardianship and EASO’s materials on assessment of the special needs of vulnerable groups.
PART IV: CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

1. IS THE CEAS WORKING?

CEAS in the framework of overall EU migration management

An assessment of the functioning of the Common European Asylum System cannot be done independently from an overall view of EU migration policy. Flaws in the asylum system are deeply rooted in a restrictive migration system that is designed to strictly control and limit migratory flows. The only remaining path left open for non-EU citizens to access the EU is often the asylum channel, which, due to international obligations, must allow persons who face persecution to submit an asylum claim. Eminent flaws and gaps in broader migration policy are at the expense of the asylum system, and ultimately, the persons who are forced to leave their country of origin in search for protection and a dignified way of living abroad.

With the asylum channel being almost the only way to gain access to Europe, migration control and management to the EU has de facto been transferred to the EU’s protection system. The CEAS has come under increasing criticism due to its complexity, slow pace and malfunctioning, but one of the reasons for its underperformance and absence of efficient and fast procedures is the fact that the CEAS needs to cater for overall migration management in the absence of a system for legal migration.

While the CEAS in many parts requires renovation, the overall EU migration management is even more in need of fundamental reform to address current migration challenges in a more comprehensive way, for example, by streamlining the currently scattered EU legal framework.394

Access to protection

One of the most fundamental flaws in the global international protection regime is the way in which refugees are supposed to access it. The Geneva Refugee Convention is silent about how to access protection. The CEAS is slightly more precise, albeit only with respect to the application of the Asylum Procedures Directive, which, according to its Art 3, shall apply to all applications for international protection made in the territory, including at the border, territorial waters or transit zones, while it shall not apply to requests at diplomatic representations abroad. However, it does not prevent Member States providing the possibility to apply for asylum from overseas. A number of EU Member States, such as Austria, Denmark, the Netherlands and Spain, offered in the past the possibility to apply for international protection at their embassies. Switzerland was the last country abolishing this opportunity in 2010. Other Member States provide entry visas for international protection reasons on an ad hoc basis, as it has been the case recently for Belgium and France. However, the reality is that, for the vast majority of refugees, the only realistic option to access the EU in a safe and legal manner is resettlement, which is a protection tool for mainly vulnerable groups facilitated mostly by UNHCR. Other programmes such as the Humanitarian Admission Programmes or humanitarian evacuation programmes have similar features as the resettlement scheme. However, EU MS were all but generous in the past when offering resettlement places. Resettlement is also based on a rather detailed, thus time-consuming, selection process.

Resettlement is based on voluntary participation by Member States. So far only few EU MS developed a resettlement tradition and the overall numbers pledged remained low. The recently agreed upon EU Resettlement Scheme of 22,504 places is almost symbolic in light of the global resettlement needs, but is certainly a step in the right direction as it aims to involve all EU MS and associated countries and offers a safe passage to protection for those in need. However, implementation of the scheme in practice remains very disappointing. As of 13 May 2016 only 6,321 persons were resettled to 16 countries, of which 4 were Schengen Associated States. Moreover, some EU Member States pledged their entire pre-existing national resettlement quota under the 20 July 2015 Council Conclusions, while others pledged part of their pre-existing quota under the scheme.

The EC Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues to Europe promises to build on the existing initiatives and to set out a proposal framing the EU’s policy on resettlement, with the over-arching objective of ensuring that the Union takes on its fair share of the global responsibility to provide safe haven for the world’s refugees. It remains to be seen whether this policy really will live up to “enable the EU to lead by example and to provide visible and concrete expression of European solidarity towards the international community” and how it will address the essentially voluntary nature of resettlement commitments of Member States in an EU context so far.

**Determination of the responsibility for asylum claims**

In the absence of legal channels to reach the EU for the purpose of submitting an asylum claim and in the absence of durable solutions for asylum seekers in the region, many asylum seekers are forced to undertake perilous journeys to reach the EU. While most commentators are of the opinion that for refugees, a free choice of which host country to select for protection cannot be based on the Refugee Convention, many argue, at the same time, that no blanket obligation for refugees to seek protection in a specific country or the first country where they arrive, can be derived from the Refugee Convention either.

The uneven distribution of asylum applicants across EU Member States has only increased, despite 15 years of harmonisation of asylum policies at EU level. In the absence of an EU-wide asylum system, the Dublin system makes (as a default criteria if other criteria do not apply in a specific case) the first country of entry responsible for processing a claim and providing reception to asylum seekers. To make the system work, coercion has been used to prevent secondary movements to other EU Member States, however with limited success. Ultimately, coercive measures to prevent free choice and to address secondary movements lead to the biggest criticism, as it turns out to be ineffective, expensive, time consuming and results in human rights violations – thus a burden for all.

There are a number of factors which make some Member States more attractive for asylum seekers than others. The asylum policy of a country may constitute a pull factor or a deterrence factor, but ultimately stronger pull factors such as family and social ties, language skills, pre-existing past relations with a country and job opportunities are decisive for asylum seekers. Therefore, an asylum policy that aims to address secondary movements in a sustainable way needs to take such priorities of asylum seekers into account.

---
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Asylum Procedure

Without any doubt, the most complex task is the harmonisation of procedural standards, bringing together the great variety of legal traditions of individual Member States. It is not surprising that the recast Asylum Procedures Directive leaves wide discretion and captures basically all possible variations of procedural particularities of the different countries. As a result, the Asylum Procedures Directive developed into a complex legal instrument, difficult to understand and even more difficult to implement. Ultimately the utilised instrument of the Directive to establish minimum and later common standards provided a first path of harmonisation but it did not achieve the goal of developing a “common asylum procedure” which would be applied in all 28 EU MS in the same manner. The ways to solve this issue are, however, rather limited: 1) the Commission could further invest, with the support of EASO, into permanent monitoring of the implementation of the Directive, thereby lobbying for adaptations that would result in further harmonisation; 2) the Asylum Procedures Directive could be transformed into an “asylum procedures regulation” describing a single asylum procedure applicable in all EU MS; or 3) an EU Asylum agency could be given the authority to make individual decisions on asylum applications, thereby conferring responsibility for the asylum determination from the national level to an EU wide specialised agency.

Determination of asylum claims

The legal basis for the determination of asylum claims bears much room for interpretation. Different recognition rates and the unequal use of refugee protection versus subsidiary protection are challenges that require further harmonisation but are broadly being tackled by joint EASO trainings, exchange of COI among EU MS and other forms of practical cooperation. However, it is very unlikely that complete harmonisation and convergence of decision-making on asylum applications in 28 EU Member States will ever be possible. The question is rather what level of harmonisation of individual decision-making is required within the Common European Asylum System.

The discretion vested in the Qualification Directive, however, has recently been used by EU MS to reduce their attractiveness for asylum seekers, by introducing restrictions in the duration of residence permits for beneficiaries of international protection (with different durations for refugee status and subsidiary protection status). A similar trend is now emerging with restrictions on the waiting periods for family reunification. The given discretion evidently leads to a race to the bottom.

Another shortcoming of the CEAS is the absence of mutual recognition of positive asylum decisions and transfer of protection from one MS to another, whereas this would be a way to achieve the establishment of a uniform status valid throughout the Union as required in Article 78(2) TFEU. In the past, several scholars advocated for limiting the “waiting” period to obtain long term residence status in the country that granted international protection, which allows the individual concerned to take up residence in another EU Member State under certain conditions, or for a general mutual recognition of asylum decisions and transfer of protection.

Reception

A very difficult field of harmonisation is the provision of reception conditions for asylum seekers. Standards set in EU law are unable to alleviate the economic differences between EU MS, which eventually means that perspectives in some EU Member States remain better than in others. However, as evidenced in the study, the reception conditions and their application vary significantly in EU MS. The deficiencies are also to be found in poor contingency planning by EU MS, by not quickly adapting to increasing reception needs.
The Implementation of the Common European Asylum System

The shortcomings in the EU reception conditions consequently and, as put by Carrera and Guild, ultimately undermine any proposed variation of the Dublin asylum system just as it undermined the Dublin system itself and will also constitute a serious practical impediment for the temporary relocation model to work.\(^{398}\)

The discretion allowed by the Reception Conditions Directive is widely used by EU MS to make the country less attractive compared to others. Cuts in or restrictions of financial support and/or provision of material reception conditions are but one of many options for making a state appear unattractive for claiming asylum.

Integration

A field which almost completely remains outside the scope of the CEAS is the integration of beneficiaries of international protection. Once a person is recognised as being in need of international protection there is often very little support available, with particular difficulties in finding accommodation. As indicated by many of the interviewees, integration may exist and work in countries with a migration history, but it is basically non-existent in other countries. The EU legal framework does not address integration aside from financial support for integration programmes under the AMIF funding.

Child specific conclusions

With respect to children, despite improved safeguards in the CEAS and EU migration instruments and in particular the need to take their best interests as a primary consideration, implementation at Member State level needs considerable additional efforts to ensure that the individual circumstances, needs and rights of all children, as children first and foremost, are addressed. In particular, implementation should involve protection authorities in assessing the circumstances of children, both within Member States and across borders. Capacity building and training, as well as the availability of specialised reception, health and educational services for children, need to be boosted. Enhanced EU measures to reinforce cross border cooperation on key issues (such as family tracing, family reunification, responses to disappearances and best interests’ assessments) are vital.

2. Is the CEAS fit for large scale arrivals?

In a letter addressed to Vice President Frans Timmermans and Commissioner Dimitris Avramopoulos, Angelino Alfano, the Minister of Interior of Italy and Thomas de Maizière, the Federal Minister of Interior of Germany, requested a re-think of the Dublin System and the CEAS as a whole; arguing in particular that the CEAS is not designed for large scale migration.\(^{399}\) In fact the CEAS particularly showed deficiencies once the numbers of asylum seekers and migrants arriving in the EU increased. The deficiencies became apparent in the application of the Dublin system and were exacerbated in the context of increasing numbers entering the EU almost entirely through two countries at the EU external border (being Greece and Italy, with significant pressure also witnessed on Hungary, Croatia and Slovenia).

In addition, European political leaders did not trigger the only available instrument that had been specifically designed to respond to such cases of mass influx. The Temporary Protection Directive would have allowed the provision of prima facie temporary protection to – for example – Syrian refugees, thereby avoiding a full individual examination in the context of normal asylum procedures and could have contributed to avoiding the increasing backlog of


pending asylum cases towards the end of 2015. Coupled with a relocation system it could have potentially made a difference on the necessary resources and, additionally, would have provided a more fair distribution among EU MS. Admittedly the Temporary Protection Directive may have required some adaptations as well, but the legal basis would have been present. Evidently, there is a lack of trust in this instrument which per se makes it unfit.

Most countries observed the developments of the migratory flows. Some interviews confirmed that while the scale of the flows had been expected, the routes and the means of arrivals had been underestimated. This statement seems to be true for EU MS as well as EU stakeholders. The European Agenda on Migration, which first fully concentrated on the Mediterranean within 3 months, needed to completely shift the attention towards the Western Balkan Route, one that had been long neglected. Early warning systems as introduced into the Dublin III Regulation did not work sufficiently and were never applied in practice.

Contingency planning and adaptation of resources in EU MS consequently lagged behind. Thorough planning of resources is a crucial element for the comprehensive implementation of the Common European Asylum System and more so for an effective response to large scale arrivals. Again, a system that is based on solidarity, attributing quotas to EU MS, would provide a concrete indication of the number of asylum seekers every Member State is expected to host and would allow for better planning of human resources and reception capacity by each Member State.

From 2015 up until now, the uncontrolled entry of large numbers of asylum seekers and migrants illustrated that the CEAS, as currently designed and implemented, is not fit to address large scale arrivals. The structural deficiencies of the system and lack of preparedness resulted in a number of ad hoc established response mechanisms such as the emergency relocation scheme, the hotspots approach, EU resettlement schemes and ultimately resulted in a controversial agreement between EU leaders and Turkey that is raising numerous legal concerns and has been labelled as morally questionable by certain stakeholders. While it is too early to evaluate all the measures introduced, a first snapshot showed that the high pressure on re-gaining control of the asylum and migration flows results in highly questionable practices denying people in search/need of protection effective access to fundamental rights, including the right to asylum (e.g. dividing arriving migrants at hotspots solely based upon the country of origin).400

The European Agenda on Migration has been tabled to effectively respond to the tragic loss of lives at sea of approximately 800 migrants in the Mediterranean on 19 April 2015. One year later, following the closure of the Western Balkan Route and the agreement between the EU and Turkey to effectively close the route via the Aegean, new, more dangerous and expensive routes which will ultimately lead to further losses of lives401 are already being explored by migrants and smugglers.

3. Recommendations

Policy making

1) In the external dimension, the European Parliament should closely monitor the EU’s global obligation to base measures and agreements with third countries in the field of international protection on credible responsibility sharing mechanisms. This should

---


401 See Reuters: Up to 500 migrants may have drowned in Mediterranean tragedy at: http://reut.rs/1U6EYwZ. See also UNHCR: Massive loss of life reported in latest Mediterranean tragedy News Stories, 20 April 2016 at http://www.unhcr.org/57178bcf6.html.
be conditional on **compliance with international refugee and human rights law and promote compliance with higher protection standards in the EU asylum acquis as benchmarks.**

2) **Regarding the internal dimension of the EU’s asylum policy**, the European Parliament should urge the Commission to ensure that all proposals on the reform of the Common European Asylum System are in full compliance with a full and inclusive interpretation of the 1951 Refugee Convention, the 1967 Protocol and other relevant human rights treaties, and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, in particular the right to asylum.

3) The European Parliament should support the European Commission’s Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues to Europe (COM(2016) 197 final) regarding the development of “a smarter and well-managed legal migration policy.” Care should be taken to address the reforms in this area independently from repairing the deficiencies of the Common European Asylum System.

4) The European Commission responded to the increase of arrivals of asylum seekers, refugees and migrants in 2015 and 2016 by an avalanche of legislative proposals and ad hoc measures. This was often done without waiting for their full implementation and on the basis of often partial assessments of the impact of the recently adopted recast asylum legislation as deadlines for transposition had only expired less than one year ago. Consequently, the policy framework developed under the European Agenda on Migration consists of a mosaic of emergency-driven ad hoc legislation without a coherent vision on the long term. The European Parliament should closely monitor the ongoing policy developments and undertake a thorough assessment of its shortcomings and achievements since the increase of flows in 2015. In particular, the European Parliament should carefully assess the necessity and added value of upcoming Commission proposals to the objective of setting high standards of protection throughout the EU and foresee sufficient time for expert consultation.

5) Irrespective of the future scope and the detailed framework in which the CEAS will develop, the European Parliament should promote a system that is flexible and well equipped to address large-scale influx as well as regular and moderate influx.

6) **Child protection measures should be a cornerstone** of the EU migration agenda and an integral part of all EU policies and procedures in both emergencies and in regular situations.

**Access to protection**

7) The European Parliament, the European Commission and the Council should urgently explore ways to establish and enhance legal avenues to protection.

A number of proposals have already been tabled by various stakeholders and there are enough good practices to examine the lessons learned. In this respect, the European Parliament should continue to push for:

- **significant increase in resettlement capacities**, which will, as indicated in the EC Communication on the reform of the CEAS, enable the EU “to lead by example as well as provide visible and concrete expression of European solidarity towards the international community”;
- exchange on good practices in resettlement (e.g. by assessing the **Canadian resettlement scheme**, which recently allowed the swift resettlement of 25,000 persons within a period of less than three months; and **private sponsorship**
programmes to identify effective modus operandi of transforming such examples into a good fit with the EU model);

- following alternative proposals for access to protection as indicated in earlier studies that suggest to **facilitate the wider use of family reunification**, a more generous approach towards visa rules, **further humanitarian evacuation programmes** or dedicating resources to assess legal and practical preconditions for **processing asylum claims in third countries**; and

- a **joint umbrella** under which **global solidarity tools**, as summarised above, are combined for the sake of transparency and to better evaluate their impact on facilitating access to protection.

8) In the long term, the European Parliament should encourage the European Commission to develop legal admission schemes at hubs deployed close to crisis regions, acting as EU representations with the capacity to grant vulnerable persons safe access to the EU.

9) Safe and legal avenues should always be discussed and developed on the basis that they are without prejudice to the right to seek asylum in the territory of EU Member States and should never be seen as a substitute to Member States’ international protection obligations vis-à-vis those arriving spontaneously in their territory.

Determination of the responsibility for asylum claims

**On the EC’s Proposal for the recast Dublin Regulation from 4 May 2016**

10) The current proposal for the recast Dublin Regulation from 4 May 2016 only foresees that relocation is triggered once a country is disproportionally affected by an influx of asylum seekers defined by an influx of 150% compared to the reference key. As such the proposal institutionalizes a reactive emergency driven approach as opposed to a solidarity based and pro-active allocation that is applied from the beginning. The European Parliament should promote **the replacement of the Dublin System with a responsibility-allocation mechanism** that is governed by the principle of solidarity and fair sharing of responsibility.

**On the mechanism to determine the responsibility for asylum applications**

11) The European Parliament should argue for a mechanism for the distribution of asylum applications which should be based on:

- **fair benchmarks** in order to determine maximum processing and reception capacities of EU MS;

- **fine-tune** the design of the **distribution key** by rethinking the weight given to unemployment rates and the number of asylum applications received in the past. The current proposal for a recast of the Dublin Regulation from 4 May 2016 is based on two criteria, the population size and the GDP, both weighted at 50%, which seems sufficient;

- a **mix of solidarity measures** (including physical relocation, financial compensation, sharing of procedural steps such as registration, reception, return, etc.) that allows EU MS to better act in solidarity. The financial solidarity mechanism currently proposed in the recast Dublin Regulation from 4 May 2016 (250.000 EUR per applicant) seems unrealistic and will rather lead to refusing the whole distribution mechanism as such;

- **positive incentives for EU MS** to act in solidarity (e.g. through better linking structural funds with relocation efforts).
On secondary movements

12) Regarding measures to prevent secondary movement, the European Parliament should encourage the European Commission to develop policies that allow **positive incentives for asylum applicants to refrain from secondary movements** such as:

- taking the **asylum seekers preference** into account (e.g. family and social ties, language skills, pre-existing relations with a country, matching of skills versus job opportunities, etc.) while at the same time striving to keep relocation processes as swift as possible;
- **better inform** the applicants of international protection on the relocation procedure;
- providing asylum seekers a **limited choice of relocation countries** (e.g. a choice of three possible countries for relocation);
- providing **positive incentives** for asylum seekers to remain in the allocated country (e.g. integration measures that allow the asylum seeker to realistically adapt to the country’s culture);
- providing beneficiaries of international protection with **perspectives for inter-EU mobility** (e.g. mutual recognition of positive decisions or lowering the threshold for obtaining long term residence status).
- On the other hand, the European Commission’s (see: European Commission's Communication towards a reform of the CEAS and enhancing legal avenues to Europe (COM(2016) 197 final)) proposed link between a belayed lodging of an asylum claim (i.e. if the application is not lodged “as soon as possible once the asylum seeker has an effective opportunity”) and the credibility assessment or between secondary movement and the application of accelerated procedures or non-suspensive appeals should be clearly rejected as these factors are as such unrelated to a person’s need for international protection and should never justify reduced safeguards to protect asylum seekers from refoulement.

On the EC’s Proposal for the recast EURODAC Regulation from 4 May 2016

13) The European Parliament should critically review the Commission’s proposal for a recast EURODAC Regulation from 4 May 2016 and particularly **question the proportionality and necessity of another extension of the personal and material scope of the Regulation** and their compatibility with the **key data protection principle of purpose limitation**; the need for lowering the age for taking fingerprints from 14 to 6 years and the ever increasing authorities being granted access to the data base.

On emergency relocation

14) The European Parliament should encourage the European Commission to closely **monitor** the implementation of the **emergency relocation mechanism** introduced under the two Council Decisions from September 2015, by specifically taking into account the **replacement of the recognition threshold** (75%) by an initial assessment of the claim. All founded applications should be open for relocation, while unfounded applications (e.g. safe country of origin) should be denied relocation.

On hotspots

15) Following the first months of practical experiences of running the **hotspots** in Greece and Italy and in light of the serious human rights concerns raised by inter alia UNHCR regarding the conditions and procedures carried out in the hotspots, the European Parliament should conduct an analysis and evaluation of the hotspots in order to:
• create more clarity of the functioning of the hotspots, its legal qualifications and its relation to other instruments of the CEAS such as the Asylum Procedures Directive and the Reception Conditions Directive;

• closely monitor the screening processes at hotspots to swiftly take measures to prevent refoulement and guarantee the right to asylum;

• closely monitor the treatment of vulnerable applicants with special needs, including unaccompanied children, and insist on the exemption of such persons from procedures in the hotspots in accordance with international and EU standards. As they can be converted into a detention regime, as in the case of Greece, the conditions and design of the hotspots are not suitable to process applications of vulnerable applicants with special needs. Adequate support to ensure that they can meet the applicant's rights and comply with their obligations under the recast EU asylum acquis cannot be guaranteed;

• closely monitor that the best interests of the child are thoroughly addressed during the screening and relocation of children.

16) Following the review of the hotspots and the lessons learned, the European Parliament should adapt the hotspot approach to bring it in line with the asylum acquis and international humanitarian standards, particularly paying attention to safeguards to prevent refoulement and arbitrary decisions based on a misperception of the 75% recognition threshold vis-a-vis the safe country of origin concept.

17) The concept of the hotspots, i.e. supporting frontline states in initial screening processes, could gradually be extended to countries that face specific pressure of influx, provided that full compliance with fundamental rights obligations can be respected in practice and that it is not framed as a detention regime. An understanding of hotspot as a concept rather than a location where the screening processes are conducted is, however, a precondition for such a flexible tool.

Asylum Determination

18) The European Parliament should carefully assess the pros and cons and the legal feasibility under the current EU Treaties of the European Commission plans to reinforce the role of EASO into a European Asylum Agency with a responsibility of individual decision-making. In particular the possibility of the gradual extension of EASO’s mandate should be considered:

• In the short term, the EASO mandate should focus on its role of policy implementation and its strengthened operational role as anticipated by the Commission’s reform proposal and implemented in the Commission proposal of 4 May 2016 for a Regulation on the European Union Agency for Asylum and repealing Regulation (EU) No 439/2010. The Agency however must be equipped with sufficient staff and a reserve pool of asylum experts following the model of the proposed European border and coast guard.

• In the medium term, EASO’s mandate should be extended to conduct screening functions of asylum applicants, designed to assess and decide on the eligibility of asylum applicants for relocation (based on a permanent EU relocation system).

• In the long term, the European Asylum Agency should gradually take responsibility for processing asylum claims in one single asylum procedure, ensuring a full application of the Refugee Convention and European human rights standards. The European Asylum Agency should have the competence to grant international protection status to applicants, mutually recognised throughout all EU MS.
19) In the short term, the European Parliament should encourage the European Commission, with the support of EASO, to strengthen the quality and capacity of monitoring the correct and timely implementation of the asylum acquis.

20) The envisaged strengthening of the harmonisation of CEAS instruments as proposed in the Commission reform communication of 6 April 2016 to transfer the Asylum Procedures Directive and the Qualification Directive into Regulations (COM (2016) 197 final) is a promising way forward to achieve a high degree of harmonisation of an EU asylum system. Caution shall be given that the establishment of the Asylum Procedure Regulation and the Qualification Regulation are in full compliance with high protection standards, including specific safeguards for vulnerable asylum seekers.

21) The European Parliament should promote the development of procedures to assess and determine the best interests of children, based on multi-disciplinary and inter-agency processes (involving both national and EU actors). The best interests should be at the heart of individual assessments to ensure appropriate reception and services to children. A formal best interests’ procedure should inform key decisions concerning both children within families and children separated from their families, including decisions on the transfer of children under Dublin, relocation within the EU or establishing a durable solution in their best interests within the EU or in a third country.

22) The European Parliament should promote a unified status for both refugee status and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection. The current plans of the European Commission outlined in the European Commission’s reform Communication (COM(2016) 197 final) propose to "better clarify the difference between refugee status and subsidiary protection status and differentiate the respective rights attached to them". This differentiation will ultimately only lead to extended procedures (appeals against the less generous status) and to further discretion given to EU MS, creating a race to the bottom between Member States in order to deter asylum seekers from choosing one country over the other.

23) The European Parliament should support the European Commission’s suggestion outlined in the European Commission’s reform Communication (COM(2016) 197 final) to develop mutual recognition of the protection granted in different Member States and clearly define its legal implications with the ambition of harmonisation of rights and obligations of beneficiaries of international protection.

24) The European Parliament should further analyse why the Temporary Protection Directive was not perceived as appropriate to respond to the crisis and whether such an instrument should be adapted or further maintained at all, considering it proved irrelevant and was completely ignored in a situation for which it was primarily adopted.

25) The European Parliament should encourage the Commission to take all measures to monitor the compliance of the emergency measures (relocation processes and hotspots) with the Asylum Procedures Directive.

Reception & Integration

26) The European Parliament should promote the investment of considerable financial resources in the establishment of resilient reception systems in all EU Member States in the area of reception conditions and procedural guarantees including legal assistance.

27) The European Parliament should promote the development and impose contingency planning on all EU Member States in order to enable asylum systems to more efficiently anticipate fluctuations in the number of asylum seekers arriving.
28) The European Parliament should promote more structural exchange among EU MS in setting standards and the development of tools for the reception of asylum applicants (e.g. to exchange experiences regarding sharing of reception places between EU MS that face a lack of accommodation places and EU MS with capacity).

29) The European Parliament should encourage the European Commission to take all measures to ensure that emergency measures do not – in the long run – lower reception standards in EU MS.

30) Alternatives to detention which respect international human rights standards should be put in place accompanied by robust case management through appointment of representatives/guardians to avoid the detention of unaccompanied children and children in families.

31) The European Parliament should urge the European Commission to prioritise, in its projects under AMIF, projects that are focused on the long term and address the circumstances of applicants with specific needs. The key focus should be on unaccompanied children, providing support to facilitate guardianship systems.

32) The European Parliament should encourage the European Commission and the Council to take legislative measures for the integration of beneficiaries of international protection, thereby taking into account that:
   - Integration measures are already available during the asylum procedure;
   - EU MS develop common standards for the integration of beneficiaries of international protection; and
   - EU MS are provided with guidance on how to establish integration measures.

Child related recommendations

A comprehensive approach to assessing and determining the best interests of children in hotspots would need to be developed and implemented by all actors concerned (both national and EU actors). Additionally, necessary support from child protection experts should be provided to ensure that decisions to transfer children under Dublin, to relocate them within the EU or to implement a durable solution in their best interests elsewhere (e.g. in a first country of asylum or through voluntary return where they could reunite with their family) would be in their best interests.

33) In light of the high numbers of children arriving in Europe, the European Parliament should promote:
   - a comprehensive approach at EU level for ensuring that the needs and rights of all migrant children are specifically identified and addressed. This should be guided by the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Fundamental Rights Charter, the safeguards in EU instruments and the principles contained in the Commission Reflection Paper on integrated child protection systems;
   - significantly enhanced EU mechanisms for transnational cooperation between Member States, and between Member States and third countries. These mechanisms should include the involvement of child protection professionals in matters such as Dublin transfers, family tracing, family reunification, obtaining child specific information on countries of origin, responding to disappearances and preventing and responding to trafficking and exploitation and return and reintegration where this is the child’s best interest after assessment of their individual circumstances. Furthermore, it is worth exploring the establishment of an EU child protection agency to deal with cross border situations;
• Robust EU measures to prevent and respond to trafficking and exploitation of children, that prevent and respond to disappearances of unaccompanied children in care, and to avoid detention of children.

CEAS in the framework of overall EU migration management

34) The European Parliament should encourage the European Commission to come up with a **credible and courageous "new model of legal migration"** indicated in the Communication towards a Reform of the Common European Asylum System and enhancing the legal avenues to Europe (COM(2016) 197 final).

a) The proposal shall be credible for third countries under the Mobility Partnership, offering legal avenues for mobility; for potential labour migrants, offering legal avenues to seek employment; and for third country nationals seeking education.

b) The proposal shall be courageous enough to offer a real prospect of legal migration to Europe by offering legal avenues, for example, through lottery migration avenues similar to the US model.

Asylum data

As data on asylum applications are used in the public discussion in EU MS as well as for EU policy decision making (e.g. when deciding on the relocation or when establishing distribution quotas) it is indispensable to have reliable and recent data available.

35) The European Parliament should urge the European Commission to:

- **improve timeliness and accuracy** of asylum data submitted to Eurostat in order to allow a solid and evidence-based policy development in migration and asylum;
- ensure a **careful interpretation of the data** on asylum applications provided by Eurostat as to how these statistics depict the actual reception needs of the MS. This critical interpretation of the available statistics is of particular importance when they serve as instruments for determining or triggering policies (e.g. emergency relocation, corrective allocation mechanism, distribution quota);
- request detailed and up-to-date information from Member States on the number of applicants for international protection detained, the reasons for detention and its duration, and detailed information on the detention of vulnerable applicants;
- explore developing **new indicators** more suitable to assess de-facto reception needs in MS. Data on asylum applications do not necessarily depict reception needs, as they do not always correspond to the number of persons being accommodated or awaiting a decision;
- transparently **separate statistics** on the fulfilment of EU-guided resettlement or relocation quotas from statistics on the progress of other previous resettlement schemes. Previous efforts of several MS in the area of resettlement can be considered for quota determination; however the inclusion of past programmes in the counting of places provided through the EU resettlement scheme will de facto lower the targeted number of 20,000 places that was initially envisaged additional to any other programmes in place;
- promote the compilation of both quantitative and qualitative data on the **situation of children** to ensure their visibility at all moments in the migration chain, impact assessments of any new EU measures on children, regular review and monitoring of national and EU actions to evaluate the impact and efficacy of child rights safeguards, the commitment of adequate resources within the EU institutions and agencies to resource this work.
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List of interview codes
Austria
   AT/G/1: Interview with a representative of the Ministry of Interior on 11.03.2016.
Bulgaria
   BG/G/1: Written answers from 5 representatives of the Ministry of Interior received on 18.03.2016.
   BG/N/1: Interview with a representative of Bulgarian Helsinki Committee on 18.03.2016.
Germany
   DE/A/1: Interview with representative of University of Osnabrück on 18.03.2016.
   DE/G/1: Written answer to the questionnaire from governmental representative from the Federal Office for Migration and refugees received on 04.04.2016.
   DE/N/1: Interview with a representative from a non-governmental organisation offering legal counselling for asylum seekers on 23.03.2016.
Greece (The interviews took place between 2nd and 28th March 2016.)
   EL/G/1: Interview with representative of the Asylum Service, Athens Greece
   EL/G/2: Interview with representative of the First Reception Service, Athens Greece
   EL/N/1: Interview with representative of Medicine Sans Frontier, Athens Greece
   EL/O/1: Interview with representative of UNHCR Athens, Greece
Hungary
   HU/A/1: Interview with a representative of academia, Department of Constitutional Law, University of Szeged on 04.03.2016.
   HU/N/1: Interview with a representative of Hungarian Helsinki Committee on 16.03.2016.
Italy
   IT/A/1: Interview with representative of academia, Development Studies, Sociology, Turin, on 10.03.2016.
   IT/A/2: Interview with representative of academia, FIERI, on 11.03.2016.
   IT/G/1: Written answer to the questionnaire from representative of Ministry of Interior received on 07.04.2016.
   IT/N/1: Interview with a representative of Italian Council for Refugees, on 15.03.2016.
Spain
   ES/A/1: Interview with a representative of academia, Universidad Pontificia Comillas, Madrid, on 23.03.2016.
Sweden
   SE/A/1: Interview with a representative of academia on 23.03.2016.
   SE/G/1: Interview with two representatives of the Ministry of Justice on 18.03.2016.
SE/N/1: Interview with a non-governmental representative on 21.03.2016.

**EU Legislation**


Other EU Documents


• European Commission: Factsheet on relocation and resettlement dated with 04.03.2016, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-


- Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on the establishment of 'Eurodac' for the comparison of fingerprints for the effective application of [Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person], for identifying an illegally staying third-country national or stateless person and on requests for the comparison with Eurodac data by Member States' law enforcement authorities and Europol for law enforcement purposes (recast); COM(2016) 272 final, at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/eurodac_proposal_en.pdf.


Cases


• Federal Administrative Court of Austria (VwGH), 8.9.2015: Ra 2015/18/0113 bis 012011, available at: https://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokument.wxe?Abfrage=Wvgh&Dokumentnummer=JWT_2015180113_20150908L00.
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• European Commission (2016): Evaluation of the Implementation of the Dublin III Regulation; DG Migration and Home Affairs; Final report from 18.03.2016; the study has been prepared by ICF International; available at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-


European Resettlement Network, Resettlement, relocation or humanitarian admission?! We explain the terminology..., available at: http://www.resettlement.eu/page/resettlement-relocation-or-humanitarian-admission-we-explain-terminology.
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• Spijkerboer, T. (2016): Europe’s Refugee Crisis: A Perfect Storm, available at: [https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/research-subject-groups/centre-criminology/centreborder-criminologies/blog/2016/02/europe%E2%80%99s-refugee](https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/research-subject-groups/centre-criminology/centreborder-criminologies/blog/2016/02/europe%E2%80%99s-refugee).
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